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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLE£·1 AND DEFINITIONS OF TER1·1S USED 
Comics, once a newspaper feature purely for entertain-
ment purposes, have become a public relations tool for pro-
moting ideas on everything from economics to the use of 
specific products. They are novr used in industr;y- for em-
ployee relations, community relations, and sales promotion. 
Commercial organizations have put comics to work to inform 
the public about banking and insurance. Comics have found 
a place in public enterprise, serving government, trade and 
professional associations, and philanthropy and vrelfare. 
I. DEFINITIONS OF TEru>IS USED 
Comics. The subject of this study has been referred 
to as: "comics, comic books, commercial comics, special 
purpose comics, picture bookc, car•toon narrative," etc. 
These terms shall generally not be used here. Comics are 
misnamed- they are no more comic than most of the so-called 
nevrspaper comics. \'Te say something is 11 comic 11 if it pro-
motes mirth. The subject of this investigation does more 
than promote mirth. Because "comics" have been misnamed 
and to have a common frame of reference, the author has 
coined a new term--promics--PR (public relations) plus the 
last five letters of "comics." 
Promics. Promics consist of panels utilizing a series 
of pictorial representations designed to build good vrill or 
understanding. That is, they attempt to earn public under-
standing and acceptance of the sponsor's policies and prac-
tices. The narrative sequence in pictures is usually accom-
panied by dialogue enclosed in "balloons." This study is 
primarily concerned \'lith promics in booklet form. 
Public relations tool in communications. The public 
relations man helps management to communicate clearly and 
factually with its various publics. The public relations 
man asks: What message does management desire to be deliv-
ered? To whom? How? This study is concerned with a part 
of the "hm1' 11 - a format to transmit a message. 
II. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the }2roblem. Although promics are Hidely 
used for purposes other than entertainment, information about 
them in literature has been limited to short articles in 
periodicals. It was the purpose of this study to categorize 
and evaluate the use of promics as a public relations tool 
in communications. The research has attempted to uncover 
such information as who uses them and in ivhat endeavors, the 
number of copies printed and means of circulation, and hovT 
effective they are. 
Study rrrocedure. This study is the result of a liter-
ature search, conferences ivi th promic producers, and analysis 
of completed questionnaires which ivere returned by 36 users 
of promics. ~~uestionnaires ivere mailed to 102 companies and 
organizations who have used promics in the past. Information 
from these questionnaires is channeled throughout this study 
and is summarized in the Appendix. 
OrfSanization of the study. The topic has been divided 
into four chapters in addition to this introduction: (1) 
Promics in Industry (e.g. manufacturing), (2) Promics in 
Commerce (e.g. banking and insurance}, (3) Promics in Public 
Enterprise (e.g. government and non-profit organizations}, 
and (4) Summary and Conclusions. 
CHAPTER II 
PRGrGCS IN INDUSTRY 
I. El.fPLOYt.:.b: RELA'riOKS 
Promics are studied here as a communication tool to 
earn .employee understanding and acceptance of industr;;r 1 s 
policies and practices. Employees constitute an important 
public relations tarc;et because little publicity or promo-
tion will find a favorable public opinio~ reaction if 
good l·lill of the employees is missing. 
I:Ianagements 1 problems of an economic educational 
booklet that is never read, the e.nnual report for employees 
that confounds rather than illumines, the health and l·rel-
fare messae;e that is ignored- may be solved through promics. 
Economic and Political Education 
Several companies have found it especially difficult 
in the past to get over to employees the problem of eco-
nomic and nanagement issues. The pronics are proving an 
excellent outlet for such programs. 
Justifyinr; advertisinr~.. Lever Brothers (Ne'•T Yorl:) 
'.:as faced ~:lith the problen:. of acquaintine; employees Hi th 
the economic soundness of its multi-million dollar invest-
ments in advertisinc;- money their employees 1:rould ra thor 
have had in their pay envelopes. To tell the story of vrhy 
money was being spent on advertising and not increased 
vrages, the public relations department prepared 11 \'lha t About 
Lever Advertising?" The promic technique shm·red their 8, 000 
employees how advertising increases markets, facilitates 
production, and lowers costs, resulting in better pay for 
the vvorkers. 1 
At various stages the booklet, prepared by Johnstone 
and Cushing, vras copy tested vlith plant managers, foreman, 
and other employees, including union committeemen. A ques-
tionnaire 1·ras distributed asking the employees i•rhether they 
liked the booldet, wanted to knovl more, etc. The response 
was most encouraging to Lever Brothers. A high percentage 
of those returning the questionnaire signed their names and 
gave suggestions about the promic and Lever's advertising. 
It 1'/as so successful that four printings ivere required 
to meet demands ,,ri thin the company and from other sources. 
A Lever spokesman stated: 
We receive a continual stream of requests for copies 
for schools, colleges, libraries, clubs and other groups, 
and from firms considering issuing something of the same 
nature. There is no doubt in our minds as to the effect-
iveness of this particular piece.2 
lEtna :H. Kelley, "Look 1•lho 's Buying Comics Now!", 
Sales Management (Nel·r York: March 1, 1951), 71. 
2Ibid. 
I 
6 
Advertising Ar;e said the promic 11 is one of the best 
jobs i'Thich any company has done to explain the function 
and importance of its advertising to its employes. 11 3 
Teaching fr~~-gvte£Prise. Economic and political 
education are tau.c_;ht by discussion group, reading rack, and 
films. Hanagement's authority to provide such information 
has often been contested. HoHever, numerous cowpanies have 
hired friendly cartoon characters to do the talkinc ·~·ri th the 
hope tlw.t this makes the message more believable and :tliore 
trust\'lOrthy. Promics have also been able to stimulate read-
ershil) and interest vrhere c011ventional pamphlets have fail-
ed. The key to success of promics in the reading racks is 
the vohmtary nature of the program. 
The Bemis Brothers Bag Company, manufacturer of bur-
lap, cotton, and paper bass, became concerned about the 
dangers of inflation. In 1951 Bemis (St. Louis) and Pic-
torial I-:edia (Neir York promic publish.er) prepared a prooic 
on 11 Hmr .Stalin Hopes ~·Je \'Till Destroy America. 11 It drama-
tizes the damage and potential disaster of inflation, es-
tablishes deficit financing by the sovernment as the basic 
cause, and sussests the reader write his Congressman, in-
structing him to vote ac;ainst further deficit spending • 
.:;"Text of Lever Ad l?ool: for Emplc··res is Shmm," 
Advertisin;:' Ace ( Chicac;o: Aucus t 16, 15)1~8) , L~8. 
Three full-page advertisements in Time plus ads in 
fourty business periodicals recommended that employers 
distribute it to employees. The promic 1·ms offered at 
ten dollars for 100 copies; do1·m to t:1.ree cents per copy 
l.!_ in larger quani ties. · 
The Indianapolis Chamber of Co!illnerce ordered 3,000 
copies to distribute to teachers at the mmual Business-
Ind.ustry-Educa tion Day. Durin.s tJ.1.e first year of publi-
cation 850,000 copies were sold to over 3000 business or-
canizations for distribution to employees and c~stomers. 
Bemis had D-l:'. Henry C. Lir..h::, then Hi th the Psychor 
7 
lo::;ic:al Corporation in 1::-eu York, test the promic 's effective-
r:: 
ness in the Peoria, Hinneapolis, and Kansas Cit;y plants.:.; 
The follmving excerpts from the test report shmvs the bookl-t---t 
changed attitudes regardinG the causes of and remedies for 
inflation. ADonc; several questions vrere the three shm·m 
belm·:. Intervim·rees •.-;ere shol'm five possi-ole ans·.-rers and 
vrere asked to check the t·.vo most important ones. The 
'l 
ans·Hers belm·r v:ere stress··as most important in tl:e promic. 
Li. 
'Harry C. Kenney, "Comics ·:lith A Purpose," The Chris-
tian Science 1:onitor (Boston: October 8, 1952), 9. 
r-
:)IIThere Is So~ethins You Can Do About Inflation!", 
Bemis 3rothel''S :Sac; Company (St. Louis, Hissouri: n.d.); 
See also, Edvrard J. Dever, Jr. , "You Can Help Fic;ht In-
flation r . .'i th This :Im·r Conic :Sook'" Printers I Inl: ( Eeu 
York: June 22, 1951). 
1 . 111'/ha t things are most to 
blame for high prices?" 
Government spending more 
than it receives in taxes 
Government adding a lot 
of new, extra money 
People ;.vho 
Head None 
6o v1 ;o 
28% 
2. "':lha t things can YOU do to keep 
the dollar from being worth less?" 
';·iri te to your Congressman 
Pay higher taxes 
3. 11 VIhat can the GOVER.t"l\TMENT do?" 
Cut dOi·m unnecessary 
government expenses 
Raise taxes to pay-as-we-go 
20;:S 
5% / 
73% 
10~~ I 
People ~·Iho 
Read All 
28% 
According to Dr. Link: "·,·rorkers exposed to the book 
1·rere found to have a sisnificantly higher appreciation of 
recommended yrays to stop inflation than did w·orkers -vrho did 
not see it." 6 
h 0
"TI1ere Is Somethinc; You Can Do About Inflation!··, 
Bemis Brothers Bag Company (St. Louis, !assouri: n. d.). 
Pictorial Media, who prepared Bemis' picture cent-
inuity, has produced numerous other free enterprise promics. 
"':Te Hit The Jackpot" vras distributed by more than 300 comp-
anies and sold over 1.3 million copies. It was revised by 
"You Ei t The Jackpot. "7 In "Hovr To Live Better" a recently 
arrived immigrant learns that the "secret" of America's high 
standard of living is better production and team\·rork, based 
on free enterprise. 
Pictorial Media's president, Harry E. Childs, who was 
in public relations i'li th the National Comics Group, offers 
a promic strip i·rhich appears in dozens of house organs. 8 
"Jimmy and Burrhead" (formerly "Jimmy's Jobs") is aimed 
tovrard creating a better understandine.; about job, coD.pany, 
and economic attitudes. They have been used by such comp-
anies as International Harvester, Union Carbide and Carbon, 
Remington Rand, and Alcoa. 
A good example of how easy-to-grasp promics have 
educated ···rorkers on economic issues is their use in explain-
ing the Taft-Hartley act. Claude Robinson, of Opinion 
Research Corporation (Princeton), found in a national survey 
of ~vorkers that only 31 per cent favored the law as a vrhole. 
7see page 115. 
S"comics Content Can Do Serious Job Firm Finds," Advertis~ng Age (Chicago: December 22, 1947). 
Yet, Hhen employees vrere quizzed on sepera te sections of the 
la,,.; they appeared to be solidly for it. Thus, it was con-
eluded that workers' dislike of the Taft-Hartley act was 
due to misunderstanding and lack of information.9 
General Electric gave employees "Ann Gets The Ans-vrer, 11 
a promic on the Taft-Hartley Lm1'. To test its effectiveness 
G. E. 1-rent to Dr. Link (~vho also studied the Bemis booklet). 
Visits ivere made in Pittsfield, Massachusetts to 100 homes 
of G.E. \·rorkers and 100 homes of non-G.E. vrorkers, l'rho vrere 
questioned on the Taft-Hartley Lmv. Residents in G.E. 
homes 1vere better informed on the la·~-r than others .10 
Yale & Tm·me Manufacturing Company interviewed its 
employees and found that more than half read such promics as 
"Free Hen vs. the Union Closed Shop." Hoivever, not all the 
pro:oics the;r distribute are "heavy." Others include "Handy-
man," "Your Social Security," and "Hm1 to Pick a Used Car. 11 
Cor2pany Earninr;s ahd Benefits 
Comuany earnings. According to Dr. Otto Lerbine;er, 
Boston University's School of Public Relations and Com-
munications, more and more companies have come to realize 
9 Alex Osborn, Your Creative Pmver (New York: Dell 
Publishing Company, 1961), 316 
lOEtna M. Kelley, 11 Look Vfho 1 s Buying Comics Novr! 11 , 
Sales 1-Ianav,ement {Ne1-r Yorl<::: J:~arch 1, 1951), 71. 
I 
I 
I 
the importance of presenting financial data to employees. 
Financial information demonstrates the company's faith in 
its trusteeship function and also serves to make employees 
more cost conscious and competitor conscious.ll "Issuing 
a separate annual report to employees can be effective if 
the message is translated into figures, language, and charts 
that are understandable," he added. 12 This quotation is 
important because fev1 employees are trained accountants. 
\le should help them to understand 'vha t the figures mean. 
Some companies give employees the same financial statement 
as received by stockholders; others prepare a revised 
report or hold "jobholders" meetings; and a fe1-r have used 
promics. These reports improve employee understanding of 
the company's purpose and, hence, build esnrit de corps.l3 
The Marquette Cement Manufacturing Company (Chicago), 
in an effort to mali:e its financial statements understand-
able, mailed a promic to all its employees. The 16 page 
booklet, "Tom, Dick and Harry, The Marquette Team," present-
ed and analyzed the company's balance sheet and income 
statement. 
11otto Lerbinger, "Employee Communications," Handbook 
of Public Relations, Hm·rard Stephenson, editor (New York: 
1JicGravT-Hill Bool::: Company, 1960), 1~51. 
12
.Ibid. ' li-52 
1 3rr~te that all the letters that are in "corps" are in 
"promics: 
Marquette had Business Research Corporation (Chicago) 
conduct a survey to determine how the promic was received, 
hmv it ''ras used by employees, and what it accomplished.l4 
The survey ·.vas conducted at t'vo plants- Oglesby, Illinois 
and Nashville, Tennessee. It i•ras understood by the 114 
employees intervie\··led that their identity •i!ould not be 
recorded in any manner. 
A large majority of employees read or looked through 
the booklet. At both locations there •,vere expl""essions of 
family participation.and interest in the report. No re-
sponses or comments expressed disapproval. Employees gave 
the promic credit for having brought them new information 
about the company's financial affairs and size. About 81 
per cent of the intervie-v·rees expressed an interest in 
receiving regular information about the company. Jack K. 
~."!hi t.e, Marquette 1 s director of public relations, ivas very 
pleased with the results of t.he survey. 
American Type Founders [li.T.F~ has issued several 
promic-styled annual reports to employees. These are sep-
arate from the regular stockholder reports. Thompson 
Products, The Hurray CoPporation of America, and the Illi-
nois CentPal Railroad also used this type of Peport. 
ll.~"Emplovee Reaction to I:,1arquette' s Comic-Book Styled 
.... t.J II" - n Report, 'Tom, Dick and Hapry, The harquette 'I'eam' , '3usiness 
Research Corporation (Chicago: September 1, 1949). 
Emnlovee benefits. General Electric has issued promics 
for their employees dealing with employee stockholder and 
pension plans, and insurance and health benefits. In "Joe 
Becomes A Stockholder" the savings and bonus plan that has 
been available to employees is discussed. 
"'1lhat • s In It For ~!e? 11 is the 8-page promic of 
Republic Aviation (Farmingdale, Long Island), illustrating 
that there are good things at Republic in addition to the 
pay envelope. It discusses their vacation, insurance, and 
pension benefits, and educates employees on ~-rhy there are 
deductions from the gross \·rages. 
Recruiting. Grit is a vreekly national ne•.-J·spaper '\•Ti th 
a 1 million circulation, 1 1''hich serves tm•ms having less than 
2,500 population and no nei-mpaper. In 19~9 Q.ill. replaced a 
letter and conventional pamphlet Hith a promic to recruit 
ne·.vsboys in the 11-14 age group. lnitially, 250,000 copies 
o:t· 11 You 1 ve Got to Have Grit'' •:rere produced by Custom Comics, 
lnc. tl:-e1·r Yorld. 'l'hey :t·ound that returns over the former 
methoa. of recruiting vrent up 50 per cent. It \·-ras reprinted 
six times, totalling 4 mil.lion copies. "Grit 1'lins Out" -vras 
a second promic, distributea. in l9b0. It went through two 
print rm1s totalling one million copies. Qrit has cir-
culated ~ million promics in a year and a ha.t:r. 'l'he books 
have been so successt·ul in solici t.1ng ne;,.·rsboys that nevr 
I 
titles are being prepared in 1961.15 
G-eneral Hotors Corporation, in an effort to recruit 
personnel for their dealers, had Johnston and Cushing compile 
"The Taylor T1-rins In Double Deal." The Taylor twins join the 
automobile business after learnin3 about its opportunities. 
Health, Saf_srty, and ~-Tel fare 
Charles D. Bell, of Pepperell £{anufac turing Company's 
e.dvertising department, found in a readership survey of the 
company's house organ, that cartoons ranked first and 95 per 
cent of their employees read them. They vrere accordingly 
reprinted in "Play It Safe Comic Book."16 
Dvright Folsom, of r,Hll, Folsom and Smith (Ne1·T York), 
used a promic in a fund-raising campaign for the Greater 
Cleveland Hospital. .Superman 1-.ras loaned for the tasl{ of 
reaching employees of Cleveland's industrial plants. The 
Cleveland l~.§};LS recognized the part Superman played- "average 
t ib .._i f 1 i!•ll 6r- rrl7 con r u~ on rom emp oyees was ~ . ~· The author does 
not knovr hm·r T •• rell this compar"es to other' campaigns. 
-----------------
1 5Ted Sanchagrin, "Comic Books," Adyertisinp; Require-
lli§.llts (Chicago: February, 1961), 92. 
16Etna !•:. Kelley, "Look ~·rho's Buyine; Comics No11! 11 , 
Sales &;anap;ement (Ne•:r York: March 1, 1951), 72. 
17 Louis P. Birk, "Hm·.r Comic Booklets Are Used In 
Advertising and Public Relations," Printers' Ink (Ne11 York: 
August 13, 1948), 41. 
·--·-· ·--- -~ ·~·· 
~ ...... -- ~ .·~--. .. -· . ~----·--~ ~ ~~-- .. _,. 
Employee and Dealer Traininfo 
Archeologists believe that pictorial narrative dra1·m 
in southern France 17,000 years ago g,ive evidence that pre-
historic man used dral"rings as visual aids in teaching young 
hunters ~vhere to strike their prey. They cite pictures 
shm1ins animals 1 vulnerable spots pierced py arrm'ls .18 It 
seems only natural then, that modern man vvould devise 
promics to indoctrinate personnel. 
How to sell. According to Julien J. Proskauer, for-
merly president of 1/.'o. c. Popper & Co. (promics printei•), 
promics were originated by their first sale to Seagram's 
Distillers Corporation in July, 1936. David M. Davies, 
then Seagram's advertising manager, ordered 3 million copies 
of ";Seagram's Herr·ymal\:er" for the 1936-37 Christmas season. 
Seasram's has used "Seagram's Selling Secrets" for several 
years to train their salesmen and dealers. Daniel J. 
Mahoney, copy director, said the booklets were studied 
during training courses and examinations given to salesmen 
indicate the booklets haire been effective. 19 
18oscar Schisgall, "The ':lorld 1 s Earliest Paintings, 11 
!he Reader's Dip;est (Pleasantville, Ne\·l York: January, 
1961), 226. 
l9 Julien J. Prosl<::auer, "The Idea That Led To r.fillions 
In Sales," Tdm. c. Popper & Co. (Nevr York: n.d.). 
Southern States Cooperative performs a manufacturing, 
purchusing, processing, and distributing service on feed, 
seed, fertilizer, and other farm supply items for its 
farmer-members. To emphasize the importance of farm agents 
visiting farmers on their farm, Southern States published 
"Farm Visits," the story of Sam Hartin, a make-believe agency 
manager, T.-rho faces real is tic everyday problems vrhen he visits 
farmers. T.K. ~,volfe, Southern States' director of distri-
but ion, claims the reception to "Farm Visits" T,,ras outstand-
ing. He quotes i•rhat the agencies have said about it: 
It visualizes and inspires ...• it's eye-catching •.•• 
it's attractive .•.. it's different .••• it is just 11hat 1·re 
need .... it's readable .•.• it's right dmm our alley •••• 
it's clever •.•• it is ~,rell prepared •..• it caug,.1.t my eye 
and I read it through and through .•. excellent prese~0 tation •..• creates much interest ... • vre are using it. 
T·.vo other 11 hoi·r to sell" promics are "Hmv Jim Got His 
Big Break," distributed by North American Philips Company 
to teach selling techniques for Norelco shavers, and "Hovr 
To Clock Up Extra Sales" for Telechron. The Telechron sales-
man gives a salesgirl the history of the clock, shovrs her how 
it 1-rorks, and demonstrates hmv to sell them effectively. 21 
20T .K. ':Tolfe, "Comic Book Training Farm Agents To Sell 
Ivrore Supplies," Printers' Ink (Ne1vXork: October 6, 1950), 46. 
2l"Telechron's Comic Book Teaches Clock Selling," Drug 
Trade Ne1vs (August 7, 1950), 8. 
I 
• 
• I 
I 
17 
Product :tnformati:On. One of: the newest users of 
promics is the Atlas Powder Company. Atlas puts a copy 
into each carton of its activated Darco. The company hopes 
the "man-in-the·back-room" at each dry cleaning plant wili 
read the promic and thus learn pai:hlessly how to use the 
product most effectively.22 
The Great Atlantic and Pacific '!'ea Company (A&P) has 
used "Andy Preston Makes the Grade" and "Andy Presto». Gets 
Fresh" for indoctrinating new employees. In the first one, 
Andy learns that A&P uses fine.ingredients, carefully pre-
pared, and sold at modest prices. In the second, Andy is 
informed of the need for cleanliness and stock rotation. 
At the gas station. Cities Service, through "Dealer 
Information Visuals," discusses 26 topics from "A Clean 
station" to "station Management • ., Over a year of research 
and field testing among 300 dealers went into the program 
to develop leaflets that were readable and informative.23 
Sections of the booklet were sent by direct mail to 
dealers for 26 weeks. Cities Service has received 
favorable response-from questionnaires sent to its service 
dealere by Petroleum Advisers, Inc. and for their efforts 
22News item in the Wilmington Journal (June 20, l960)e 
23nsales Education and Comedy Scrambled In Comics Sold 
to Dealers," Printers' Ink (New Yo.rk: June 3, 1949), 27 • 
I 
;; 
received the D.M.A. (Direct Mail Advertising Association) 
"Best of' Industry A1vard." The promic 1•ras produced by 
Brevity, Inc., \'l"hose president, Louis P. Birk, doubled 
as a public relations counselor and media consultant. 
A DuPont promic is "Hm·r Joe Smith Made a Steady Cus-
tomer by KnoHing ~·That ~-~akes A Gaso1ine Good. " A gas station 
attendant sells a motorist on premium gasoline. DuPont also 
prepared "Tank Talk" v'lhich is concerned ivl th the safe pro-
cedures for entering sasoline storage tanks, and partic-
ularly 'I'Ti th safe methods for removal and disposal of sludge. 
I 
I 
I 
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II. EDUCATION HEL\TIONS 
Industry feels that the good vrill of the youne;sters may 
pay off in sales at the present and in later years. Further, 
the good will of the children helps to win the good will of 
the parents. There is also some indication that corporations 
have come to recognize their responsibilities as citizens. 
The attraction children find in the "comic" format is 
eYidenced by the increased circulation of Boys' Life, the 
official magazine of the Boy Scouts of America, since they 
inaugurated their 11 comic 11 inser•t in 1952. Circulation has 
zoomed from 650,000 1.;hen they first called on Johnstone and 
Cushing to prepare the insert, to over 2 million in 1961. 
The Hempstead, Nevr York Board of Education and Dell Publish-
inc; Company recently completed a stud;>r of 11 comic" book read-
ership of nearly 1,000 grade school children. The results 
indicate that 86 per cent Here 11 comic" readers. Three-
fourths pass the 11 comics" on to their friends uhen they are 
finished. The research indica ted 4. 2 r•eaders per 11 comic" 
sold.24 That is to say, buyers of "comic" books are not 
the only ones 11ho read them before they are discarded. 
2
.l''.Iilliam F. Callahan, Jr. ~ 11Kids Like Comics! 11 , 
Nel,rsdealer (New York: July, 1960), 8. 
Teachers have long found promics to have a high poten-
tial value, not only because their form is acceptable to 
children, but because people pick up ideas much faster 
and retain them a great deal longer Y.rhen they are illustrated 
1•ri th pictures. Sidonie 1-fa tsner Gruenberg, director of the 
Child Study Association of America, has said: 
Comics can serve the educator as i'rell as the nrona-
gandist, the missionary as well as the advertiser. ~They 
have taken their place alongside ne1-rspapers and photo-
graphy, motion pictures and the radio. 1U1d, like these 
others, have become an integral2Eart of the progressive democratization of our culture. ~ 
Hence, industry has adopted and adapted "comics" to educate 
the nation's school children. 
Since December, 1952 Scholastic N:agazines has had a 
special department to boost the use of promics in their 
magazine. Scholastic Magazines, with a circulation of over 
2.3 million, has a department to l·rrite, drm,v, and process 
the promic inserts. For this i·rork and space Scholastic has 
charged its advertisers three cents per copy; t1vo and a half 
cents if advertisers prepare everything but the plates.26 
Such industrial leaders as G-eneral Electric, Eastman Kodak 
B.F. Goodrich, the National Association of :D:Ianufacturers, and 
the American Association of Railroads have used Scholastic. 
25Nathan R. Abelson, 11 Comics Are A Serious Business," 
Advertising ~ Selling (Nel:r York: August, 1946), 92. 
26 11 Scholastic Comic-Type Ads Set Trend In Youth Mag-
~Ihile promics have invaded the class room several 
schools and universities have become interested in exploring 
the use of this modern American medium. Harvey Vl. Zorbaugh, 
a leading sociologist of Nevr York University, taught a 
college course, th,vorkshop on the Cartoon Narrative." In 
1949 t1venty-six men and vromen studying for masters' degrees 
in the university's School of Education took the course. 
They v.rorked under the joint guidance of the university' art, 
sociology, and communications departments.27 
The School of Visual Arts, a resident art school teach-
ing cartooning, i•ras founded in NeH York in 1947. At the 
September 21, 1960 meeting of the Ne1'i'Spaper Comics Council 
in Nel··r Yod::, Tom Gill, cartoonist and chairman of the journal-
istic and television art department, said teaching how to 
make promics is an important part of the curriculum.28 
In October, 1959 a three-year socio-cultural invest-
iga tion of "comics 11 -vras launched under the auspices of the 
Communications Research Center of Boston University's School 
of Public Relations and Communications. The sum of ;;~37, 500 
was allocated for the research project by the Newspaper 
azines, 11 Tide (Neiv York: 11Iay 9, 1953). 
27"course In Comics Seeks Social Good," 11:.lJi Neli York 
Times (November 19, 1949); T.W. Kiehlen, "Big Business Ar,·mkes 
to Value of Comic Book," Houston Press (April 22, 1948). 
28Tom Gill, address to the Ne1vs:paper Comics Council 
r-:Ieeting ( Ne1v York: September 21, 1960} . 
I 
Comics Council of Ne1·r York City. Dr. Ed1·rard J. Robinson is 
chairman of the Communications Research Center. The princi-
pal investigator for the research is Dr. David lianning 
Vihite. Robinson and ~lhite have been aided by Dr. Fra~s:~E. 
Barcus and graduate students. 
Teachins Science 
General Electric, a trail blazer in the use of promics 
in the class room, is the largest industrial user of promics. 
G.E. 's proc;ram of the educational promic began in 1945- a 
time '~"rhen par•ents and teachers 1·rere voicing disapproval of 
''comic" books. The first printing of 300,000 copies of 
"The Generation of Electricity" has led to requests from 
teachers for 71.5 million promics about science over the 
past fifteen years. Promic distribution to schools in 1960 
was between 5 to 6 million copies.29 
Distribution has been primarily through direct mail to 
teachers. Offers of promics were first made three times a 
year, but as teachers became familiar with the program and 
began sending in their own requests for copies without the 
stimulus of direct mail, these mailings vrere cut to twice, 
and then to once a year. At present half of the requests 
for books come in unsolicited. All 17 million boys and girls 
in grades seven to tvrel ve are G. E. 1 s promic public. They 
29Letter fror:J. D1·right Van Avery to author (l'Jovember 11, 
1960). 
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claim to reach 70 per cent of them each year and about 90 per 
cent at sometime during their hic;h school years. The bool::s 
are given ~·:i thout charge to teachers; other companies and 
organizations are charged a nominal fee of three cents per 
copy. G.E. says that even thirty "big name" colleges use 
rtinside The Ato:m" (T,-.rhich has a total circulation of 10.2 mil-
lion) for reYiev.r purposes.30 
All nine class room promics ivhich have been produced to 
date come under the heading of "Adventures In Science Series." 
Reproduction rights for some of these titles31 have been 
granted to publishers in foreign coLmtries by the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific & Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO). Some of these bool::lets, i·.rhich are supplied by 
Pictorial l!edia, have been translated and published in India, 
Brazil, Arc;entina, Uruguay, Pal;:istan, Nor1·ray, Finland, Eng-
land, Australia, and Vietnam. 
In 1960 G.E. spent about $60,000 just for the printing 
of class room promics. IncludinG distribution, they estimate 
each copy costs them <1bG'J.t three cents. Using this figure as 
a base, this venture has cost them over $2 million since 1945. 
30Francis K. Smith, "Comic Books: 'lhy They Can Be A Key 
Public Relations I~Iedium," Printers' Ink (Nev·r York: February 
2L~, 1956), 97. 
31The titles are: "Our Place In Space," "The Generation 
of Electrici t;yr," "The Distribution of Electricity," "Jet Pm·r-
er," "Inside the Atom," "The Story of Light," "Electronics," 
"Science In Your Future," and 11 E:::1sineering In Your Future." 
Hovr successful has the proc;ram been? Vfhile DHight 
Van Avery, ~anager of educational relations materials, 
asserts "very effective," a number of independent surveys 
confirm that General Electric's educational promics have 
had a significant influence on the attitudes of youns 
people tm-rard G.E. and its products. In 1961 Advertising 
Reouirements remarked: "GE has proved that comic books, 
intelligently prepared and mePchandised, can be pm·rerful 
teaching aids and public relations tools."3 2 
The school publication, Young Catholic l1essenp;er, has 
conducted a suPvey every three years and asked: "Please 
name t1·ro larc;e companies doine; national business that you 
thinlc are outstandine;." To this ·free-association question, 
4 per cent mentioned General Electric in 1948, 12 per cent 
in 1951, 17 per cent in 1954, and 20 per cent in 1957. G • 
. E.'s biggest competitor, ''.rfestinghouse, had a score ranging 
7.7. 
from 3 to 4 per cent over these twelve years.~~ Of course 
it is impossible to ascertain i·rha t affect promics alone had 
in influencing responses to these questions. 
In the 1954 Yow.'lr; Catholic Messenp:;er survey, the 
question uas asked: "·dhen you are ready to go to 'tTOrk, for 
32Ted Sanchagrin, "Comic Books," Advertising Require-
ments (Chicago: February, 1961), 88. 
"Z"Z ~~This data is from "Resume of the G. E. -Pictorial l:Ie-
dia Educational Program, (1945-1959)," Pictorial Media 
(t;e· .. r York: 1959) (mineographed). 
uha. t large company do inc; a national business 1-rould you like 
to work?' The response was as follows: 
General Electric •••••••.•• 
General I-:Iotors •••••.•••••• 
"Telephone Companies" .•••• 
~"lesting.house •••.•••••.•••• 
DuPont . .................. . 
Ford . .................... . 
In 1954 Scholastic Magazine asked senior high school 
teachers: 11\'ll1iChcompany is doing the best job of industry-
education cooperation?" The teachers ans1-rered: 
General Electric ••.••••••• 57% 
General Motors •••••••••••• 22( IJ Bell Telephone •••••••.•.•. 10% 
Gilbert Youth Research asked high school students 
their brand preferences for a variety of consumer products 
such as radio and television sets and correlated their an-
s~:rers ',fi th -~·rhether or not the students recalled having 
used General Electric's educational booldets in their 
schooling. This correlation served to establish that the 
"exposed" students had a better impression of General 
Electric products than those not exposed to then. The ex-
act results of the survey were as follows: 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
EXPO.SED TO G. E. 
EDUCATIOlJAL LITERATURE 
NOT EY..POSED TO G.E. 
EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE 
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The cl8.ss rooms are not the only place 1-rhere G. E.'s 
science promics appear. G.E.'s dozens of plants are always 
hard put to develop their o-vm booklets for reception rooms, 
open houses, career days, etc. Dwight Van Avery, manager of 
educational relations, says the promics c:,ain a lot of company 
.sood Hill and have been a very effective educational device. 
He adds that thousands of 1.msolici ted letters fro~ teachers 
prove it. 
·:iestinc;house :Slectric Corporation distributed t'•W 16-
pac;e promics entitled "George r,-Testinshouse" and 11 H01·1 Does It 
~·Tork. 11 Their first ventur•e in promics 1.-ms a series of four-
teen one-pac~e advertisements in educational masazines in 1921-4 
and 1945. Reprints were offered to teachers and students, 
and in t,,ro years more than 750,00 1·rere distributed. In 19LJ.6 
they produced the "Georse Uestinghouse'' (Fun in Science) pam-
phlet, issued on the lOOth anniversary of his birth. Donald 
L. ~iller of ~estinghouse school service reports:· 
For four years, it has received more individual re-
quests from teachers than any of our other 80 teaching 
aids. In 1950 we published a new kind of cartoon book, 
called "Hovr Does It ·dorl~:. 11 It gives the history and 
operation of atomic energy, jet propulsion, electric 
lighting, electric power, electric motors, radio and 
television. It is offered in quantities for classes. 
~·a thin tv.ro months a.fter it vms published, 1:re had re-
quests for more than 420,000 ..• Xany teachers who 
are opposed to tho ordinary "comics" have accepted -zL 
":Imr Does It ~-.'ork 11 as a serious visual teachinG aid. :J ~ 
34Etna K. Kelley, "Look TTho's ·.ju;y,·ing CoJ:Jics Nm·,r~", 
Sales :.:anagement (:~e'-r York: ~-:arch 1, 1951), 70. 
I 
I 
I 
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In light of the 1961 bid-fixinG law suit judgment ad-
verse Tr t · h "Jr:: to G.J:. and :es 1115 ouse,--' perhaps ar:: expanded com-
muni ty relations program is in order to shoT,; that they are 
;oocl citizens. 
A notable prou.-:ics for the class room pr·osrarJ has been 
car-ried on for tl':J.irteen years by B. F. Goodrich Company. In 
1943 "'>I onder Book of Rubber" Has unveiled, uhich con ta.ins a 
succinct history of rubber and explains hm,r it is produced 
and used. It also (:,i ves instructions for :wakine; toys that 
are operated by rubber.3 6 Cf the 4 million copies printed, 
3.8 million were distributed to schools and the remainder 
was utilized by the company's plants for visitors. It was 
revised in early 1961. 
In 1951+ the company distr•ibuted 4 million copies of 
"Tommy G-eto the Keys," a 32 pase promic on safe drivins. 
It covered the probleos and temptations encountered by teen-
age Tor.:1my Johnson and i1is parents as he learned to drive. 
~oven into the plot was an ideal driver-training course. 
The book was revised in 1960. 3etween 1948 and 1955 Goodrich 
distributed nearly 15 million promics as teaching aids for 
junior and senio:."' hic,h schools. 
7,5 
-' Robert F. Kennedy, "Robert Kennedy Examines the 
Electric CoD~)a.ny Scandals, 11 Life (:::~mr York: February 24, 
1961) ,. 30-36. 
~,... 
J 0 Advertisine;. Ar:;e (Chicago: June ll~, 1948). 
I 
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G-oodrich's publication of educational promics and 
their free distribution to school children was recosnized 
by the American Public Helations Association (noi·T Public 
Relations Society of ADerica) as 1954's outstanding public 
relations achievement.37 
Sold on their [;ood ·dill efforts, :S. F. Goodrich pub-
lished 2 million copies of "Johnson liakes the Team, 11 a 32 
page promic which was circulated along with a teacher's 
:11anual for use in upper t;ra:ies of elementary school and 
high school. The promic interprets the results of the 
28 
American democratic system. For example, the booklet shows 
hm·r \·rorkers, investors, and custor,1ers share in the benefits 
of a competitive system. It calls for a free democratic 
system to preserve the nation's economy. In salutins Good-
rich for this endeavm·, Nation's Busines.e __g_ommented: "The 
results der.1onstrate that an American art form, properly used, 
is an excellent medium for tellins the American story."38 
In 1960 11 ToLlmy Looks at Farmincs" 1·ras released ·.-,ri th an 
initial nrint order of 3 million copies to tell the vital 
role of agriculture in our health, economy, and security. 
It's interesting to note that althouch the Goodrich 
bool{s fit perfectly in the author's definition of 11 comics" 
37Journal of Commerce (Ne1v Yolk: Eay 3, 1955). 
-zQ 
..JUI-:ation's Busine.§..§. Clo.shinston: Ausust, 1952). 
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and prooics, James HcCready, of their public relations de-
partrr:ent, says they are "cartoon books- not comics." 
The Leslie Salt Company of Sans Francisco used "The 
Story of Salt 11 to educate children from ten to sixteen on 
how salt is produced by solar evaporation. After showing 
the necessity of salt the pamphlet ends by explaining h01"1 
Leslie Salt is dra1m from the Pacific Ocean. 
The fascinating story of the evolution of human habi-
ta tion--from tree-top houses and cave dvtellings of prehis-
toric time to the present--has been dramatically told in 
"Shelter Thl"'ough the Ages." Classics Illustrated, pub-
lishers of educational 11 comic" books, colla bora ted vli th the 
Ruberoid Company, manufacturers of asphalt and abestos 
cement building products, to produce the promic. 
Tovtal"'d an undel"'standing of nuclear enel"'t;Y, \vha t it 
has wrought, and the new scientific, economic, and social 
worlds to which it points the way, General Dynamics (New 
York) has presented "The Atomic Revolution." The 32 page 
promic has a for'?lard by Gordon Dea.YJ., former chairman of the 
United State's Atomic Energy Commission, who is the corpo-
ration's senior vice president. The booklet is a simple but 
comprehensive story of the developnent and promise of atomic 
enterprise. 
In 1960 Edmund Scientific Company (Barrington, Nevl Jer-
sey), producers of science project l{its, prepared "Astronomy 
and You." It developsan interest in amateur astronomy as 
a hobby and indirectly creates more demand for the products 
they sell 1-.rhich are used by astronomers. 
According to lU5el 0 1 C. TJolff, director of Edmund 1 s 
science projects division, it met 1"lith such enthusiastic 
reception from museums, planetariums, and schools that the 
first printinc; of 100,000 copies v.ras exhausted in six '\.veeks. 
The second printing of 300,000 was almost gone after another 
ten weeks, and they ordered a third printing, this time for 
half of a million copies. 
~lolff confesses that at first he l•ras hesitant to use 
promics, but has not had a single adverse criticism on that 
score. "On the other hand," he reports, 111·re have received 
hundreds of exuberant compliments for the booklet." 
.~1other effort to educate children on science began in 
October 19 60 vli th national distribution of a ".'leekl:r "comic 11 
strip, 11 Science Today." The column explains the signifi-
cance of various scientific developments and their present 
or potential im~act on society. The author, Professor 
James A. Coleman, Department of Physics at American Inter-
national College in Springfield, Idassachusetts, 11as the 
30 author of "Relativity for the Layman." _; 
7,0 I I II ~·:nrN·el·r ;-reekly Column About Science Today , Editor it 
Publisher (New York: October 8, 1960), 65. 
I 
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TeachinF About Automobiles 
The automobile manufacturers have produced promics to 
tell about automobile production, safety, and of course, 
boost their m·m products. General Motors has used "The 
Leader Comics," 1·rhich discussed a thrilling race at Al:::ron 
and driving safety for Chevrolet. However, Ford and Chry-
sler have had a much more extensive promic program. 
Ford. Professor Harvey \'V. Zorbaugh, the first social 
scientist to seriously study "comics" and promics, has 
edited promics for the Ford :rciotor Company. "The Story of 
Steel" v:as devised to help students u..r1derstand the pro-
cessing of steel as they saw it on their tour of the Ford 
River Rouge Plant. 
Ford has distributed promics to the Detroit Public 
Schoolson "The Stor·y of Mass Assembly" and "The Story of 
Eass Production." They have also printed 2.5 million copies 
of "Hov; To Be ... 1\.n Expert Driver." 
Chrysler. In 19411- Chrysler unveiled their first 
promic, 11 All American High1·ray. 11 The unusually long (52 
page) bool::let, prepared by Jolmstone and Cushins, suggests 
a tour through the Americas. It tells about the histor;:r 
and culture of the various countries and offers travel 
trips. Plymouth was mildly advertised. 
There seems to be a thirteen year lag in promic pro-
• 
• 
I 
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had a di f'f'erent one every year since then. In 1957 it was a 
100,000 order for "Driving the Torture Track" which showed 
that their products are well built. The following year they 
came out with 11 A Behind-the-Scene Story at Chrysler Corpor-
ation." Then it was "The 1959 Cars of' the Forward l.Dok" 
which had a million copy distribution. In 1960 they asked 
Johnstone and Cushing for 2 million copies of' 11 Th1ngs That 
Even Dads Don't Know About. 11 J •. R. Barlow, Chrysler• s man-
ager of' product advertising, has been so pleased with the 
demand and effectiveness of' the booklets that he ordered 2 
million copies of' a driving safety promio in 1961.40 
Teaching Health And Saf'etx 
A case study of' International Paper Company's suoceas-
tul use of' promics for a southern forest conservation pro-
gram can illustrate how one company found promics to be more 
valuable than just a teaching aid. Forest conservation has 
great economic importance to small woodlot owners, the 
southern community, and of' course, the company. 
In 1946 International widely distributed a conventional 
booklet, "Report to the People of' the aouth," which dealt at 
length with the company' s forestry ope~ \.ions. The :pro~· 
40Ted Sanchagrin, "Comic Books," AdvertisiPJS Require-
mente (Chicago: February, 1961) , 88. 
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gram enjoyed only a limited success because many farmers 
had little or no interest in trees as a crop and even re. 
sented what they considered interference in their business.4l 
Realizing that the "New SC?U~tt will be a product of' the 
.-
present children, the company decided the story could best 
be told through the schools and with promics. 
"How Money Grows On Tree-s" is about the Davis family's 
inheritance of a neglected farm. A conservation forester 
tells the family about the paper industry's contribution to 
-local prosperity. The reader learns how to do scientific 
tree farming, fight fire, and prevent torest fires.42 
International, who keeps close contact with sta.te gov-
ernments in their regular conservation work, visited the de-
partments of education in each of ten Southern states to show 
outlines of the booklet and multigraphed copies of their 
teacher's guide. They received an enthusiastic response and 
lists of county and city school superintendents and names 
and addresses of teachers in ele111entary and secondary schools 
were given. The booklet was put on the recommended lists of 
4l"Public Relations: International Paper Fights Fire 
With Comics," Tide (New York: January 30, 1954). · 
-
42n Comic Book Clicks For Paper Firm, u Today 1 s Adver-
tising (Baltimore: January 10, 1950). 
:Sefore the promic reached. its final stage, a "dummy" 
of it went out to educators for criticism and to eliminate 
any taint of co~ialism. ~·{hen the suc:·.c;estions came 1:'1 
they ;rere incorporated. into the finished -..rork. In this 
interval the distribution system was set in motion- labels 
typed, endorsement letters printed on state letterheads, 
and everything prepared for the books to roll off the 
presses. Four carloads of paper (eiGhty-five tons) were 
shipped to New York for Pictorial ~edia to produce 1.5 
million copies of the promics and teacher's guides. 
Finally, actual distribution began to schools. Sup-
plemental mailings were also made to Southern newspapers, 
bankers, brokers, state officials, radio commentators, 
stockholders, employees, paper manufacturers, dealers, and 
others. In 1950 an International Paper spokesman announc-
ed: 
Today, even 'id th the high hopes it had for the book-
let, International Paper finds it hal~d to e;rasp the size 
of the response. The flood of letters has not been the 
usual formal thank-you variety. Specific points about 
the booklet have been mentioned again and acain. The 
comnanv has been nraised for its ·oublic spirit and fore-
sic.;ht. ~ Stoc1tholders have aslted for copies to be given 
to youngsters in their m·m neighborhood. County agents 
riiant copies for• 2~-H Clubs. l',uture Farmers of America 
and the-Boy Scout Groups have also requested additional 
copies. Southern transportation concerns have asked for 
conies to distribute.43 
------
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11 HoH Comics Bool::lets Do A ~Juccessful Public Relations 
Job," Printers' Inl: ( I'·:-e'•-" -:{ork: February 17, 19 50) , 30. 
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There was response thousands of miles from the ori-
ginal distribution area. A superintendent of schools in 
~est Virginia asked for 6,000 copies. Teachers all over 
::.·Torth America, state and national foresters, and conserva-
tion societies deluc;ed the company I•Ti th requests for books. 
The teacher's reactions ranged from "I could hardly make my-
self believe 1·1hat I ".vas seeinc, your bool::let '•tas so sood 11 
ii 
!! to 11Hy pupils vrere r;mch :oore interested in the comics book-
let than in the old run of material. I hope you distribute 
a million copies of the booklet in my state alone. u4l~ 
Out of the many letters received, the compe.ny found 
II li one from a rural fifth grader as heart-1-rarrning as any: 
l 
Dear Sir: 
1
.-!e lil::ed your booklet of "Ho,·r 1"foney Gro,,rs On Trees. 11 It 
learned us hov; to protect for·3sts. It learned us not to 
thrm1 things around that l·'lOuld start fires. 'O'Te vrould 
like for you to send us another booklet. '•'le thank you. 45 
International's image \vas pror:oted vd th comments in 
many ne1·rspapers and their success story \vas contained in 
such periodicals as ~rinters' I~k, Tide, and +g§~y's Adver-
Since this method of presentation is so easily digest-
ed, along with its other obvious advantages, it seems 
lilrely that more "comics 11 '••rill come as time r;oes on. And 
they'll be vrelcome, for '.ve must say that it pleases us to 
see mem£ers of our industry keeping up vri th modern 
trends. ~b 
-----·-----
11
-6 11 Hm•r r-:oney G-rov;s On Trees' II Paper Inq;u.s try and 
~ :l.Q.r.l...Q, (Chicago: December, 19lj-9 J • 
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"How Money Grows On Trees" was so successful that 
International has used the promic technique in subsequent 
school literature, retaining the same characters and theme, 
but changing the story line. They released "The L1 ttle 
Trees That Went To School" and 11 How Money Goes Up In Smoke." 
International set up an honorary society of Junior 
forest tire wardens, chief of which is Jackie Davis. To 
join the club, children write to International who sends 
them a membership card and pledge which must be signed by 
both pledgee and a parent or teacher. Each junior warden 
has become a "pint-sized press agent" tor the company, 
officials say. They get friendly letters and a fancy silver 
badge. The response, according to public relations direc-
tor John L. Tower, is "almost overwhelming. u 47 
In conclusion, the promics have done more than to 
educate children on forest conseJ"Vation. They have in-
creased employe~s' awareness of what the company does and 
why individual j9bs are important to the Southern economy. 
They have shown stockholders that the company is concerned 
with i'ts civic responsibilities as well as financial profit, 
and it has let millions know that International Paper Com-
pany is work1ng,hard tq be a good neighbor. 
~7~Public Relations:. International Paper Fights Fire 
With Comics," ~ (New York: January 30, 1953). In 1956 
"How Trees Put~ . Rain ~o Work•• was released to explain 
watershed control •... "The Trees That Are Marked For Market" 
explained sicientitic forest management. 
• 
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Swift & Company (Chicago), seeting to create greater 
appreciation for the need of a proper diet, sponsored "Eat 
Right To Win." 48 Bob Turner, a likeable high school stu-
dent, misses the key ba.aket in a game because of fatigue. 
A teacher blames poor eating habits for hie lack of vitality. 
He takes a trip through the "Nutrition Exhibit" where he 
learns the components of a wholesome diet. 
Earlier, Swift traced the progress of meat "from open 
range to kitchen range" in 11 The March to Market." It was 
promoted through direct mail and ads in school publications, 
and drew requests for 4 million copies. 
Swift is not the only one who believes these promics 
have oeen an effective public relations tool. 
!E6 congratulated Switt: 
Food Market-
-
In both booklets the "commercial" was wisely played in 
a minor key. Thus, Swift not only created good will tor 
itself, but also did a4Rublic relations job for the whole 
meat packing industry. ~ 
The Wildroot Company (Buffalo) put out "Your Hair Can 
Be Lovelier," which was largely distributed through school 
home-economics departments. Unlike most other promics tor 
class room use, this one is commercial. 
48
"swi:tt Publishes Comic Book Picturing Plight ot Boy 
Stymied By Malnutrition," ~ Field Reporter (New York: 
September 8, 1952). . 
49uFood Companies Use Comics- But Not For Laughs," 
l2.,2g Marketins (August 13, 1953) , 19. 
The Superior Coach Corporation, America's largest pro-
ducers of school buses, has long been a. prominent ~ponsor of 
safer transportation for youngsters. Their recent concern 
for greater school bus safety can best be explafned by the 
tremendous increase between 1950 and 1960 of youngsters ri-
ding school buses- from 5·5 million in 1950 to well over 12 
million today. The problem of how best to present their 
safety message was solved by promics. They chose Casper the 
Friendly Ghost to act as their school bus safety spokesman. 
Alfred HarVey, Harvey Publications president, states: 
The same youngsters who read millions of Casper comic 
magazines, see his motion picture cartoons and follow his 
weelt1y cartoon adventures on the ABO-TV show, Matty's 
Funday Funnies, ride the school bus. It seems natural 
then to have Casper talk to the kids in their own lang-
uage to get across this important message. If Casper 
says it's smart to get into the safety spirit, then the 
kids will liste~.50 
Two million copies of "Casper the Friendly Ghost Rides 
the School Bus" and teacher• s guides were distributed to the 
company's 100 local fra:nchise dealers who circulated them to 
schools. Copies of the promic, which has been accepted by 
The Nationa.l Safety Council,- were also distributed to parent 
groups for their own safety campaigns. Local newspaper PUb-
lity appeared in each community as local schools received 
50u School Bus Safety Campaign Stars Harvey Comics • 
Casper,t' Pla:rthiMS (New York: May, 1960); Ted Sa.nchagrin, 
"comic Books," Idiertisipg Requirements (Chicago: February, 
1961), 92!' 
I 
their booklets.51 
Harvey Publications made a one-minute public service 
announcement available for ABC-'l'V ui th Casper as narrator. 
This is said to have produced 05 million worth of free time. 
ABO-TV's public relations department also used the safety 
promotion, 1·1i th mailin[:;s to TV editors of nm·-rspapers and 
r:msazines. 52 
In 1949 Harvey produced 6 million similar promics 
entitled "School Bus Safety Tips" for Superior Coach. Hao 
Fisher's Joe Palooka took children to school along side-
walks, avoiding trucks and autos, showing how to behave on 
the bus, and bein3 obedient to the driver and patrol cap-
tain.59 In an allied effort, Standard Oil (Ohio) distri-
buted ~':?laying It Safe" for Ohio school children. 
Eli Lilly and Company, pharmaceutical house, has pro-
duced a 16 pac.;e promic vrhich an eic;ht year old can under-
stand. It's not distributed in schools; it may not sell 
lliore c:oods- but public rela tions-',rise it has \IOn Lilly the 
respect of the medical profession and those families havinG 
a child with diabetes. The primary purpose of the booklet 
is to teach the youngsters how to live with a disease-
diabetes. 
51sancha~rin, Ibid. ....,..., ::>c:Ibid. 
53:severly Bo•:lie, "':'he Cowie Book Industry- '}e Can Do 
Anything! Anvthinr:-!", The Reporter (I:-~e,;-r York: r.:ay 15, 1951), 3,8. t. . .- -- •• 
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The book also Shows them how to administer their own 
insulin injections. OVer 100,000 copies have been distrib-
uted to physicians to give to afflicted ch1ldren.54 
Lilly spokesmen said many children, when only half 
informed about the nature of the illness, become despondent 
and sometimes. imagine themselves as semi-invalids excluded 
from normal games and play.55 The promic helps to allay 
the child's fears by telling about famous athletes who have 
overcome the handicaps of diabetes to become stars. 
Entitled "Keith and Ellen Win A New look On L1 fe, u the 
booklet relates how young diabetic Ellen explains to Keith--
who has just discovered that he too has diabetes--that he 
can live a fairly normal life if he does what hie doctors 
tell him to. 
Teach1ll6 Economc s 
Children in elementary grades are not too young to en-
joy and profit from materials which tell the story of' basic 
economic concepts of f':ree enterprise, according to General 
Mills. "Freedom of Choice11 tells how an American boy, 
5~•comic Book Tells Diabetic Kids How To Live, Give Injections,"~ Topics (May 31, 1954), 42 • 
. 55 
"Book To Take 1 Comic 1 look At Diabetes, 11 Chicaso 
Tribune (June 21, 1954); ~·Comic Book Tells Diabetic Kids 
How To Live With The Disease," A~erican Drussist (New York: June 7, 1954). 
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Jim Adarr:s, chooses to buy a yo-yo in a nei,s:tborhood store 
c.::J.cl sets in motion a chain of economic evon ts that provide 
-crorl:: and incentive for people all over• the \rorld- the store-
keeper, the yo-yo manufacturer, his employees, and his far-
fluns suppliers. General r:ills' procl.v.c ts are not even 
va:uely involved in the story. 
The stories e~phasize that the choices of people, 
'.1:1.en tl:ey are :Jerr::i ttcc.l freedon to choose, deterwine pro-
duction e.nd consumption patterns. A teacher' c :::;uide-bool: 
':~as furnished ::mel before-and-after tests ':rere made avail-
able so that the teacher could measure the procics' effec-
tiveness. Jolm 3urc,e!', director of ed.ucation8.l services 
for 3ene!'o.l £:ills, so.ys a sam.plin;: of test scores shm·red 
thoro uar3 e. c,iz:nificant improvement in underc,tandinc; basic 
econocic concepts by those students who read the booklet.56 
Distriblttion of the booklets was accomplished partly 
by a newsletter to 3,500 school superintendents, publicity 
in educational publications, and a mailing of 2,500 promics 
'.lith a coverinc letter to rJe:nbers of the Pv.blic Helations 
:::o:;iety of AL1erica. T:::1e ::)ro:nics 1:ere used by 3, 000 
r::'7 
teachers in 47 statcc.- 1 
56"Elel"Jente.ry Scono~lics Taur~.b.t Tlu•oush Comics-J3ool·: 
Dni ts " l~ e',l YOl"l>: ~-:rol"ld-Tele~~ram &: ·-- 3un (April 9, 19 5<4-). 
' --· -- -~-.. -----~- - --
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1 Thomas 1:. Jones, 11 Hm·.r 
Teach Econor:1ics In :::;chools, 11 
19, 1953). 
Company-Sponsored Project Helps 
Printel:§.~. Inl~ (iTe'd Yorlc: June 
I .,___. 
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:3-eneral Kills sponsored a vwrl\:s.hop at vrhich teachers 
desi~ned new promics in 1953 at the University of Chicago 
:~-end the :Tni ver·si ty of 'disconsin. Genero.l liills ::,;aid the 
tuition and. save each "lrorksl1.op teacher a :;];so expense allo11-
ance. ThB teachers received six and two-thirds hours of 
~raduate credit. In 1953 twenty-seven elementary school 
teachers ~articipated. 
~·.'b.y does Generc;.l ::ills keep its }JUblic relations per-
sonnel busy this program costing thousands of dollars 
each year? Samuel C. Gale, General ~ills vice president 
D~l1d. director of advertisinG, sives this explanation: 
~'Te believe that an undel"'S tandinc of the basic factors 
that have made our nation sreat is vital to a continu-
ance of ti1e grmrth ancl expansion of our moral and 
:J~1.vsical v::1lues. Furthel"Ir:ore, ~:e believe this under-
standinG can best be ach~eved in teros of the daily 
experiences that are a part of the crowing child. If 
this unit helps ca:r·ry the econorD.ic story of A:11erica 
to tonorrmr' s ci tiz.ens, 1:re shall feel richly rei,rarded. 58 
II 
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III. MERCHANDISING AND SAI.ES PROMOTION 
The category of' mercbandising and sales promotion 
promics can be thought of' as being two types: (l) f'or pre-
miums, and (2) sales promotion. Premiums consist of promics 
which are given as a reward or recompense for purchusing a 
product. They are an inducement for a sale and goods are 
uBUally only indirectly advertised. Sales promotion promios 
deal with how to use the product, how to afford one, or how 
they work. The promic combines a sales talk with entertain-
ment and action. They have recruited new customers by add-
ing the valuable element of news to static ads, demonstrat-
ing and glorifying the products, and making the customers 
less vulnerable to other competitive inducements. 
In 1950 the Brevity promic consulting firm had a li-
brary of 222 different promics which were issued by 101 
corporations and other organizations. Of these, 66 can be 
categorized as for sales promotion and merchandising. 
Nearly all of the remainder were f'or purposes more closely 
associated with public relations. 
Manufacturers of products purchased by or for chil-
dren have learned the wisdom of offering the youngsters 
promic s. According to the 1960 census, there are nearly 
50 million Americans between the ages of 5-19. 59 
59 Harry Hansen (ed.), The World Almanac and Book of' 
- ----
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II I' . • eT;i pPerll u:ms can pival the wide acceptance enjoyed 
by cocics among cup kids- Or' the vaPiety available to the 
advePtiseP who uses them to -r_H'Or.J.ote his npoducts 11 Premium 
. ' 
Soft drinks. T~9ical of the use of pPomics as a 
premium was the Canada DPy promotion in 1953. ThPee 36 
pac;e 11 TerPy and the Pirates" booklets vrere given free \-ri th 
cartons of Canada Dry Ginger' Ale- one with each carton 
nurchased. An advertising drive which included advertise-
men ts in l·rell-knovm periodicals, nevrs-s tand 11 comic" books, 
and television commercials were used to launch the nromo-
tion. According to ',Iilbur H. Collins, sales manaser, 
"Nothing has more l:::id-appeal than a comic book, and 'Terry' 
is one of tb.e best. 1161 In 1960 Canada Dry again used three 
promic premiums. They distributed 2 million books featur-
ins the Swamp Fox. At that time Canada Dry sponsored a 
~alt Disney television series of the same name.62 
Facts, l·;e1·r Yorl~ r.-;orld Telegram and the Sun ( 1961) , 463. 
r-:o 
'"" PremilJm ~F§:Q,tice ~Business Promotion (Ne1·r York: 
December, 1SJ~2), 1. 
6l"co.nado.. Dry Launches Comic Boo1: Promotion, 11 Food 
Tro.de ge;·;s (Philadelphia: February 18, 1953). 
62Ted Sanchac:.rin, "Cornie :Socks," A.dvertisinr.c E.Q-
cuirements (Chicago: February, 1961), 92. 
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The Coca-Cola Company has told the story of "Refresh-
ment Through The Ages." 63 Uncle John tells his nephew, 
Tommy, how mass production has brought so:f't drinks within 
the reach of everyone. Among the drinks, of course, is 
Coke. Coca-Cola also produced 11Having A WonderfUl Time This 
Vacation" which suggests things for the children to do. 
Franklin Garrett, director o'f office information, calls them 
"picture continuity books." Two million books have been 
circulated to date through schools and plant visits. He 
feels the books have been very effective with the children. 
Coca-Cola is not alone with this thought. The Orange-Cru.sh 
Company (Chicago) claims that sales have risen when its 
L1 1 1 Abner promics have been used as a premium. 64 
FrankfUrters. Promoting 'frankfUrters is another task 
given to promics. The Wm. c. _,Popper· Company received the 
top award at the Premium Industry Club of Chicago exposition 
in 1955 for its part in increasing frankfUrter sales 91 per 
cent for 37 meat packers with package inserts. In Boston, 
the New England Provision Company, makers of Nepco frank-
furters, packed a promic in ev~ry pound paekage. 65. 
63sta.nley Kl1gfeld, "Superman• s Kin," ~ ~ Street 
Journal (New York: May 20, 1952). . · 
64Box Office (Kansas City: April, 1951); Premium 
Practice and Business Promotion (New Yorks April, 1951). 
65Packasing Parade (Chicago: March, 1954). 
Visking Corporation wanted to .increase sales of skin-
less :frankfurters: ••The ·Tender Family," their answer, con-
tained "comicu strips, a sequence on processing o:r :frank-
furters., and :four pages o:r recipes. Over a million prom.ics 
were purchased by retailers :for consumer distribution • 
. 
"While we have no actu~l figures to show sales increases, 
we are pleased with the results and consider the use of the 
books worthwhile, u said W .R. Hemrich, sales promotion head. 6E 
Grain Products. General Mills launched one of the big-
gest premium campaigns to date with promics. One o:r :four 
well known titles--"Whiz Comics, 11 "captain Marvel,u "Flash 
Comics, 11 and "Funny Stu:r:r"--was banded between two packages 
or 'Wheaties. They used ?.2.million copies in selling over 
14 million packages. 67 In 1954 General Mills used "3-D" 
Walt Disney promics with 3-D glasses built right in the 
:front panel of Cheerios. In 1961 they returned to promics. 
General Mills o:r:rerred a "Classics Illustrated" comic (that 
sells :for :fi:fteen cents) free, with box tops :from General 
!~lls cereals. Post Cereals~ not to be outdone, of:ferred a 
series of "captain Jolly" promics to boost "corn-Fetti." 
66"Food Companies Use Comics- But Not For Laughs,•• 
~ Marketins (August, 1953), 19. 
67Julien J. Proskauer, "comics Mean Business,u Premium 
Practice and Business Promotion (New York: August, 1949)·, 32. 
-· 
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In 1952 International Milling Company, miller of Bobin 
Hood Flour, offered two Walt Disney promics, taking advant-
age of Disney 1 s movie, "The Story of Robin Hood. n68 Ward 
Baking Company used uTennessee Jed" to introduce i t.s radio 
program of the same name. They previously used "Dick Tr$cy" 
to promote Tip Top Bread. Meanwhile, Krug Baking Company 
issued "The Adventures of Peter Wheat" for sales promotion. 
Milk Products. The Franklin Co-Operative Creamery 
Association of Minneapolis produced its story in ••Teamed 
For Progress." Frank, the Friendly Salesman, takes the 
youngsters on a tour o:r the milk plant and presents infor-
mation about its community relations program. 69 
Frozen Foods. The "Bi,rcls Eye K1ds11 series were four 
16 page promics released by Timaly Illustrated Features (New 
York) for GeneralFoods.7° They were distributed to the 
tune of 2 million copies in sUpermarkets. Birds Eye's prom-
ic campaign won prizes in 1958 f'rom both the Student Mar-
keting Institute and the Premium Industry Club. 
Food Store Openinss. Promic,s have been used to pub-
licize food store openings. , Dominion Stores of Canada pro-
68~. post P• 59. 
69Amer1oan ~Review (New York: October, 1950). 
70
The titles are: 11 The Birds ~e Kids Give A Part,.," 
"The Birds Eye Kids In 'rhe Kitchen," The Birtle Eye Kids Go 
Fishing," and "The Birds Eye Kids Go Shopping." 
I 
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duced a black an~ white promic, suitable for coloring by 
children, depi~tlng the manager. showing a customer and her 
daughter through the new store. Manufacturers had products 
pictured and shared in the cost.71 
Promoting Restaur(!nts. The Big Boy chain of drive-in 
( 
restaurants has 200 franchise establishlpents throughout the 
country. This is the fifth year on consecutively monthly 
promotional promica :f'or Big Boy. The astounding total of 
fifty different promics, averaging 3Q(J,OOO copi~s each, 
. . . 
give a total Q.istribution of 14.7 million copies. They are 
distributed by cashiers and drive-in giveaways. Copies in 
Los Angeles and Pittsburgh carry advertisements plugging the 
company's television programs.72 
Howard Johnson's Restaurants initiated promics in 1961. 
One million copies of "The Wonderful World of 28 F1avors" 
was the start of a long-range promic production program. 
It contains games, stories, and a menu in the center. The 
stories are built around Simple Simon and the Pieman, the 
restaurant chain's symbol. Copies are being distributed in 
600 Howard Johnson's restaurants.73 
71Progressive Grocer (New York: NOvember, 1951). 
72Ted Banchagrin, "Comic Books," Advertisips Require-
ments (Chicago: February, 1961). 89. 
73 Ibid., 92. 
-
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"comic" Strips Inf'luenoe Food Habits. Popeye's spin-
ach eating became so inf'luential in making America spinach 
conscious that the citizens of Crystal City, Texas, a spin-
ach growing center, errected a statue of' Popeye.74 In 1961 
Buitoni (South Hackensack, New Jersey) f'eatured Popeye in 
its advertising and packaging of' their spinach macaroni 
product. They advertise it as: 
Extra nutrition of' spinach, Popeye's f'avoritet ••• 
Macaroni that looks like Popeye! ••• Toy comic f'igures & 
Popeye cutouts with every box! ••• E;cl~s1v5e 11 Popeye" record o:f:f'er f'rom RCA Camden on box! ••• 7 
When Joe Palooka revealed that he trained on cheese, 
the sales o:f' cheese rose so sharply that the National Cheese 
Institute crowned creator Ham Fisher "cheese lting of' 1937." 
When Polly called one of' her pals a "poor prune," the Cali-
f'orn1a Prune Growers Association, aware of' the inf'l.uence of' 
11 comics11 and concerned about 1ts image, protested vigor-
ously against using 11 prune" with derisive connotations. 
Promoting Clothing 
Shoes. One of' the lal"ge'st promic dealer give-away 
programs was instituted by the .Buster Brown Division of' the 
Brown Shoe Company twelve years.· ago and is still going strong 
in 1961. "Buster Brown Comics," 32 page, seven by ten inch 
74Houston Chronicle (November 2, 1947). 
75 Advertisement in Lif'e (New York: March 17, 1961), 142. 
I 
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promics, are designed chiefly to entertain. Buster Brown 
has distributed over two dozen different titles to dealers 
at about four cents apiece. They are offered by radio and 
television and through newspaper advertisements. Their 
most recent release (1961) is "Buster Brown Easter Fun 
Book. 11 The covers carry the dealer • s imprint and .the call 
letters of the company's radio or television programs. 
Printing orders have increased from 750,000 copies per 
issue to 1.5 m111ion •. 76 Between 50 and 75 million promies 
have thus far been printed.77 C.G. Reichers of Buster 
Brown's advertising department is oonficlftt that the promics 
bring children and parents into the dealer's store: 
We use adventure stories, but keep the violence and 
particulary the bloodShed to a minimum •••• The millions 
of books we have distribut~d have brought us less than 
ten letters of criticism from parents or Buster Brown 
consumers.78 
The Melville Shoe Company (Thom MoAn) has used "A Man 
and A Plan" to tell their 11 quali ty-at-low-price" story. 
Pictorial Media printed 2 million copies of this promio. 
Melville retained Pulse, Inc., New York research organ-
ization, to check its effectiveness. Pulse conducted a mail 
76Lou1s P. Birk, "How Comic Booklets Are Used In 
Advertising and Public Relations," Printers• Ink (New York: 
August 13, 1948) , 41. 
77 Sanchagrin, £E. ill· , 90 • 
7~tna M. Kelley, "Look Who's Buying Oomios Now," 
Sales Management (New York: March 1, 1951), 68. 
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survey or a eross•section or Melville's customers who had 
received the promic to .measure readership and effectiveness 
as a public relations tool. The following are the high-
lights Qf the responses to the questionnaire which were com-
pleted by 28 per cent of those who received it in the mail. 
(The total sample is not mentioned in the summary report). 
Pulse found that 54 per cent of the respondents read 
all of the promic; 24 per cent read some or most of it; and 
22 per cent read none. They ·report that in those homes 
wher-e at least some of it was read, there were 2.2 readers 
per copy. Those who might think of ''comics'' as "kid stuff" 
will be surprised to learn that 55 per cent of all readers 
were 21 years old and over. 
There were no significant differences between readers 
and non-readers in answers to: "Do you think that Thom MoAn 
has succeeded in giving more people better shoe value for 
less money1•• and 11 Do you think that Thom MeAn shoes cost 
less because the company has worked out better methods of 
producing large quanti ties of shoes?" The response to both 
questions were highly favorable from readers and non-readers. 
In answer to the question, "Do you consider Thom MoAn 
as satisfactory a shoe as anyone could want" 27 per cent of 
the non-readers said 11 yes11 while 44 per cent of the readers 
replied "yes.'' In answer .to the question, 11 If a young man 
you knew wanted to get into the shoe business, would you 
52 
-
think that Thorn MeAn ",vould be a good company for him for?" 
55 per cent of the non-readers said "yes" but a si!Jable 84 
ner cent of the readers replied affirmatively. 
J. Brent Wells, Melville vice president, concluded 
that readership vras higher than anticipated and readers be-
lieved l'rhat they read. He added that no other technique of 
presentation could make their institutional story so interit:r-
-ting, so convincing, and so well read. Consequently, Melville 
I 
continued their Pictorial Media promic promotion with 4.5 
million copies of "Are You In This Picture?" and 3 million 
copies of "The Inside .:3tory. 11 All bo·olt2et'S Here used as 
package inserts and were distributed through retail outlets. 
Several other shoe companies have become promic cus-
tomers. Poll Parrot Shoes issued "l'larch of Comics- Osvrald 
the Haboi t. 11 The K::nney Shoe Company c;a ve ar.·lay a 21~ page 
booldet entitled "Your Presidents" and International Shoe 
Company (Red Goose shoes) presented nHalf the Fun of Havinc.;, 
Feet," a 48 page book, for their customers. 
Other gnnarel. Blue Bell, Inc. puts a promic on each 
paf.r Gt ':Iranc;ler Jeans. In the past five years they have 
produced 35 titles; 45 million copies. ThB series features 
vrell-knov.rn rodeo covrboys, all of v;hich •,.;ear 'drangler Jeans. 
Utica Kni ttinc; Co. b~)osted apparel ,...,.i th "Jolly Jumping Beans .'1 
79sanchagrin, loc. cit. 
"Dick Tracy," Chester Gould's "comic" strip character, 
was named for special recognition for being among the best 
hatted men in America in 1960 by Harry Rolnick, chairman of 
the board of 3yer-Rolnick Hat Corporation. Dick Tracy re-
ceived the a1-rard for "consistently appearing on America ne1-vs-
paper conics pages wearing a good looking hat for more than 
29 years." "Dick Tracy is seen '~'rearing a hat by millions of 
Aoericans every day and that's a lot more ti1an many famous 
people can say," declared Rolnick, 1·rho added that the famous 
detective has done much for the hat industry.80 
Promotinr; Toys 
Startins in :~-· 1960 every Halsam toy retailing for one 
dollar and up contained a promic packed with it. Halsam be-
lieves promics to be a most effective silent salesman and 
will serve to bring in additional business from the dealer's 
"best prospects, the l~ids. "81 i-:aco toys also promoted their 
products with adventure promics. U.S. Time Corporation told 
tD.e "Story of Time 11 in a promic to promote childrens' -vra tches. 
:N·umerous other companies have used promics to promote 
toys and sporting goods. As early as 1936 the Daisy Manu-
facturing Company produced "Daisy Comics," ReD.ington Fire-
80
"syndicate Sentences," Editor ff Publisher (Ne\-v York: 
October 8, 1960), 67. 
Bl"sixteen-Page Comic Book Packed \H th Every :f?l-Plus 
Hal sam Toy, 11 Pla;,rthin£..§. ( Ke1·r York: r-iay, 1960). 
··.' 
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Arms Company put out "How to Shoot" in 1952. A.G. Spalding 
and Brothers issued at least four promics.82 The retailers 
have come up with their own sales promotion promics- W.T. 
Grant Company (uJo-Joy"), F. w. Woolworth Company ("Santa 
Claus Funnies"), and Kresge's are but a few. 
Bicycles. The bicycle compapies have used huge quant-
ities of promics to promote bikes and acceseories, teach bike 
safety, and show how the children can earn a bik•• 
The United States Rubber Company, manufacturers of u.s·•. 
Royal Bike Tires, has collaborated w,ith Pictorial Media to 
produce "Bike Comics." The series teach safer bicycling, and 
proper maintenance, and provide product informatione83 
Arnold, Schwinn and company, the largest bicycle manui"ac-
turer, issued "Schwinn Bicycle Book"' and ... Schwinn Bike 
Thrills" which include stories on the history of bikes, 
maintenance, prod11ct information, and bicycle races. In 
ten months,. 1.25 million copies were used. They are dis-
tributed by dealers and in response to coupons appearing in 
Dell Comics. Shelby Cycle Company published 250,000 "Bobby 
Shelby Comics" to teach bike safety and promote the product. 
Distribution was on a shared-cost basis with their dealers. 
82The titles: "Inside Football," "sports Show" (1948), 
n Circling the Bases," and "sports Show" (1949). 
83In 1960 u.s. Rubber Company had Johnstone and Cushing 
produce "How to F1 sh Like an Expert. tt 
I 
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The most unusual promic to build the bike market was 
}JUblished by the Huffman Eanufacturing Company of Dayton, 
Ohio, Their problem '/las hm<r to interest childre~ll- earn-
ing their O'"m bicycles. 'I'he solution vras 11 101 ',"lays You Can 
Earn A Hevt Bicycle." At the time of the printing (1952) 
"Huffy-Bykes" only accounted for 11 per cent of the United 
r<+ t I ' • 1 ova e S DlCYC es. Hm,rever, the company's strategy >.vas: rrif 
the booklet sells more bikes for the industry, it will sell 
'I DL• our bikes, too. u~ 
"·~ . -- ·~-- -~-.,. 
Huffman believes "because kids love comics" the promics 
are an ideal medium to build up a strong "I-w1.nt-a-bilte urge" 
and show them how to earn it. In addition, the company hoped 
to build good will with parents by instilling thrift and 
helpfulness. It points out that children owe an obligation 
to p~rents that involves good behavior at home- and not at 
a price. 
Huffman also exnected the promic \'Wuld persuade 
dealers to stock Huffy-Byke~.. Huffman sold the promics to 
dealers, who also received posters and mailing cards for 
their prospect lists. Dealers then sold 200,000 copies of 
this unusual bool>:: to youns,sters for ten cents each. This 
booklet is a good illustration of how public relations and 
sales promotion can work hand-in-hand. 
8411Huffy Find 101 \,.vays To Build The Bilre l·iarlret, 11 
Sale.§. Ji?nae:gment (:Nevl York: July 15, 1952), 28. 
L 
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Promoting Home Improvement, Household Goods 
"Ask the E:xpert••~.was prepared by Johnstone and Cushing 
in 1958 for Mont• s fila.me.nts marketing section. The boo.k_ 
shows how to select the proper paint-brush, paint like a 
professional, ac¥eve decorato-r-.-:effects, and make brush 
- -
cleaning eas'ier- whi"le it promotes DuPont • s Tynex brushes. 
D.C. McSorley, advertising manager, reports that it 
has gone through three··printings (the latest in December 
1960) and 4 million copies have been distributed. McSorley 
says the promic treatment was decided on after consideration 
of the most effective meth~d of communication for the market 
involved, the need for telling the story visually as well as 
in words, and the need for a large quantity of booklets at 
low cost. He adds that the demand for copies, coupled with 
the favorable comments received, has convinced him that 
promics are very effective. 
National Lead Company utilized the promic tec~que 
for a similar purpose. Their first edition of "How To Paint 
Right," used to boost Dutch Boy Paint, was distributed to 
dealers in late 1950. A new edition came out a year later. 
National charged its dealers six cents a copy and put the 
dealer's imprint on the cover. The cover quotes a price of 
twenty-five cents but T. Howard Sarine, advertising manager, 
said they were usually given free to promote good will. Why 
were promics used? "The comic book technique was employed 
r I 
I 
because we felt that the information could be presented 
attractively in this way, u ·he said. 
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Certain-Teed Products Corporation (Ardmore, Pennsyl-
vania) had Pictorial Media :produce "Room For One More." 
This is a 11 do it yourself11 promic that apparently illus-
trates better than straight prose could, how to build a new 
room in the house. Also in this line of books, Allied Chem-
ical Corporation used .,The Case of the Skeptical Home OWner" 
to promote Barrett roofing supp~ies. Sandran advertised 
" 'i 
their stainless vinyl floor covering through promics. 
A.lli.s-Chalmers {Milwaukee), manufacturer of heavy 
electrical·generating equipment, began their promic program 
in 1955 and have been very satisfied with their use of the 
technique since then. "The Ghost Town That Came To Life," 
their first promic, explained how electrical power is made. 
It was translated into French and a total of 2 million cop-
ies have been distributed. 
Next it was "Pop Go The Fu.sesn whieh had a distribu-
tion of 3 million in 1956-57. It was used to tell the im-
portance of electrical power in the home. It pointed out 
that many homes are not adequately wired for the amount of 
electricity being consumed by modern appliances. The book 
was revised with a new cover and title in 1958 as "The Case 
of the Blown out Fu.ses" and nearly 2 million more copies 
were circulated, including a French translation for Canada. 
L 
I 
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Allis-Chalmer's best example of a public relations use 
or the technique was "Better Tomorrows Begin Today at Allis-
Chalmers." This 32 page, /e.xtremely attractive booklet, tells 
the story or their company from 1847 to 1959. About 200,000 
copies have been distributed to employees and the general 
publlo at exh1bi ts and meetings. 
A.R. Tofte, assistant to the manager of their advertis-
ing department, olaime that his company's promics have been 
very e-ffective. They constantly order promios "from Johnstone 
and CUshing because they have found the books are well 
received by a mass audience and readers attain understanding. 
The sales value of using promics -ror promotional 11 t,-
erature is pointed up in the Lewyt. Corporat1c>n' s "Home C1ean.'"! 
ing Made Ea.sy.tt In the booklet--which traces the history 
or home cleaning "from the Dark Ages to today--a salesman 
shows the housewife how to properly use- the company's vacuum 
cleaner and attachments. 
It was offered to homemakers who sent in coupons from 
the firm's national advertisements, was "featured in Lewyt's 
television advertising, and 75,000 copies were distributed 
to home economics classes.85 Lewyt's dealers also used the 
book in direct mail campaigns and as "take-along-a-copy" 
counter literature. In six months, 1.25 million were used. 
85Journal 2! Commerce (New York: October 20, 1950) • 
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Lewyt used promics before this one, which featured Alan 
Ladd, the movie idol. 
Donald B. S~ith, advertisinz and sales promotion mana-
ger of Levryt, stated: 
','re adopted 
to compress a 
economically, 
training tool 
that this has 
tools ·.re have 
this medium because we felt it enabled us 
great deal of information colorfully and 
into one booklet .••• It is a good sales 
for dealer sales staffs. It is our belief 
been one o66the most effective advertisinc ever used.u 
In 1958 the Bissell Carpet .S'\•ieeper Company turned out their 
ovm promic, "Carpets and Upholstery," vrhich ';ras very similar 
in purpose to Levryt' s boolrlet. Bissell's director of adver-
tis inc; reports that tb.e Johnstone and Cushing promic served 
a 'ilorth-vlhile :ourpose in their promotional campaic:-n. 
~·Then Tdal t Disney's movie, "?eter Pan," had its prer'J:-Gl"2 
in February 1953, Ac1Bire.l gave a·vre.y "Peter Pan" promics via 
its dealers. ·Bendix used the 11 I:·~e'd Adventures of .Snmr '.1hi te 11 
to promote its a,.utoa:~',-::,ic Hasher. Also promoting appliances, 
General Electric's promics, "Greatest Shovr On Earth," urged 
people to buy television sets generally and then proceeded to 
shmr their or;rn models. Tunz:;-Sol Electric, Inc. used "TV Is 
£~y 3usiness 11 to bOOSt S&1:-e5- M their tubes and transisters in 
1960. In 1955 "The Lic;ht That Failed" promoted its head1amps. 
The ~:innesota ~Iininc and manufacturing Company issued 
26 
Etna ~., Kelley, "Loolr 'llho' s :Suying Comics NoH," 
;:!ales I··iana;:~ement (Ne·iJ· Yorl.c ~::arch 1, 1951), 72. 
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"To.pe It Easy" in 1952 and have also been very successful 
'•ri t:1 c miboy and Indian prooics fea turins Scot tie l·:cTape as 
the hero. They have even been used abroad. Borden's has 
used "Elmer's Glue-All Fix-It Book." 
Diamond Chemical, producers of weed killers, issued 
three prooic s in 19 61: "Cro:;:) Rider 1+5," "Fence Rider 45," 
and '1Line Riders 45." The promic characters vfere suc;gested 
by Fuller, Smith &: Ross (Cleveland) to promote '.veed killer 
for crops, brush killer alone, fences and rights of )·vay, and 
·..reed l:iller along utility lines, railroad beds and hish1mys. 
The boo1dets are aimed at 4H clui.b members and young farmers. 
About 250,000 booklets are being circulated by farm area 
hardivare and feed dealeJ:'S. Because promics are inexpensive, 
they claim this is a method of com'Weting against DuPont, 
J'!onsanto, and Dmv, i·rho have larger advertisin0 and public 
0.7 
relations budgets.  
In 1950 Procter and. 3-amble offered pro~ics covering 
adventures from westerns to Li'l Abner. Customers sent in 
box-tops from soap powders for the 32 page premium 
In Al)I'il 1961 they sponsored a contest ':lhich ·.·ras promoted ·,~J 
Li '1 Abner promic strips sent by direct mail. One v·rho 
studies promics is amazed by the extensive use of Li'l 
Abner for advertising and public relations pur})Oses. 
P7 
,__, Ted Sanchac;rin, "Comic Books, 11 Advertisinr; 2equire-
ments, (Chicac:.o: February, 1961), 92. 
'· 
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Commercial Comics, Inc. ('.!ashinc;ton), ;.·:ell knm·m for 
their })Oli tical promic s, produceC. 11 'l'rw Eac;ic of Vi tam ins" 
for ~cKesson & Robbins in 1953. One ~illion copies were 
reprinted in 1960. It educates children on the need to get 
essential vitamins by telling the history of vitamins. Drug 
sto:;:~es are distr•ibutin;:; them. 
''G::-a:npa" shmrs his srandson hmr our lmm'Tledse of vi tn-
:r:ins :io..s reduced disease ar:.d im"8roved our health. Ee points 
out the incidence of scu:;:•vy a2:10n2; sailors in the eic;hteentl: 
century and beri-beri amonc prisoners durinG the Spanish-
A~erican ~ar. The boy is led to a drus store and the 
lJharwacls t explains in greater detnil 1·rha t the various 
1li tan1i11s a1~e, 11l1.a t a, deficiency i11 tl'leL1 1/lill }Jrod"Llc e, and 
how to cet an adequate supply of them. 
KcKesson & Robbins does not encourage everyone to take 
their 3exel vitamins. The pharmacist says: 
Yeo, vitamins are essential. You should ali·rays try 
to set them by eatinG a balanced diet of wholesome foods. 
Your doctor '~'rill tell you ':llm t foods are best and if it 
seems necessary ~@ will prescribe the additional 
vitamins needed! 0 u 
Caterpillar Tractor Company (Peoria, Illinois) has 
P.P 
'--·--.. /p. 1 15. 
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supplied. its dealers ~.Ji th o. 211- pacse promic called 11 ~:aiYl-
tenG.nce Guide For It denicts e. 
tro.ctor ovmor and a service teclmician comparinc: job notes. 
~hey discuss methods of making tractors last lon;er and do 
better v:ork at lmrer cost. Operating adjustments are 
simply explained, as is the proper care of components, such 
as tracks, seals, fuel sys teL1S, Qo and filters.v 7 
Ca te::_-.pillal-. 2-lso prod:__wed n. 32 ~Jac;e "Oper2. tor's IIand-
'"'oo1~ " l) L\. ' showinc how to operate bulldozers, scrapers, rippers, 
and cable controls, csivins data on hish speed haulinc, load-
l·-,·1-l'."_·._,., ::"-.. 1:1-d .. r·_: .. -:'"'-d·e ,t,.-,_1~-.e~.oo ".~ Lool~ rno Tl"'e TC,,ltU"""O '-r-;_,_1,.., C.<a11-;-·-~-..,~-- 0~- • _!.-"'- - u---- -• ./ .d.. ·;.. .!.. . .l. ··· ..: I. _;_ ..... d-'- U . .l. >.J "'- i .. n,,.J. ,j 
Landfill" is a third catei'~oillar ~Jromic. It describes :~c.>::-;-
muni ty health problems and var-ious methods of refuse and ~-:-:'.J'-
base disposal. There is a discussion of how a ty~::~l ~c~-
Iiltni ty determines the proper method and equipment in sol vi:::1.:; 
}:Jroper- sar-bae;e and refuse disposal. 9l In 19 53 it i·ras rev5..r:c;,::::_ 
ui th "'l'he Story of I:id-Ci ty- and Its Sanitar-y Landfill. 11 
Ford :=otor Co:npany (Dearborn, I:ichisan) has publicized 
its tractor line in 11 ~,-Tha t One Farn l"amily Found Cut." The 
Eyster Co. (Portland, Creson), mal:er of tractor tools and 
oo 
u 7 Tide 0Jevr Yorl:: :1ay 16, 1952). 
90"CoiiJ.ics Promote Eeavy l:achinery," Tide (:·re;,·r York 
February 23, 1951). 
9lr.:ichir;a:J. Con tractor ~ 3uilder (Detroit: April 10, 
19 51) . 
earthmovinc; eo_uip;:1ent, also had ~Jromics tell of their tools' 
uses. The Ilyster booklet illustrates how trcwtor-mounted 
tools benefit railroadinG, mininc, construction, etc.92 
11 The ~Ionders of :"iil"e Hope 11 has bee:1 distributed to 
i·rire rO}Je users and potential users throut;hout the country. 
It 1ms :prod.uced by the Performed 1Vire Rope Information 
Bureau, •·rhich is sponsored by American Chain & Cable Com-
pany to pro~ote its patented wire rope and to serve other 
0-, 
companies who make the rope as patent licensees. 7 ~ 
The strength of the rope is dramatized by the story of 
how the rope saved a boy's life. The variety of the pro-
duct's uses is told by means of such stories as how a cable 
car at a quarry was used to catch a thief. 
The promic was not aimed at children, but for equip-
;:1ent opel."ators and field :nen- nn1en on the job ~·rho are less 
influenced by the extensive periodical advertising yet who 
have something to say when their companies purc~ase wire 
rope."9 21 ·.::he bureau's strateg.y '.-ras that the men are in-
terested in neHspapcr "comics" and curiosity about its 
treatment of an industrial product would get it read. 
92 11 lieavv :·1achinery ·Conmany Dons Comic Boot: Approach," 
I<odern Indust;_.,v (Ne·.v York: August 15, 1952). 
93" Can Comic Booi:s :-Jell Industrial i3upplies?" Indus-
trial ~Q-r,tetin.e; (January, 191~9) , J.:O. 
g.LJlbid. 
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tt The Wonders of Wire Rope" was initially distributed 
to 100,000 customers and prospects by the bureau and nine-
teen companies who are licensed to sell the wire rope. Re-
sponse was such that 100,000 additional copies were pro-
duced to meet the demand.95 
Ludlow Papers (Needham Heights, Massachusetts) issued 
100,000 copies of a promic in 1960 to promote a paper which 
prevents rust. It was produced by Johnstone and Cushing. 
The back cover has a space for the dealer's imprint and a 
coupon for those desiring more information. Robert c·• Hiley, 
advertising director, states that its initial reaction is 
"excellent" and the book is expected to do the job. 
The National Carbon COmpany, division of' Union Car-
pide and Carbon Corporation (New York), offered its dealers 
"Under the Hood Cartoons" to promote their "Prestone" 
anti-f'reeze. It was made available to dealers for two 
dollars per hundred copies. 
Many oil companies have used promics in advertising 
and public relations. Standard Oil (New Jersey) published 
"Black Gold, The Fascinating Story of Oil," which was 
distributed to customers by Esso dealers. Also, they prin-
ted 2 million copies of their story of synthetic tolvene, 
"Blockbusters from Oil." Ohio celebrated its sesquicetennial 
95"How One Industrial Advertiser Is Using A Comic Book 
To Reach. On-th.e~Job Workers .and To Supplement Its Publication 
Advertising," Tide (New York: July 9, 1948). 
I 
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in 1953. Standa'rd Oil (Ohio) joined the celebration with 
its "Land of the Pioneers," the story of Ohio. A half mil-
lion copies were distributed through an advertisement in a 
magazine, Q!!!g, Schools, with a coupon for ordering. 
Sinclair Oil produc~d "The Miracle In Your Gas Tank." 
Richfield recentl7 issued "It's The Work That Counts" and 
the Ethyl Corporation produced "Fire Power." 
Promic Characters In Advertising 
The topic of "comic" characters and continuity strips 
in advertising deserves a major study in itself. A recent 
article in Sales Management exclaimed: "Some of the nation's 
biggest advertisers are throwing their consumer sales 
voices to animated pen-and-ink people.u96 
Perhaps the most recent notable capitalization on the 
popularity of "comic" characters has been the use of 
"Peanuts" by Ford Motor Company. Since 1960 Peanuts has 
been used exclusively for Falcon automobiles in newspapers, 
magazines, television, direct mail, outdoor and various 
other sales promotion programs. 
G.E. Nezark, car advertising department, says Ford 
uses Peanuts as part of its advertising for Falcon to 
increase readership in the advertisements themselves and 
96uDo Cartoon Characters Really Sell?", Sales Manase-
~ (New Yo.rit: February 17, 1961) , 35. 
I 
i 
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because the Peanuts characters add a warmth and charm that 
Ford feels fits the personality of the car. 
Ford has a sound basis for choosing Peanuts. A 1960 
study by Dr. Edward J. Robinson and Dr. David M. White at 
Boston University's School of Public Relations and Com-
munications indica~ed that "peanuts" was most frequently 
mentioned in answer to the question: "What strip or strips 
do you read?u97 Also, a recent study by the Westport 
(Connecticut) Town Crier showed that 86. per cent of the 
__,__ 
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poll's respondents "usually" or "always" read the strip.98 
It is not surprising then, that when Ford was asked by 
this author how successful Peanuts has been, Nazark replied: 
Very successful. All readership research which we 
have seen indicates that Peanuts has enhanced the 
readership of all Falcon advertising in which this 
popular comic strip has appeared. 
General Electric uses Mister Magoo, the near-sighted 
star of movie short subjects, as its chief salesman. This 
past fall, G.E. spent a million dollars in Magoo television 
spots. It invested another $100,000 in accompanying promo-
tion among its dealers99 plus an untold amount· in General 
Electric magazine advertising. 
97Ray Erwin, "Intellectuals Read Comics Regulary," 
Editor! Publisher (New York: October 1, 1960), 54. 
98P•peanuts 1 Whips 'Phantom' Et. Al. For Comic Title," 
Westport.~ Crier (October 2, 1960). 
99sales Management, 12.,£. ill• 
! 
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Robert V. Cornine;, marketing manager for G.E. 's 
large lamp department commented: 
The question of whether to select a cartoon character 
or a similar humorous treatment, for commer·c ial messases 
isn't a problem resolved by a simple look at cartoon 
versus conventional treatment. It starts with basic 
marketing, obj ec ti ves, 1d th 1,rha t you want to accomplish. 
The opnortunities of a cartoon character offered us 
flexiblli ty. ~"le could implement our POPS (Point-Of-
Purchase .Selling system) effectively ",·ri th Mister Has;oo 
treatments on bulb merchandisers, displays and other 
point-of-purchase sales aids that would be easily iden-
tifiable and support the broad advertising program.lOO 
Leonard Kimball, public relations director of The 
Flyincs Tiser Line, (3urbanl:, California), used promic 
strip advertising to promote their air freight shipping 
service in 1952. Sales increased over 40 per cent. 
Jl.ccording to ~·!estern Advertising, the promic-type ads 1-ras 
a major factor in the company's growth.101 
Bore Warner, makers of parts for 1,000 manufacturers, 
uses promic-type advertising of the "Believe-It-Or-:·Jot_ 
Technique" originated by Ripley. Starch readership surveys 
indicated that such an ad in Th.§. Saturd,?y Evening Post 
ranked first of 68 advertisements in one issue, 1;'fith 28 
per cent of the men having read cost of the copy, and that 
it ranked second out of 64 advertisements in Time. 102 
100Ibid. , 36 
lOlnon Parmelee, "Cal."toon-Type Advertieint:; Puts Finan-
cial Smiles on the Face of the Ti,ser, 11 ; .. ,reste-rn Advertising 
(San Francisco: December, 1952). 
I 
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International Harvester has called on Pictorial Media, 
promic publiahers, for 4 page advertising inserts in period-
icals. A starch report on Harvester's heavy machinery ad-
vertising in Engineering News~Record revealed that the 
promio ad attracted greater readership than its conventional 
advertisements.l03 
The cereal-makers have especially utilized "comic" 
characters in their advertising. Kellogg has borrowed 
Dennis the Menace and Huckleberry Hound; Nabisco called on 
The Little King; Cream of Wheat has used L1'1 Abner. 
Many of these promic-type ads appear in Puck, The 
Comic Weekly and other Sunday "comic" sections of news-
papers. Here, one notes, Kleenix regulary utilizes Little 
Lu~u and other uses range trom cartoons for Air France to 
Vaseline Hair Tonic. As one would expect, the "comic" 
magazines contain a. great deal of promic-type advertisements. 
102charles s. ·navis, "'Lost Product• Maker Seeks 
Name Identity Through Advertising, 11 Sales Management 
(New York: August 15, 1948), 100 !!- .!!S9.• 
l03tt Industrial Ads In Comics," Printers' Ink 
(New York: September 10, 1954). 
CHAPTEH III 
PHOf..:ICS Ili COITI:!ERCE 
The topic of promics in commerce has been divided into 
six areas: (1) Insurance, (2) Bankins, (3) Stocks, (4) Util-
titles, (5) Transportation, and (6) Mass Communications. 
These c;roups, sellinG a service as opposed to a tangible 
product, have found promics to be as effective for educa-
tion and persuasion as the manufacturing firms. 
I . l:NSURA.NCJ: 
Insurance Information 
The Institute of Life Insurance, the public relations 
arm of the business, has had an extensive pl"'OGram of promic 
production 1·rith "The I,Ian 1Jl'1o Runs Interference" (atten:pts to 
sell the insurance field as a career) and "Frontiers of Free-
dom" (story of American's struggle for freedom to build 
better lives and futures for their families). Both arrived 
at the schools l"li th a teacher's guide. The first one had 
an initial printinc; of one million and a second printinG of 
another nillion. 
Mr.; R. 'Jilfred Kelsey, 1vho '<l"as director of the educa-
tional division, reported on two surveys made after the first 
' bool;:Jbe:t ·.oras .distributed. One survey vms of the teachers and 
the other covered life insurance companies and agents '"rho 
'-~'' n~M"'"·•·~·-·--~ 
distributed the promic to the public. Both groups vrere 
enthusiastic about them and requested more promics on other 
phases of life insurance. Kelsey commented: 
Young people, and adults too, are for the most part 
regular readers of the comics, and therefore 1·re should 
make use of this inherent interest to give these people 
·.vorthvrhfle information \vhich they might not other~vise 
secure. 
Philadelphia's Associated Hospital Service won first 
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prize at the fifth annual Blue Cross public relations avrards 
contest in 1950. Blue Cross featured a detective, "Sam 
Shrewd," 1-rho moralizes about hospital plans vrhile sleuthing. 2 
The Cuna ~Iutual Insurance Co. of l-~adison, \"lis cons in 
has told the story of credit unions through a promic. It is 
a 16 page promic produced in 1952 by Wm. C. Popper & Co. 
The Great Central Insurance Co. issued a sales pro-
motional promic vrhich boiled dO'Nn 22 insuring agreements to 
fit 14 pages. They tested their booklet in Peoria before 
introducing it to agents at the company's 1952 convention. 
Salesmen called on 400 merchants there ivho vrere mailed 
copies. John A. Gelish, manager of publications, declared 
70 per cent of those receiving it had read it when the sales-
man called; 25 per cent had laid it aside for future reading; 
1Louis P. Birk, "How Comics Are Used In Advertising and 
Public Relations," Printers' Inlr (Ne\'l York: August 13, 1948), 
41. 
2
"Public Relations: Sellinc; Health Insurance," Tide 
(I::: evr Yorlt: .AU[)US t L~, 19 50) . 
.. 
only 5 per cent had discarded it. The mailing resulted 
in sales to 4 per cent of those receiving it.3 
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'Jhen the Farm Bureau Insurance Companies of Columbus, 
Ohio opened a ne1·r office they desired a "giveaway" for 
adults and children vrho visited the building. The result 
\•ras "Farm Bureau's Carnival of Fun. " 
In 1953 Pictorial Media (New York) produced 4 page 
insurance promics ,,;ith a space for a company's messac;e on 
it. They provided a capsule view on benefits from group 
life insurance and hospital insurance. Still other insur-
ance promics have been turned out by the Travelers • 
. rreachinp.:: Safet.Y.. 
Fire safety. "Skipper and His Pal" tells a safety 
story for the Northv1estern :Mutual Fire As so cia tion (.Seattle). 
Fire prevention groups have endorsed this promic. It has 
mainly been distributed to school children. 
In 1958 Hanufacturers i"~utual Fire Insurance Company 
(Providence) issued "Ho·~r Flame The Fire Prevention Cat Got 
His Xame." The National Board of Fire Under1-rri ters used 
"~·That Do You Know About Fire" as a child's guide to fire 
safety. Non-profit groups have sponsored similar promics.4 
3John 
Readership, 
19 52) ' 39. 
lj- See 
A. 
l~T~ 
pp. 
Gel ish, 
.Sales, If 
99, 123. 
"This Business Comic Book Gets 70% 
Print~.r..§~ Jnlr: (Nevv York: October 10, 
I 
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Traff1c. safety. 11 The Case of the Accused Driver" ~>·.ras 
issued in 195LJ- by Liberty 11J:utual Insurance Company (Boston). 
It shows what a truck driver should do to prevent an accident 
and tells v.rhat to do if an accident does occur. "Peter and 
the ~vhiffle-Hound" ".vas also issued in 1951~ by Liberty Mutual. 
This promic is aimed at teaching young children traffic 
safety. Liberty has a film by the same name, whose message 
is the same as the booklet. After seeing the movie the 
children read and discuss the promic. They are used by 
classes up to the fifth grade. The company receives 400 to 
500 individual requests a month for the promic in addition to 
2, 000 copies used per month in conjunction 1vi th the film. 
Margarie Steele of Liberty's public relations department is 
enthusiastic about the booklet's effectiveness. 
Aetna Casualty and Surety Company offered a promic-
strip to neT..rspapers in 19 54 to teach highvmy safety. The 
series, entitled "Look vrno' s Driving, 11 con sis ted of 5 strips 
T.,rhich 1·;ere furnished free by Aetna 1 s public education 
department. Star of the series 'i·ms Charlie Younghead, an 
average driver who became puzzled by the childlike antics 
of other motorists. Previously, Aetna produced "~:Tho 1 s Zoo 
on the Highvray," which •das used by over 800 ne\vspapers 
throughout the country.5 
5 11PR Roundun: Aetna Life Offers Dailies Comic Strip," 
Editor .sf Publisher (Nevr York: October 2, 1954). 
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II. Blll.JIGNG 
The American Bankers Association created "Peter Penny 
and His Nagic Dollarrr to tell the story of banking, its 
functions, and history. 6 A.B.A.'s member banks distrib-
uted more than a million copies. C. Edvrin Heming of the 
A.B.A. commented: 
Banks found it an excellent means of doing an edu-
cational job in the schools. It was well received by 
educar}ors, by the pupils themselves and by parents as 
1"iell. 
The Savings Bank Life Insurance Councils of Eev,r York, 
Hassacr_usetts, and Connecticut distributed one million 
copies of "r .. :r. BiGS Drops A Hint." It is a 4- page promic, 
aimed at adults, 1vhich discusses the benefits of savings 
bank life insurance. In 1960 the Savings Barur Association 
of the State of l\:e1'l York prepared "Saving To van. II 
In response to requests from secondary schools for 
information on check collection, the Federal Reserve Bank 
of Ne1v York issued "The Story of Checks." It traces the 
history of checks, explains the role of the Federal Reserve, 
and offers instruction on how to write a check. Carl Mad-
den, manager of the bank's information department, chose 
6Julien J. Proslrauer, "Comics Mean Business," Premium 
Practice and Business :j?romot.i..o.n_ (August, 19LJ-9), 32 
7 Louis P. Birk, "Hoiv Comics Are Used.' 'In Advertising 
and Public Relations," Printers'. Ink (Ne>:r York: Auc;ust 13, 
1948)' 41. 
I 
t~e pror::tic tecr.nique because of its universal appeal. "The 
Q 
comic bool{ is the popular idiom of our times," he said. u 
III. STOCKS 
Bache 8: Co., the NeH York investment broker, took 
advantage of a "comic" strip, "Penny." Penny asked her 
father questions about stock 'l.'fhich he couldn 1 t ans,,.;er. 
Father suggested Penny ask her economics teacher. Bache 
received permission to reproduce it for a mailing piece and 
tacl<::ed on: "'.Jhy bother your econon:ic s teacher, Penny? ',vhy 
not read the enclosed study of commodity futures markets?" 
!·:Iorrie Brickman, a one-time Chicago public relations 
man, started a promic strip about the stock market in 1960. 
"Blue Chips" appears on business and financial pages in 
newspapers. The cast includes Bartlett, the broker, Rolls 
Roycemore the big operator, and Pigeon the investor.9 
';Je are not the only country using the "comic" format 
in commerce. E.F. Herbert, cartoon editor of the London 
(England) Daily 1-~irror, reports that his ne·.mpaper carries 
a strip called "Keep ins Up Vli th The Joneses. rtlO 
8
"comic Book Tells Check 1 s Story," :New York Herald-
Tribune (October 1, 1958), 55. 
9Ke,:rS\'fee1c (lJevr York: July 18, 1960). 
10The Ne1·rspaper Comics Council, Inc. I•!eeting minutes 
(NeH York: Septenber 21, 1960). 
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Its object is to tell young people ho~·; to manage their 
money. It is a sort of guide to the s tocl;: market. ~~re 
have a youns couple called Joe and Prudence Hope, ·~,rho 
live in an apartment in a basement. They have a motor 
scooter and they have Uncle Forsythe, Hho is the sort of 
Voice of God in this thing, and who gives them the facts. 
~·1Te have taken Joe and Pru through opening a bank account 
and running a stock market investment club in the fi1~··· 
This strip has caused a lot of interest in the city. 
IV. UTILITIE:S 
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company has alvmys 
been troubled by yom~gsters monopolizing party telephones. 
"Bobby Gets Hep" tells ho·,, Bobby's prolonged chatter im-
periled his father's life by almost preventing a fire call 
from getting through. Over 1.3 million copies were dis-
tributed as handouts at school lectures and telephone com-
pany demonstrations. 12 Other copies were left at hcmes 
vrhen a telephone repairman or installer found children. 
In April 1961 the company unveiled "Ten Men and the 
Telephone," biographies of ten outstanding men who have 
contributed to the development of today's telephone system. 
The promic, desisned for sch~ol children and the general 
public, had an initial printing r~~ of 250,000 and it is 
expected to be a perennial item. 
The company's educational materials have a secondary 
purpose of orienting students toward careers in the com-
11 Ibid. 
12
"A.T.&T. Is Hen To A Problem," Business ~vee}.:: (Ne\·r 
, __ 
munications industry. Donald R. ivoodford, A.T.&T. 's cordial 
information supervisor, prefers to call the literature "pic-
ture-caption booklets." He comments: "I believe this tech-
nique, well used, has an effective, immediate impact, and 
with good art work to sustain visual interest, can be an 
excellent medium." 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. published "Having Fun TI'J'i th 
Kites" to illustrate that kites and kids go '~'Tell together, 
but they don't mix well with electricity. It tells the 
history of ld te flying, describes varieties of kites and 
hov: to fly them safely, and contains patterns and instruc-
tions for buildinG kites. They were distributed in 1951 
through schools and the California recreation departments. 
The Edison Electric Institute received requests for 
information about the proper operation of television sets. 
"'.Ionder ~·That A Television Set Thinks About" \vas released 
and after television changed and pl'ogressed, "Listen to r·Ir. 
Tee Vee" replaced it. 
Two uromics about water were produced in the 1950's 
The National Association of Do:t:lestic and Farm Pump ~-':anufac­
turers produced 111Jater, Giver of Life, !:Iaster and Servant of 
1-!ankind." It is an interesting and instructive history of 
Yorl(: January 18, 1911.7). 
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'~dater and its harnessing by man from pre-historic times to 
the present. F.E. r{yers & Bros. (Ashland, Ohio), the lar-
gest distributor, prepared a teacher's manual and invited 
teachers to call on ~.1yers' pump dealers for classroom demon-
strations. The Association distributed 3.6 million copies 
in 1~9 states and Bermuda. It Has translated into Spanish. 13 
The American Waterworks Association, in an effort to 
conserve our v;a ter supply, distributed "The Story of T.va ter 
.Supply." C. V. Younc:quist, chief of Ohio's Division of 
~·rater, commented: "~'le think the comic book "\•rill set the 
idea over to people who otherwise might pay no attention 
to hm·r important a dependable vrater supply is. ul4 
The American Gas Association (tTei·i York) published 1 
million copies of "History of Gas" in 1960. The idea to 
use promics came from their professor-consultants. The 
book vras advertised in The Grade Teacher. Hope Deegan of 
A.G.A. 's educational service bureau states that teacher's 
requests for copies indicate that they think Hell of the 
medium as an educational tool. She judges the boolrlet as 
very effective, citing interest of children in the format, 
color, and low per-copy cost. 
13 Julien J. Proskauer, "The Idea That Led To !·:Iillions 
In Sales," 1:'Tm. C. Popper & Co. (Nm·r York: n.d.). 
14 
"N e\··l Comic Hero Is A Drop Of Water," Columbus, Ohio 
Citizen (July 20, 1954). 
I 
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V. TRANSPOH.TATION 
Several railroads and at least three airlines--United, 
American, and T.\"T.A.--have tapped the promics to get their 
stories widely read. 
The public relations and advertising department of the 
Chesapeake & Ohio Lines told their story in "George ~·Jash­
ington' s Railroads." It points out that George \"Tashington 
hoped for a means of transportation to link Chesapeake Bay 
with the Ohio River. Millions of copies were circulated at 
depots and at the ~hicago Railroad Fair.l5 
1"lilliam H. Bunce, public relations department of the 
Association of American Railroads (','!ashington), reports 
that his organization watched the development of promics 
with interest and when they were assured of their accept-
ability in schools started production of their educational 
material in promics. 
11 Railroads Deliver The G-oods 11 vms distributed to 
school children through Senior Scholastic magazine. "All 
Aboard, 1-Ir. Lincoln!" 1.·ras dis tributecl to over 2 million 
school children for use durins the Lincoln Sesquicentennial. 
Like the Association's other promics, a lesson plan for 
teachers accompany each order and the story and history of 
railroads are told without special pleading or ac1vertisins. 
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In Xarch 1960 "Salute To The Boy Scouts" ~ms re-
lea2.ed on the occassion of scoutinG 1 s fiftieth anniversary. 
Over a half million copies have been distributed, partly 
throut;h the cooperation of the Boy .Scouts of America. 
In J:·Iay 1960 "The Iron Horse Goes To ·dar" told the 
story of railroads during the Civil 1:-iar and hovr they first 
became a mili tar3r asset. l{ember railroads have circtlla ted 
:;1early a half million copies. 
Six other promics, civing a total circulation of 29 
million copies, have already been distributed- 9 promics in 
9 years. Bunce states that these public relations tools 
have been very effective. He points to unsolicited letters 
from educators, youth croup leaders, historians, parents, 
c:md the general public laudin~: them. 11\'ie feel certain that 
they have built c;ood ;·rill for the industry," he said. 
The French l'Ja tional Eailroads used "Pete and Pierre" 
and "Pegc:;y and Hado" for elementary and high school 
children to stimulate tourism in France. They point out 
tourist attractions and offer French history lessons. 
In 191~e the Long Island Railroad built a "ncvr lool::" by 
the use of promics. The L.I.R.R. found itself subject to 
criticism for its late trains, makeshift stations, poor 
lic;htinc, and bad roadbeds. Their public relations depart-
:nent turned to promic strip advertisements in ITe;·r York neT.m-
:9apers, under the title, "iJe 1 ve Been T,,Jorkinr; on the Hail-
I 
I 
• 
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road.••l.6 
11 Why Don't Trains Fl.y?" was the· titl.e of a promic pub-
l.ished by the southern Pacific to counter airline advertis-
ing which compared air and rail fares. Ad clubs, airl.ines, 
railroad clintele, and other railroads received 50,000 cop-
ies.l7 The Pennsylvania Railroad had their own promic to 
acquaint the public with their activities. 
VI. MASS COMMUNICATIONS 
"on The Air" was given by the National Broadcasting 
Company to students who took their guided studio tour and 
att&nded public relations programs in schools. Copies were 
also distributed through Scholastic magazines. 
According to Lucy I. Towle of N.B.c.• s public affairs 
and education department, "It was an effort to put into the 
hands of young people an authentic story of radio and the 
devel.opment of a radio program in the form most popul.ar 
·with them. 11 Edward stanley, director of public affairs, 
reports the book has been very effective and the technique 
is useful to simplify abstract and complex matters. Stanl.ey 
says that he worked on pamphlets in this medium in o.w.I. 
16samuel Rovner, "L.I.R.R. Disarms Critics By Self-
Kidding P.R.," Editor & Publisher (New York: December 4, 
1948), 16. 
17
nsouthern Pacific Issues Comic Book Chiding Airline 
Ads," Advertising~ (Chicago: February 13, 1950). 
I 
during the r;mr. He adds that they vrere very popular, 
especially in sem.i-li tera te countries, and vrere adapted 
to many lane;uacses and purposes. 
Jolm R, l:e.nning, a former sales representative of 
King Features Syndicate, produced "Deadline- The Story :Se-
hind The Headline. 11 This story of the ne~,-spaper· tal{es 
children through the history of the press from the Renais-
sance to the present. Not only did newspapers buy quanti-
ties, but the United States Information Agency purchased 
it for distribution to its libraries and bases around the 
uorld. 1 8 The :"anneapolis Star and Tr•ibune has given its 
visitors a siDilar promic, "A Trip Through Nevrspaperland. 11 
The motion picture industry has even come into the 
promic act. Columbia Pictures has called on Joh.'1stone and 
Cushing to turn out advertising for their films, "Battle In 
Outer Space" and "The Tlarrior and the Slave Girl." They 
are condensations of !cenes from motion pictures which are 
aimed at getting the readers to go to the theatres to see 
the rest. 
1811 ~ 1 t Comic-;:;t,y .. e Story of Press For Schools, 1 Editor §::. 
Publisher (Nelr Yo_·~r:: November 16, 1957), 50. 
CHAPTER IV 
PROI'HCS IN PUBLIC EIIJTEHPRISE 
Public enterprise has been here divided into three 
general areas: (1) Government, (2) Trade and Professional 
Associations, and (3) Philanthropy and Welfare. Just as 
industry and commerce have recognized the pmv-er and appeal 
of the promic teclli~ique, the non-profit organizations have 
concurred in the idea. 
I. GOVERlT:i·:ENT 
The promic technique has penetrated the governmental 
field for use in international relations, to create e;ood 
\·rill for the Atomic E:nersy Commission, and for the recruit-
cent and indoctrination of military forces. Promics have 
been e:xtensi vely used for governmental health, l•relfare, 
and safety campaigns, and in employee training. Cities 
and states have developed their ovm prom.ics for diverse 
purposes. The politicians have delivered their message 
to the public throue;h campaign promics. 
International Relations 
The 11 comic" format, familiar to nearly all Americans, 
has become an important and useful tool in the relentless 
struggle to tell the ".Wrld the truth about the United 
States. 
The Department of State made an excursion into the 
prornic field 1-ri "th "Eight Great At1ericans. 11 It is the story 
of George 1,'!ashington, Thomas Jeffel~son, rd'alt \'lhitman, Abra-
ham Lincoln, George Vlashington Carver, Andrelf Carnegie, 
Jane Adams, and Thomas Edison. About 1.8 millions of these 
ambassadors of good ivill ',,rere printed in nine languages to 
emphasize democratic ideals, opportunities, and benefits. 1 
Copies were distributed through Foreign Service posts and 
foreign private organizations. 
,, 
Long lines of people formed in front of a United 
:3tates' embassy in Latin America to receive a free promic, 
"The Story of the United States." Children cried shrilly: 
"Propaganda, meester; propaganda, pleese!" 2 Latin America 
requested 2.5 million copies through the Office of Inter-
"Z American Affairs._) 
The State Department put out 11 Voyae;e to Freedom, 11 the 
story of three young seafarers and their escape from tyr-
an.i'1.J. ;Some Lithuanian youngsters escape from the iron cur-
1 Hillicent Taylor, 11 Hurdling Language Barriers," The 
Christian Science I-J:oni tor (Boston: December 16, 1950) . 
2stanley Kligfeld, 118uperman Is Kin, II The ~·Tall Street 
Journal (Nm·r York: Hay 20, 1952). 
3Louis P. Birk, "Hm,r Comics Are Used In Advertising 
and Public Relations, 11 Printers' Ink (l~e'•v York: August 13, 
1948), 41. 
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tain to fight Cornmill1i sm. 1~ "On to tl:1e "-oal," a s~m ·1 b k u ... ~~ ar oo ... , 
tells the story of a Czechoslovakian athlete's fight for 
freedom. Both v1ere produced by Jolmstone and Cushing. 
11Visit to America 11 is an international relations promic 
strip vrhich T,vas oric;ina ted by the United States Information 
Agency in April 1958. It novv appears in some 3,000 neivS-
papers in 1~8 co1.mtries of Europe, the Near East, Far East, 
Africa, and La tin America. "Visit to A .• 11erica" is the most 
ividely circulated cartoon strip in the world. It depicts 
the travels of an Asian student vrho learns about America 
by traveling coast to coast.5 
u.s.I.A. has a seven-man staff of cartoonists, illus-
trators, and ivri ters vrho make promic strips available to 
foreign editors in t\VO and three-column plastic plates and 
reproduction offset proofs four columns wide. They are 
distributed through the agency's overseas posts vrhere trans-
lation of the text are made for the appropriate languages 
of the area. The cost to American taxpayers is one penny 
to reach 3,000 persons each week.6 
4George Hoses, 11 \•fhy' s And Hmr' s Of Comic Book Adver-
tising," Advertising Agency (February, 1953), 71. 
5Lucius Henegan, "Cartoons Explain U.S. Abroad," The 
Christian Science l·fonitor (Boston: November 29, 1960), 4; 
11 Telling America's Story Abroad Through Press and Publi-
cations," United States Information Agengy, Office of 
Public Information Oiashington: n.d.). Henegan, loc. cit. 
The questions most frequently asked of Ramac (the 
electronic brain) about American life and culture by vis-
i tors to the American National Exhibition held in lioscm·r in 
1959, form the basis for a nevr prornic strip, "It's A Fact." 
Presently some 1, 200 nevmpapers in 56 countries have re-
quested it to acquaint readers about life in the United 
States. "It's A Fact" covers such· topics as the American 
economy, education and culture, minority groups, agricul-
tural production, science and technology. Here is the text 
of a typical promic strip: 
QUESTION: Hovr long is the ·.·rork r;reelc of a United 
States vrorker? 
AlWr,'TER: The average maximum vlOrl: \·reek for United 
States workers is 40 hours: eight hours a day, five days 
a >veek. For any time over 40 hours, the average r;rorlcer 
receives pay at the rate of 1~ times his regular hourly 
pay. 'l'he minimum \•rage is lec;ally i~l an hou.r:, although 
most v1orkers receive more than the minimum. r 
Other popular U.S.I.A. promic strips are "Sports-
U.S .A., 11 vrhich depict American sportsmanship and individual 
sports celebrities, and "True Tales," containing episodes 
,in the lives of early Americans, heroism, and historical 
facts. "Sports- U.S.A." is distributed to 1,400 publi-
cations in 77 cou11tries; "True Tales" reaclJ.es 1,500 publi-
cations in 53 countries. In all, the U.S.I.A. strips appear 
in 7,5000 ne'i,mpapers in 81 countries, Hith approximately 1 
billion readers.B 
7Ibid. 
0 
Uibid. 
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In 1959 the u.s.I.A. produced two promic books-"Lin-
coln" and "Man In Outer Space." "L:LncolW' is a biography 
produced in 12 languages to portray a prominent American 
abroad. "Man In outer Space," which must have had the 
u.s.I.A. red-faced during the Russian's successfUl launching, 
told of our space achievements. It W@.S issued in English, 
Arabic, Vietnamese, and Spanish. The first promic has had 
486,000 copies distributed to date; the second, 308,000. 
On January 20, 1961 John F. Kennedy was inaugarated 
as President. The same month, u.s.I.A. released 235,000 
promics in English and Spanish to introduce the new Presi-
dent to other countries.9 Copies were circulated by u.s.I.A. 
posts in 89 countries of the free world. This booklet is 
among the worst in art work among the over 200 promics which 
this author has reviewed for the study. The President 
appears to be pictured as an ogre in many of the drawings. 
E.D. Fairoh,ild, chief of the u.s.I.A. cartoon section, 
says the booklets have been very effective in accomplishing 
our purpose. He believes. that readership is h1$her with 
promics than for any other written material because it is 
easy to follow the story and promics are often passed on to 
other readers while magazines and papers are tossed out. 
9The same was done for former-President Truman; see 
P• 104. 
~~==~======~ 
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Fairchild thinks that they are an effective educational 
device due to their simple lancuage, ability to colorfully 
tell complex stories, and simplify public problems. 
Although Fairchild doesn't use promics to market products 
(only ideas) he thinks that they can be effective here, too. 
~-Tar use. Promics have been drafted in tiDe fo Har to 
recruit and indoctrinate our forces, 10 and to '•Tin friends 
and influence nations. The Army Air Force even recruited 
promics during ~orld Nar II to tell the story of life in-
surance provided our flyers. Durin;::; the ICoreaYl ','Jar, 
American combat planes carried bundles of "Blondie comics" 
into enemy territory to sustain the morale of American 
3-.I.s held in prison camps there.ll 
Durin[; World Nar II, Promic strips featuring Popeye 
the .Sailor, Li '1 Abner, and the Little King ·Here employed 
to sell 1-.rar bonds. "Neustro Futuro- Hon::bres Libres, 0 
Esclavov?" ("Our F·uture- Free !·:en or Slaves?") traced the 
effect of Hitlerism on the freedom loving people of the 
··ro·-.1 d 12 \, l ...&,.. • "Los Inmortales de America" 1ms printed in Spanish 
10see p. 92'. 
11rrarya r.:annes, "Comics, 11 The ::Sncylopedia Americana 
(Kew York: 1958), Vol. VII, 361. 
12r·Jathan R. Abelson, 11 Comics Are A Serious Business, 11 
Ad.vertisinr:~ s Sellinr (He,:-rYork: July, 1946), 90. 
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nnd Portuc;uese to cement relationships beti-..reen the United 
States and its southern neishbors. It drevr parallels be-
tween famous men of both hemispheres. The Office of the 
Coordinator of Int~\merican Affairs p:r:•oduced these bool:s. 
The Treasury Department produced 15 million copies of "Fox-
hole On Your Laim" for i te. 19 51 bond drive. 
33 
The State Department used promics to tell our story of 
the Korean ~ar in the Near and ~iddle East. One million 
co<Jies of a lJ. page promic T .. ms distributed to com.ba t Com-
rnlli'1ist propaganda. 13 "'I'he Korean Story" T;ms printed in Te.g-
alog (for Phillippines), Arabic, Persian, Burmese, and ~1g-
lish. The promic Has donated by Fred Danner, proprietor of 
the Danner Press in Akron, Ohio.14 The State Department 
also put out "Korea, gy Home" which i"ms published by the 
Johnstone and Cushing promic publishing firm. 
At about the same time, the State Department came out 
>ri th "~'Ihen the Communists Came! The 'I'rue Story of a Chinese 
Village." The 21J- page booklet vms printed in Chinese and 
given to schools, labor unions, and farm families in Hong 
Kons, Formosa, and other countries in Southeast Asia that 
b.a ve a considerable number of Chinese people. The cover 
13"comic Books 'ro Give Orient U.S. Story of 'Jar in 
Kor•ea," ~'Tashinc::.ton Star (September 28, 19 50) . 
1411Danner Books Fight Commies," Akron Beacon-Journal 
(October 22, 1950). 
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of the Chinese edition depicts Chinese Communist soldiers 
seizing sacks of grain on a peasant's farm. Inside, a 
school teacher tells of vrha t he sa1.-r in a village in 
central China.l5 
We were not thB only ones using promics for psycholog-
ical 1·rarfare in Korea- so did the Communists. ~'iilliam J. 
Parker, a security analyst at the Strategic Air Command, 
said the promics showed Communist officers as being skill-
ed and American officers as blundering. The illustrations 
depicted more Americans being killed and ·~rounded than r;orth 
Koreans. 16 
Cver 200 seperate propaganda promics flooded China, 
/: EonE::; Koncc:, r-:acao, and southv{est Asia. Some of the titles 
1-rere: "Blin( Yueh Kung's Revenge, 11 "Reformation, 11 11 The 
Little Despot," "Stories of Discovery, 11 and "The Last Drop 
of Blood." According to a :0Jeiv XQ.r.k Times dispatch, the 
Cor11:rrunists relied, on the fact that the Chinese masses are 
more receptive to pictures than they are to words.l7 
l5Dorothy D1J.nbar :Sromley, "U.S. Tells Asia of China 
Red In Comic Boolc, ., ~·Je1v Jerk Herald TriQ_une (November 28, 
1950). 
l6rrcommunistic Comic Books Propagandalize U.S. Troons " ~ ' Omaha ~·/orld Herald (September 21~, 1953); Chica.Ko .§yn 
(December 5, 1953~. 
Times 
17 Henry R. Lieberman, 11 Co\llmunists Flooding China 1-:Iain-
land ·,;ith 'Comics' To Further Propaganda," The i~e'\·r York 
Times (October 27, 1950). 
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The I tali an Communists denotmced all "comic 11 books as 
a debased form of literature, a vulgarization of art, and a 
Hicked projection of Americanism. They pleaded with chil-
dren to throvr them into "peace bonfires. 11 Instead, "comic" 
h 
U readership climbed. The Communists gave in--\'fi th a "if-you-P ., 
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can't-beat-' em-join 'em" philosophy--and produced t\•ro prom-
ics of their ovm. The promic campaign vms launched in 1950 
1;1i th "Pioniere" ("The Pioneers 11 ). 
Communists decided that Italy's children not only Here 
passionately interested in comic books but that practi-
cally no other kiBd of printed material was finding any 
favor with them.lu 
Eilitary Promics 
Recruitment. The Department of the Navy published Al 
Capp's "Li'l Abner Joins The l'Tavy!" 19 in 1950 and "Judy 
Joins The Trlaves" the follm-ring year. The Coast Guard also 
has had a promic to stimulate enlistment and in 1960, "I Am 
The Guard" vras used to tell the story of the National Guard 
''from muskets to missiles. 11 
Hilton Caniff used Steve Canyon for "strictly for the 
Soart Birds," illustrating opportunities in the Air Force. 
A young man must decide vlhether to shed his uniform or re-
18:sarrett l·:cG-urn, "Hi Ho, Silver! Reds Put Comics to 
~Iork," lJe11 York Herald Tribune (.September 3, 1950), 2. 
l9"Al Capp by Li'l Abner" has been used to aid G.I. 
amputees. Capp v:as cited by the :Secretar:y of the Treasury 
for aid. He prepared "Private Li'l Abner' for training •. 
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enlist. He considers the advantages and disadvantages of 
civilia~ living. After pondering the job to be done, the 
status of the Air Force, military benefits, and finding his 
Girl-friend and the public is proud of him, he reenlists. 
The Department of the Army, in an effort to promote 
its Reserve Officer Training Corps in United States col-
leges, produced "Time of Decision." Harvard and Yale re-
j ec ted the promic s on the grounds that they vrere belm·r the 
dignity of the students. The Dean of Boston College termed 
it "an insult to our freshman." 20 At the University of 
Arizona the 16 page promic was offered along with a 20 
pase conventional pamphlet. "The comic book 1-.rent like hot 
cakes- the conventional information booklet?- the depart-
ment still has boxes of them."21 
Army spokesmen found that of those 1·rho read the promic 
and were interviewed, 80 per cent had a fair idea of its 
message.22 Further, shortly after the booklet's release, 
they cited a 15 per cent increase in enrollment enlist-
.....,en t 23 
.Lu.- J. • 
20Beverly Bmrie, "The Comic Boolr: Industry- ''de Can Do 
Anything! Anythins!' ,"The Reuorter (Hay 15, 1951), 39 
21
"Army Changes Tactics By Using Comic Book To Plug 
Cadet Course," Tucson Star (September 17, 1950). 
22:sm·rie, loc. cit. 
23 11 Army Defends Its Comic Books Used to HelD in 
Eecruitinc," r;Tashinc::_ton :Jtar 0Jovernber 19, 1950).·· 
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Lt. Col. Robert D. Burhans, information officer for an 
Army staff which sent out the R.O.T.C. promics, admitted 
that fighting in Korea and radio and television advertising 
also had a lot to do vli th the enrollment climb. He added 
that 99 per cent of the reports received on the promic 
"lrvere favorable. 
Indoctrination. The Army has enlisted promics to teach 
its neophytes 11Military Courtesy." The 20 page booklet 
takes a recruit and his corporal through situations they 
mic;ht face on and off duty. It tells them 1vhen to salute, 
'i'ihen not to, and hm-r to deal courteously ',,ri th everyone from 
the ladies in the service club to the commanding general.24 
In 1952 the Pentagon issued five promics to teach G.I. 
citizenship. They cost $30,000- $6,000 for each of them. 
Each one had a printing of 320,00 copies, enough to have 
one for every ten persons in the Army, Navy, Air Force, and 
l-'!arines, including officers. The pamphlets include: ( 1) 
"The lian ~,'lho 'riould.n't Quit," (2) "Kerry Drake- Case of the 
Sleeping City," (3) "Joe Palooka- It's All in the Family," 
(4) "Strong for the People," and (5) "Steve Canyon's Secret 
t·:::ission. 11 The "Strong'' (/'4) promic, vrhich is typical of 
this group, points out: 
(July 28, 1950). 
:.:4-
I 
I
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Democracy can last only as long as the people's in-
terest in it lasts~ Your job as a serviceman is to de-
fend democracy. Your job as a citizen is to practice 
it. One ~vay to do that is to select your candidates and 
vote for them. Votinc; is an important duty. 
During r;torld \'Tar II special Superman promics 1•rere uti-
lized by the Navy as supplementary readers in literacy 
trainins classes. The pictures were the same as contained 
in the rec;ular edition, hoi;rever, the grammar vms improved. 
'l'he reader's retention and understanding ilfere tested by 
multiple-choice questions at the end of each story.25 
Harold Dovmes, English instructor at Lynn, :tvrassachus-
etts Industrial High School, and Dr. Robert Thorndil~e, edu-
cational psychologist, found that some students, although 
slOiiJ readers, enjoyed "comics." They prepared "Superman 
~·Tork Book" to teach readinc; skills. Its acceptance among 
educators vms such that it -v1as used in 2, SOOC classrooms. 26 
~Hlitary image via promic strips. There is a ne1·r "sec-
ret v1eapon" at the Pentac;on. The Air Force has discovered 
how to use Milt Caniff's 30 million readers to better their 
imae;e. So great is the impact of "Steve Canyon," Uncle Sam 
assic;ned Haj or 'Jilliam J. Lookadoo, pu,olic relations offi-
cer, to provide accurate background information for Caniff. 
25Nathan R. Abelson, "Comics Are A Serious Business," 
Advertising§::. Sellinr~ (Nei·r Yorl~: August, 1946), Part II, 86. 
26Ibid. 
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By a not-so-strange coincidence, a :r.:aj or Luke Adev;, 
an Air Force public relations officer 1·rho looks and speaks 
like Lookadoo, appeared in 1960 in Caniff's strips. 
Thus, vrhen the Eisenhmrer Administration 11ent against 
Air Force \'fishes and reduced plans for developing the super-
sonic B-70 bomber, Colonel Steve Canyon spolte out against 
the "damac;e to U.S. security" resulting from this move. 
Canyon's message vras carried in 625 ne1-rspapers in the 
l~Lited States and in 17 foreign countries.27 
r-iembers of the Air Force are among Can;yon' s most ap-
preciative readers. It has been found that "Steve Canyon" 
boosts airmen's morale, as well as reminding the general 
citizenry of the service's important role in national de-
fense. A high-rankine Air Force officer exclaimed: 
Steven Canyon alone is the best single thins that ever hap-
pened to the Air Foree. ''28 
The Air Force also finds a powerful public relations 
tool in George T:lunder' s "Terry and The Pirates 11 and the 
Navy boasts "Buz Sa1·ryer. 11 The military hopes these strips 
create an image that their men live exciting lives aimed at 
Hortlnrhile national security, hindered only by Comrr.unis ts 
and Consressional economizers. Unfortunately, the Army is 
stuck 1-rith "Beetle Bailey 11 who pokes fun at G.I. life. 
27Louis Kraar, "Comics Crusa~e,'' The '/!all Street Jour-
nal (Nm·r Yorl;;:: August 4, 1960)' 1; Uibid. 
The public relations officers closel.y follow these 
promic strips to avoid a "comic" strip disaster. For ex-
ample, consider what happened when Roy Crane, ar~ist for 
11 Buz Sawyer, 11 was contemplating withdrawing h1 s charac_ter 
from the Navy because he ran short on ideas. The crisis 
was met by Admiral E.B. Taylor, then Navy chief' of infor-
mation, who requested ideas from officers all over the 
world. Crane was persuaded to visit the Pacific Fleet and 
a barage of letters pleaded for Buz to remain in the Navy. 
11 The gist of all these letters was that my strip gave the 
Navy prestige and made the public appreciate their work," 
reports Crane. "After all that, I had to leave Buz in the 
Navy. tt29 
In 1959 Crane was requested to write an anti-submarine 
. 
warfare story. The public relations officers gave Crane the 
hln of a ship. Crane was fearful of giving away military 
secrets so he cleared his notes and pl.ot with officers of 
Task Group Alta. It was probably not coincidental that the 
strip coincided with a Navy campaign for additional ~ds 
for anti-submarine warfare. Although no cause-and-effect 
relationship can be proved, Congress did vote more money 
for the Navy's anti-submarine warfare program. "Buz S8wyer 
helps us recruit young people and it impresses Congress-
men, 11 a Navy officer declaims. 30 
29 
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Creatin~ Good-Will For The A.E.C. 
'rhe Atomic Energy c::ommission desired to impart a 
clearer understanding of atomic energy. The novr retired 
Lieutenant General Leslie H. Groves, former head of the 
}~anhattan Project ~vhich created the first atom boob, called 
on promics as the commlmications tool. 
"DagvlOod Splits the A tom" 1-ras primarily concerned vri th 
reassurin? the fearful that atomic energy can be used for 
peacetime purposes. Xillions of copies have been distrib-
uted by the A.E.C., the Armed Forces, and newspapers. It 
has been translated into Spanish, French, and Swedish. 
The original tv-renty-four drar,rings 1·v-ere blm'fn up to four 
feet square each and are a permanent part of the Oak Ridge 
lit • H'; • F 'il <~ omJ.c .l..;.j~1ergJ 1.useum. __, 
Health, I·Telfare, And Safe.:Jt.y 
Promics have been used by the United States Public 
Health Service since 1946 to prod syphilis victims into 
tal:ing medical treatment.3 2 TitlO of the many promics for 
syphilis victims are 11 Li ttle ~'lillie" and "Doc Carter. 11 
The ~real th Publications Institute (Raleigh) has published 
several such promics to help reduce venerial disease. 
-;;;1 
-' Joseph T;·T. ~-iusial, "Comics As A Communication Form," 
King Features Syndicate (Nevr York: .September 2, 1953), 2-3. 
3211 U. S. Ca:GJ.pai,sn On Syphilis To Cover 27 States, 11 N e1'V 
Yorl\: Herald Tribune (June 10, 1949); "VD !·Iay Hot .3e Funny, 
"Trapped" 1:ras the title of a promic shmv-ing the ca ta-
strophic effects of narcotic addiction. It was prepared 
by the Communication i·~aterials Center of the Columbia Uni-
versity Press with the cooperation of the Committee on Nar-
-;: "Z 
c otics of the 1ilelfare Council of l·~e1:r York City.__;__; 
A 11 Blondie '' prornic ,,;as produced by Joseph ~'!. Husial, 
educational director of King Features Syndicate (New York), 
in collaboration with Newton Bigelow, M.D., Commissioner of 
the l~evl York State Depar•trnent of l·Iental Hygiene. r1usial, 
'dho has done for prornics vlhat his name-sake has done for 
baseball, comments: 
Cartoon comics have ear·ned and proved their accept-
ance as circulation builders. As public relations tools 
in the hands of bus~~ess and advertising, they can prove 
just as successful.~ 
The "Blondie 11 prornic, dr-a-..m by Chic Young, consists 
of four seperate stories dealing with mental health prin-
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ciples. The titles are: Scapegoat, Love Conquer-s All, Let's 
Face It, and On Your Ovm. It •ilas distr-ibuted through 
schools, state agencies, at the New Yor-k State Fair, and 
bv mail 35 
" . 
but It's in the Cornie s, '' Advertising Ae;e (Chicago: October 
lLr, 1946), 1. 
33Edvrarcl J. r:ovrer-y, "Uncle Sa!!l Pleads Before U.N. to 
Stop FlOi"T of !)ope, 11 Ee1:r York 1/forld Telep:ram (June 19, 1951). 
34v, • 1 . • t )_ 
,,_L:,s la , .Ql2. .QL. , l·. 
35Joseph ·:J. T::usial, "Comic Books and PR, 11 Public He-
Dr. :Sigelovr explains \•rhy promics v:ere chosen: 
In utilizing this medium for education, we hope to 
reach the same public that is reached by conics in 
c;eneral-,::!uttin£5 across all social and economic strata 
and embracing every ac;e level. The 1.mi versal appeal of 
the comic book stems from its color, action and drama. 
The dramatization of good mental hygiene in ordinary 
human relationships is particulary meanin[jful •11hen the 
characters_~nvolved are as familiar as our next door 
neic;hbors.3° 
9·3 
The ,State Planning Committee for School and Community 
Health Education in Ohio, consisting of representatives 
fro::.r. the departments of Education, Health, and c.,!elfare, 
conducted a pilot study to determine the promic's effect-
iveness.37 Schools were approached throuch the health co-
ordina tors and participation "..ras entirely voluntary. 
Those schools which indicated an interest were provided 
·,dth the promics vrithout charc.se, tocether vrith an e:xpla-
nation of the purposes of the study and teachinc; cuide. 
Fifteen schools took part in the study. They were 
st1all city, exempted villac;e, and rul"al schools, except 
for two schools in metropolitan areas. The ranse of grades 
studied was from srade five through crade twelve. The 
total number of students partie ipa tins 1·ras 993. A majority 
lations Journal (Ne•·T York: t·::-ovember, 1951), 16. 
?,h 
-"'"'"Bume.teads To Star In 'Jook Dea+ing 1:ii th Xent-~1.1 
:reo..l th, II aankfor~ (Kentuclry) Sta.t_e !:I.~D~l (September 
21, 1950). 
-.zr-; 
:; i "The :Slondie CmEic Book: A Teachinc; Aid in :,rental 
Health, 11 The State Planil1.[; Committee for School and Com-
of the classes in which it was used were health classes. 
Tcac::.1ers spent f:;."OU:l one to six class periods to con~)lete 
the study. Kost teachers felt that at least four periods 
were needed to cive sufficient time for discussion of the 
stories and ~0 for related activities.Ju 
3oth principals and teachers were asked to exuress 
t~1eil" o·.m O~)inions as to tho effecti voness of "Blondie" as 
a teachinG tool. All but one educator t~lOUt:;b.t tb.e :;Jromic 
S9 
technique vras effective. r;·o ecluca tor repo:;."ted any parental 
opposition or critic ism. The teachers vwre unanir:lous in 
reportinG the tcachinc suide useful. The State PlanninG 
Gor;.mi ttee concluded that the pror::ic can be a useful aid in 
.L 1. . ., l..l1 7.,0 ~eacnlnG ~ental nea Gn.JJ 
Jr. , circulated 3212,000 copies of 11 Be·,·ra.re The '.'!inter Kil-
ler 11 in 1957. The prorD.ics sho"\·r the dangers of improper 
handline; of l:ceros one s-'uoves. The bool::let points out that 
in the 10 preceedins years in Rew York City, kerosene 
heaters started 8,000 fires, killinc 185 people, and de-
stroying .o55 r::illion in p:'"'operty. 40 
muni ty I-leal th Educa tio21 ( Golumbus, Ohio: September, 19 53) • 
38rbid., 3. 
39Ibid. , 6. 
L!-0 11 Cavanagh Ouens Drive to Cut Oil-Heater Fire Toll," 
The E&.ll York Times (Hovember 11+, 1956). 
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Since then, the City of :·.Jevr Yorl-.:: has come out i·ri th 
"Prevent Brush Fires Protect Your Home" ( 1958) ' "Keep Your 
Eo me Safe From Fire" ( 1 a ~8) 
_..1 _., ' and "Los Peligros De ... l 
Fue~ol 11 
'·-
( 1960) . The total circulation for these three most 
recent booklets has been nearly a million. Copies were 
distributed at schools, places of worship, street corners, 
c~rocery and hard\·rare stores, and sub1·ray exits. 3enjamin 
Aaronson, assistant chief of the New York Fire Department, 
has not scientifically tested the booklets, but believes 
they are definitely an effective public rela tio.ns tool. 
The ~'lisconsin Conservation Department used "';Jiscon-
sin's Forests" to gain youngster's and adult's understand-
ing of the forest resources of Wisconsin and the role they 
play in caking the Badger state important economically and 
as a recreation area as well. The promic, chiefly distributed 
th.rou,sh schools, urced reforestation and. cropping on a sus-
tained yeild basis for conservation.41 
The Veterans Administration used promics to tell its 
5,000 hospital housekeepers how to keep a hospital clean. 
Four booldets about 118vveepy," "~-::oppy," ";·raxey," and "Dusty" 
were employed. Housewives who desired government approved 
methods to do a cleaning job were offerred copies by the 
11
-
1
""\Iisconsin' s Forests," l'Iih·mukee !I.QJJ.r:nal (l.J:ay 20, 
1951) • "Eark Trail" 'das used for nature edu.ca tion with the 
purpose of creating interest in water resources. It was 
produced by the United States Public Iieal th Service. 
Government PrintinG Office. 42 
The Social 3ecurity Administration has issued promics 
to explain the old age pension laws and the other benefits 
it administers. In 1961 Johnstone and Cushing 1vas busy 
preparins a ne\'V one for them, "Three ~"lho Came Back. 11 
"Duck and Cover 11 vras is sued by the Federal Civil De-
fense Administration. In 1950 state directors of Civil 
:!)efense cace out vri th 11 ~·fha t To Do '.·1Then A tom Bombs Fall. 11 
Renorts And Publici.:t.;y: 
The State of Louisiana Department of Revenue have used 
promics for its tax report to the citizenry. They were 16 
page booklets on good quality paper which were produced by 
Johnstone and Cushing. Louisiana has also used promics for 
their "Second Annual Report of the Louisiana State Hospital 
Soard." 
~dyoming' s commerce and industry commission has intra-
duced 111tTyorning" and "',vyoming Joe" for tourist promotion. 
In "'dyomine:. Joe 11 , an imaginary televi sian character takes a 
typical tourist family on a trip through Wyoming on his 
magic horse, Desert Dust. Inside the back cover is a cou-
pan to assist prospective tourists in sending for additional 
literatUII!eon '\·lyoming 1 s attractions. On the back cover is 
42
"VA Hospitals Use Comics To Teach Cleaning Skills," 
Columbus ( Oh.io) Oi tizen (IJJ:arch 28, 1954). 
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Wyoming's state flag, bird, flower, tree, and seal.43 
Quincy' r-:assachusetts I Chamber of Commerce' nelvspaper' 
and schools were concerned about how little the citizenry 
knew about the historical tradition of the city. Most 
people seemed una1·mre that they v;rere living in a city that 
is the birthplace of t1·ro Presidents (John and John Quincy 
Adams), the home of John Hancock, and the site of the United 
States' first commercial railroad. 
Dr. Paul Gossard, Quincy's Superintendent of Schools, 
1·ras a member of the Chamber of Commerce Publicity Commit tee. 
Observins the interest of children in "comic" books, he de-
vised the idea of Quincy promic. Following research, 
comuosition of dialogue, and drawings, the sponsors were 
concerned about financing the project. They did not want 
to sell advertising because they desired a non-co~~ercial 
' teaching aid that could be used in Quincy schools. 
G. Prescott Lm·l, publisher of the Quincy Patriot 1ed-
~er, learned about the promic and offered to print it free 
and distribute it to his 30,000 readers as an lllth-anni-
versary supplement to the paper. He also agreed to run off 
3,000 extra copies for the schools. 
The promic was not only an educational tool, but a 
4-;;,: 
-""I'Jevv Comic Book rrake Tourists On ~Iyoming Trip' II 
Chevenne (':Tyomine:) Ea~!.le (February 17, 1954). 
public relations tool as well. Quincy received favorable 
publicity in national masazines and ne',vspapers. 44 
I:oli tical Campain:ns 
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Malcom W. Ater, the father of political promics, says 
that at one time his company had a record of 10 victories 
in 11 campaigns for senatorial and gubnatorial candidates.45 
Julien J. Proskauer, former President of Wm. C. Popper & 
Co., claimed that of the twenty-one candidates using promics 
in 1950, only three were defeated. 46 Of course it is im-
possible to determine the degree to which the promics helped 
the campaigns. Perhaps candidates believe that if they are 
pic:tmred in a promic they ',vill be dramatized as a hero com-
parable to .Superman or Captain ~-:arvel. 
In the 1945 Ne\·l York campaign for mayor, t1vo of the 
three candidates took their story to the citizens via prom-
ics. Promics were used to elect the then Brigadier General 
~illiam O'Dwyer New York's Mayor. However, the use of 
political promics on a major scale began in 1943 when l\~al-
calm W. Ater, who used to work for Pictorial ~edia (then 
44Theodore )1. Cook, "Quincy Schools Adopt Cartoon 
:,,::ethods to Popularize City's History, 11 The Christian Science 
~onitor (Boston: March 26, 1948), 9. 
45 Letter from Ater to the author (November 29, 1960). 
46 Julien J. Proskauer, "The Idea That Led To I~illions 
In Sales," Vlm. C. Po1;per & Go. (I'Je•.v Yorlc: n.d.). 
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General Comics), was commissioned by the Democratic Nation-
al Committee to tell "The .Story. of Harry S. Truman. rr 47 
"The Story of Harry S. Truman" bec;an ··'l'i th the announce-
ment of President Hoosevelt's death, flashed back to Tru-
man's boyhood on a :.assouri farm, brought him through his 
senatorial career, and called attention to highlights of his 
administration. Three million copies vrere issued and state 
comT:J.i ttees asl~ed for more. iJ-8 :Before the election, The :0Te'.-r 
York Ilirror poked f"Lm of it. 1+9 Ho~~lever, after he 1:ron, 
John Reddinc;, director of publicity for the Derr:ocratic Nat-
ional Committee, commented: 11 The four-color picture stor::;.r 
booklet produced for us by Commercial Comics, Inc., proved 
a most effective promotion piece durins our ••• campaisn."50 
The Truman promic 1vas translated into .Spanish and ap-
proximately 1.5 million copies were distributed in Central 
and South America. 
':lhen Republican Senator Jacob K. Javits l'ras seeking 
election for New York Consressman in 1946, his represent-
a ti ves called on Brevity, Inc. ( N evr Yorl;;:) for 250,000 
~ ' 
. ·7:rcary T-:IcGrory, 11 The Comic Book Hg,.§ Entered Politics, 11 
'\!ashine::ton Star (October 17, 1950). Lf-uibid. 
}+0 tt II 
-':Jeorc;e Dixon, ~Jashine;ton Scene, ~.ill.~.: York rarror 
(October 11, 1948). 
r::;o 
.,/ II ("1 • •T • T t t r· c . t . n t Th A t 1 
.,.,omlcs, l'-JO 1~a er -:1ov: rl lCS na e · em, pparen y 
Eel ned Trur,mn and Javi ts," £]:inters 1 Ink (Ne·d Yorl~: November 
19,~19·~·8). 
I 
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copies of ":::n.s.nt For A Day,',' tracinc, his career anc . .s.ccor:rp-
lishnents. In 19Lf2. Javi ts ac;ain tu.rnecl to promics '.d th 
'''::'he Giant twice successful, 
the 
~rhe lJni ted Labor Leac~;lle of Ohio vainly at ter~1pted to 
boost State Auditor Joe Fercuson to Senator by producinG 1 
million copies of "'I'he 2ooort Alphonso Taft !=~to 1"" " Tile '· . ./ ..... .) . .... 
pronic, v;hich 1-ras p:t'oducecl b:r :::Clliot Caplin, brother of Al 
Capp, clopicted Taft as a vicious enemy of lo.bor, the po:.nl 
of a bloated, cisar-chompinc reactionary called J. Phineas 
:~one3rba;::;c. T::.ft used his mm p::.'orr..ic ~3, ":Sefo:r•e aad After, 11 
half of a willion C::,0 'lOtes.-·c 
pite its naco, turned out 20 political promics, totalinc: 
14 willian co~ico. Ater believes that these booklets arc 
:::ost effective uhero. they exple,ir:.. r:m·~- affirm- not c1enounce 
and tear dm,m. He thinks that a .JEajor value fOl" Democre.tic 
ce.ndida tes--·,·.rho clo r:ot ah·rays enjoy ne1·mpaper sup:}ort--is 
that tb.ey r:i ve 
')2_ 
- J~:::tn1eD 
~:a tlon Cioon," 
19::~2) . 
them a chance to present .L' • vJ.lelr story to the 
l:··~. I:e .. S\\rell, 
Lonr: Island 
''Cam.pai Cor::.ic J3ook:: To Flood 
Ci tv :star Journal ( f::lepter;1ber 25, 
-----
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There is more than an inklins or truth in Ater's state-
rr.ent t!:1at Anerica' s ne;,rspa:Jel'S a1•e pro-:R.epv.blican. T•oto pro-
fessors at J=:ioston :Inivei'sity'c f:Jchool of Pt<.1Jlic Relations 
::u1::J. Oomnunications discovere::<.. that 67 per cent o:f:' the na-
01"'1 
uu of the total cir-
culation, S1X9lJOPt the Re~mblican candida teB. :.:i3 
wrote an article for.Printers' 
--·------
"~Io·.;r Co·:nic :.Sool:::lets A1•e Used In Aclvertisinc:, an(1 Public Re-
lations." He mentioned the use of IJOli tical promics and 
shortly thereafter a letter to the editor appeared from 
"rtoy F'c'.r:-:lenteP, indus trial and lJUb1 ic relations division of 
Blaclc, ~~ivalls .3: Bryson (Kansas Gity).5Li- Par1::.:enter said 
that about a week before the Aucust 3, 194~ primaries in 
Kansas City, his firm was consulted about producinG a prom-
ic to helD elec~c., D·.IiCht II. Smith, Jr., Republican norn.inee 
for Sheriff of Jackson County. Fifty t!1ousand were thrm·m 
door to door durinG the few days before the election. The 
do.y after the election the £b.Qd1§..§&. Cil!.Y. Star called. Srai th 1 s 
victory the bicgest upset of the pri~ary. He received more 
votes than all his opponents combined. ••Election nicht 
r.:;7 ...J..J~.:.·.·:. Kleir:. and ;.~. ?Iaccoby, ''A ,Stud.y in I~e· . .rspaper 
C:bj ec ti vi ty in tlle 19 52 Co.mpaign," Jour~~ .Q,.1:::1Q-J.~terly, 
Vol. ::n, r.;o. 3 (;::;u;::Eler, 19';A), 2U5-29C. 
54~\oy Parmenter, "Eore Proof of 8omics 1 Po'iler, 11 P:::•in-
.:t_e.r.s.: Jnl<:_ (:::-; e,."l York: A usus t 27, 19 60) , 20. 
when Smith saw that the trend was definitely toward him, he 
called us and said that 1.d thout a doubt he m·red his noDi-
nation to the cOE1ic 1:re :nacl clesisned," vrrote Parmenter. 55 
However, even the political prornic producers sadly 
admit that promics c1on 1 t ';Wrlr: every tirr:e. In Los Angeles, 
Zel:e Zekley and i·:orris Sc:1reibnan teamea up to produce po-
litical promics. They produced three quarters of a Dillion 
copies for· "Jimmy 11 Eoosevel t ancl fo:c Helen C:L Douglas (can-
:~xdr;n for Senator). Both candidates v:ere de fee. ted. 56 
In 1952 they produced over 0250,000 worth of promics 
for politics. Among the candidates were Democrat Clinton 
:-~cKinnon anc. Hepuolican 'tiilliam Knm.rland in California 1 s 
senatorial 
John D. ::Iillery v.sed "Tl1e Hillery Eltory" in the mayor-
al ty car:J.l)ai[;n in Buffalo in 192.~9. The 250,000 pamphlets 
presented hi5~li3hts or his life and plans for the city if 
[:::\...! 
elected D.ayor. :..;u In I·TG\7 Ji;l1gland, the Build Boston Conrni ttee 
told 11 The Story of James Eichael Curley, 11 Hayer of Boston. 
The Connecticut State Democratic Committee publicized Ben-
ton and 3mrles i·ri th promics. 
56 
"Can Cartoons 
Angeles: Februar3r 1(!, 
r ~1 
::)L>n:·Te'I'T Stratec;y Adopted i3y =Ullery Caml), 11 T~vffal.o 
Courier-E:xuress (October ;.:0, 19Li-9). 
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Eisenhower and Nixon used pro~ics in the 1952 elec-
tion. The Democratic j\Ja tional Gmnmi t tee ordered 3 mill. ion 
promics for Stevenson. The Republican National Committee 
usecl 2 million copies of "From Yalta to Kor·ea" and 1 n:il-
lion copies of 11 :Iha t A Republican Consress ':Till Do For 
You. •;~9 The lSJDU canaiuates vrho used these promic mag-
azines included: Farris Bryant (1,190,000), covernor or 
Florida; Jol'...n Patterson (600,000), candidate for ,sever-
norship of Alabama; and Paul H. Douglas, senator of Illinois. 
Uhen one inspects the number of Democratic candi-
dates \·rho have utilized promics, in comparison to the com-
pari ti vely feT,,r Republicans, the only conclusion is that the 
Democrats have made far greater use of the medium. The 
Democratd~ ~ational Committee neglected to answer this 
author's tvro pleas for completed questionnaires about their 
utilization and success I·Ti th promics. This is unfortunate 
'since perhaps they could have made a valuable contribution 
to this study.60 
59 James I~. fias11ell, "Campaign Comic Boo1rs To Flood 
Nation Soon," Long Island City Star Journal (September 25, 
1952). 
60At~~~has boosted the following Democrats: Governor 
Sid ~1cMath (Arkansas), Governor Robert B. Meyner (New Jer-
sey), Governor J. Millard Tawes (Maryland), Governor Farris 
Bryant (Florida), Senator Wayne :Morse (Oregon), and Senator 
Harrison A. Williams, Jr. (New Jersey). Ater has produced 
promics for Republican Senators Everett Dirksen (Illinois) 
and Harry Cain (Washington). 
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Political promics have not been limited to the cont-
inental Dni ted S.tates. :Slpidio Quirino, vrho vras elected 
President of the Phillippines in 1949, had promics printed 
in E".aglish plus four native languages- Tasalog, Cebuano, 
61 Illocono, and Illongo. 
In England, the Socialist Party used promics in 1950 
to illustrate their platform and present their candi-
dates.62 The Conservatives put out their first political 
promic in 1959, "Form. 11 Over 1. 5 million copies '.vere dis-
tributed. It was largely used to extol Prime Uinister 
,.. . 11 63 ;:-.ac:ru_ an. The 12 pac;e promic closely resembles American 
cartoon bio;raphies in telling the good they have done. 
The Conservatives didl1. 1 t call it a "comic"- but "illus-
trated propae;anda. 11 A Conservative spokesman added, "I'm 
rather afraid though, that every one will call it a comic. 
----------------
6l"Election Race In Phillippines U. 8. -Tinged," L"Tash-
inrr:ton Post (October 30, 19LJ-9). 
62::rhe '.·:all Stx·eet Journal (r·::evr Yorl:: Dece:ober 1::;,, 
1950). ---
67, 
--'Richard C. \·Tald, "Tories Issue 'Comic Book' For 
Election' !l rJeH 1.Q..r.k Derald. Tribute (August 27' 1959). 
6l.~Ibid. 
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II. T2l\.DE AID PROFZS:3IOI-~AL A~3SOCIATIOlJE) 
Uses of promics for trade and professional associa-
tions ranse from The United f3.ta tes Lav·m Tennis Association, 
who desired to increase participation in the sport, to the 
:rational Dtml:inc_; Association, vrho turned out adventure 
promics \l"i th doughnut-using ideas for parties. 65 
A lG pac,e prOlYlic entitled "The Story of Grain from 
FarL'l to You" uas distributed in 19521· by the Nebrasl:a Grain 
Improvement Association and the Omaha Grain Exchange. It 
explains hNr grain is marketed, bought, and sold. The 'l'·T r"1 l"~ • ~-. 
I .J!\. secretary said that it vms primarily intended for 
childi'On and teen-agers, but 8Il0maha neHspaper exclaimed: 
II I • • d t " lt ~ h• II t:_UC: lie c so1ng to be sur~;rlse' a the aa.u reau.ers_ lp. v 
:raine' s Sardine Council told the story of l·:aine"s ~:;20 
million sardine industry in 1960. "Riclcy and Debbie in 
Sardineland 11 takes the younc;s ters on a tour of the fisl1inc; 
crounds and canneries, as ·v;ell as lookine; into the past and 
future of the industry. Ricky and Debbie meet football's 
Alex ~ebster, basketball's Dolf Schayes, and baseball's 
r; r::;,..., • f t . - _._ . d -~J~or 1n orma 10n aoou0 nrom1cs snonsore ov com-
mercial trade and professional-associatlons, see ~p. 69-79. 
66
"oomic Tells Grain Story," Omaha ·;·rorlcl-Hera.J.Cl 
(July 15, 1951.~). 
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,.-7 ~hitey Ford, all sardine lovers. 0 It was distributed by 
schooL:. and supernarlmts. 
The Xational Cotton Council (l:Lemphis) had Jor.illsto:::J.e 
and Cushins produce ''The Stor:r of Cotton. 11 It ~ells of the 
hiotory of cotton, ho~ it is produced, and cotton's uses. 
In 1959 copies "•rere distributed throuc.;:h gramr:ar schools 
and hic;b schools. Ford L. Boyd, of tile Council's sales 
promotion departrnen t, believes that promics, 1·ri th its 
1:rorc1-picture messase, provide a better 1 .. mderstanding than 
conventional literature. He evaluated the Council's promic 
beinc; very effective. 
11::an-lfo.de ~Uracle, 11 produced by the AmeJ."ican Viscose 
Cor~Joration (lfe".-i' Yo::ok), is the story of rayon. About 1.5 
million copies were distributed to sewinc classes, sewinG 
machine retailers, and others interested in the develop-
ment of this man-made fiber. 
The :Situoinous Coal Institute, trade c;roup for the 
industry, circulated 20,000 copies of TI'U~ .Qomic.§., contain-
1:'1[:5 a 6 page promic about coal mining. 11 Blacl:: r .. :ac;ic 11 
covers the oric;in of coal, mining procedures, and coal 
uses. They 1:rere given to retailel'S and customers. 63 
C'7 II 
,; t 11 Comic Book Format Tells Sardine Story, Banr~or 
( :r.Iaine) :N G'•m. (April 9, 19 60) • 
l~..r.ald T1~i bu..r1e (July 
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One of the most attpactive and informative promics 
to date ·.ms published by Jor .. nstone and Cushing for Hill and 
fcl.:awus }JUblic relations counselors 
1·rho represent the American Iron &: Steel Institute. "Steel,'' 
released in 191~2., has undergone five reprintings totallinG 
c:-a 1 1:-:illion copies to L:::eep it up to date. c):;; General i-:otors 
ordered an additional 325,000 for its information rack 
service fer employees. 
"Steel" explains the industry to "Jimoy," uho has 
been assigned a sci'wol report on the subject. It vras edit-
eel by Professors Franl: Kolars of Il\mter College and Harvey 
Zorbouch of Nevr :::-ork University. Copies ';rere circulated to 
eoployees in t}le plant comtmni ty and to schoolc. A. I. 5. 
T I<"' '1\ 0 
...L. • ~:; ,:_, • l. \.. James sayc the booklet nas been a very effective 
public relations tool. 
Hea 1 th, ~Telfar,.SL, ... And ~3afe.:ty 
The Denver Chiropractic Society and the Colorado 
Chiro:~Jractic Association r::ponsored a correct posture pro-
"Billy :Silt ~.'es ternel'' 11 1-ras used to help children 
remeobor the reasons for correct posture practices. Copies 
-
were distributed throush doctors. 
6G . 11 • 11 
--Ted Sanchar:_;rll1, Comic Books, AdvQ,rtisinF Re_guir&-
y'1""i1tc (t'l·1 'lcar··o• 1i'o'o: r1l"''.1.'''r ]061) 'lP 
..:,..l. V.... 0,. '-' ..l. Q e .1. "'"" '-' LJ,. .J ' -../ ' V\......o • 
I 
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The l'ca.c:sac:uwetts Laundrymmers Association (Doston) 
had 200 laundry ovmor·s distribute a uromic on-behalf of the 
"' -
Children's ::eclical Center Drive. "The Child You Sa·,re :r-:ay 
Be Yom" O·,m!" has· Li '1 A"i.mel" and. Daisy =-~ae on the back 
cover. In 191~9 the law.1.dl"Y ovmeps included the pamphlet 
in all customer packages.7° 
'J:lhe country's to1') ne-dspa:Qer "comic 11 s tpip artls ts 
v.'ere U<:.i'ed by the Xatlone.l Auto;:wbile Dealel"n Association 
and The Chio Automobile Dealer-s Associc..tion to pr-oduce a 
promic devoted to traffic safety. "It's Fun to Stay Alive" 
was distributed to 1.6 million teen-agers and adults.71 
Autg.rggti ve L~eJ:'l§. praised the bool:let: " (the promic) v:ill go 
far in a public relations program for Ohio auto and truck 
dealers, and much favorable l)Ublici ty is expected 1rhen t!:1e 
corc.ic book is ::J.ade public. rr72 
I 
Econo~ic and Political Education 
------____ .. _.., .... -- -
"Inflation Is Your Fic;ht! rr 1-ras p1.).blished by the Eat-
ional ~ • -'- • -"' '' f t (''T 'r , ) ·" ,,csocJ.a uJ.qn 01 l--anu· ac urers ,, e1·r .Lor ... :: i or ':rorl::e::."s 
~ 
2.nd l:1icsh school children. 73 It ·c1al:::es a DlGa for a national 
70"Laundrymen .Aid In :~edice.l Center Drive," Boston 
';rra veler (l:arch 29, 19L!9). 
, 71~-ror·thinp.:ton 0-:innesota) Globe (July 13, 191:-8) • 
72"C)afety Cor.aic Boolr Offered By Ohio Dealers, 11 
Automotive- Nm·:s (Detroit: June 28, 1911-8). 
-------- -·----
77)D ,, • , rl 
• ~. ennv \:rr'J.SiTO+-~., 
April 2, 1951), l. 
l , LL 
-.l... 
sales tax on everything but food and rent. Each order was 
acconpanied by a teacb.er's discussion suide.71f The :N.A.:-I. 's 
first promic, "Fight for Freedom, 11 tal<:: en the reader through 
",.;rorld history vri th the theme: "The price of liberty is eter-
nal vir;ilru'lce." The 800,000 copies promote free enterprise, 
honest 'i"TOt'k, and self J."espec t as 01llJOsed to a 1relfare state. 
In 19 ::;.o the Ir .A .lL released "'Ja tch Out foi" Big Talk" 
and three 4 :_oa[Se promics entitled: "Startling Facts About 
Dictatorshi}l," "Dtartlins Facts About Production and Proc;-
ress, 11 and "Startling Facts About Research and Invention." 
Circulation for the 1950 books \TaB 3 '7C:: million. 1 :J 
"~.ra tch Out For 3ic; Talk" shm·rs hm'r people mal:::e bic; 
promises " .. rhich are vrorth nothing- "masic formulae" for 
prosperity for the nasses. ':'hen it dGpicts b.mr the United 
States has become great only through the honest hare:. -\·rorl: 
and devotion of various people in many fields of life. At 
the end it su:ns up: "A e;ood. A:raerican 1·rill alvmys vm tch out 
fo:" talk; Keep informed on issues of the day; Hec;ister 
and vote thouchtfully; Guarc1. his freedoms and the freedoms 
of others." 
7Lh.~l·le"' ~-~·crrl' lll.ll ll·r.,Tt\U I=>ropar•a:t1da rl-1 0 "cl'·;ool,... Plead"' 
.L"..i. .. .. 0 .i..".:.. .J:.l.. .- ' .l-..:.;'1J.J. .. ,e:)C " U ..._ D - 0 
'<'or :'.Jational SalGs Ta::, 11 Hadison- (\Tisconsin) CaDi tal Times 
-- - I (Februcll"Y 12, 1952); Comics In Fisht Against Inflation,' 
rilodern Indust,ry (Ne1·: -::::orl:: Auc;ust 15, 1951). 
75Etna IL Kelley, "Loolt ~dho' s Buying Comics l!0\1! 11 
Part II, Sal~§_}:anagement (1-;m·r York: :larch 1, 1951), 72. 
I 
I 
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Of the IT.A.l~. 's seven 11 best sellers," five have been 
·oron:ics; Thomas :•:. ~"!olff, director of N.A.E. 's literature 
department, reports: 
On the basis of this record, and judc,in;; frora the 
many letters that h.s.ve been received, r:AH is convinced 
that i'rhen comic books maintain diQ1i ty and good taste 
in art and. text, they 1·rill be i•Telcomed as educational 
aids by teachers and parents al~ke, and moreover 1·rill 
be read and en1oved b11· adults 7o tJ "" ... • 
Cne of the oost ar:1bi tious efforts ~·ri th economic 
nromics has been sponsored by the Institute of Fiscal and 
Political Education. A lon3 series of promics was adopted 
in ~·rhich leading le(';isla tors discussed issues of the 1950's. 
Rer.mblicans and Democrats alternated as intervim·rees. Sen-
ator Cain discu.ssed the Taft-Hartley La·~;; Senator Taft 
discussed the Constitution; Senator Capeheart, "Selling 
A::..'lerica"; Senator Byrd, economy; Senator ~~aybank, infla-
tion; Senator Henninc;.s, flood control; and .Senator Kefauver, 
the basketball scandal. The proD.ics iiere in tended. for em-
ployees of corporations.?? 
':'he I:~dustrial Inforni.ation Institute (Younsstovn'l) has 
over 100 nembers, representing large and small business, 
both industrial and commercial. ''You Hit The Jackpot" vms 
produced by Pictorial ~edia for the I.I.I. for distribution 
'7h 
I '-'Ibid. 
'7"'{ It I 
' 
11 Teachins By Comic Technique, Nation s Business 
( ··•a"' 1'~YJr'tOI" • A''l·""'l"'t 1Qr;2). 
·• .:;)..l...o...L. ... ~,. .. ;, .... '-C)t,.u J ,.,.._; 
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in schools and for erJ.ployees of ruem.ber companies. It says: 
~Te Americm1c--;,;-orJ:inc; to~~;ether- pl"oduce more, earn 
more, buy more, have more than all the rest of the 
'<lOrld put toc;ether. Ar1d vre '11 lreen on 11 IU ttinr; the 
Jackpot'' as lone; as 1re pr7§erve the basic idea 1·rhich 
has made it all possible. ~ 
Numerous other groups have produced economic edu-
cation promics. The Small Business Economic Foundation 
(Chicaco) used "The Dollar DilemtJ.a 11 to illustrate that pro-
duction, not scarcity, is the key to prosperity. Copies 
;Iere distributed free throu2:h blJ.sinesses, libraries, and 
clubs. The ~Ja tio:nal Research Bureau ( Chicac;o) published 
"America Under Socialism." It shmrs h01:l a socialist 
An:erica '.·;auld affect individual citizens and democratic 
urocesses. A half million copies 'tlere distributed throush 
industrial plants. 
The Public Affairs Com!!li ttee (Ne1r York) released "Out 
Of The Past, A Clue To The Future." This promic shows how 
the development of our civilization and national prosperity 
is linlred vri th free international trade and friendly inter-
national relations. The \"iork and Unity Group (Trenton) 
circulated a half million copies of "The Plot To Stectl 'c:'~1c 
'tTorld," i-rhich contrasts communism with democracy. Sample 
copies brought enthusiastic response from tJ.anufacturers. 
7 0 -0 R. 3. Collins, 11 PR L1 Pror·res s: Iim·r To Reach Future 
Employees Today," Printe1~s' Ink (Kevr York: Jtme 1, 19 51) , 
35-37. 
I 
I 
I 
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The voice of labor has also been heard through pro-
aic characters. The Gonc;ress of Industrial Orsanizations 
C.Iashington) used "The Bible an The ~-lorkinc; l.J:an" as a jus-
tification for the orc;anized labor movement from religious 
doctrine. The G.I.O. 's :rational Labor Service published 
"Joe ':Torker and The Story of Labor." This 48 page booklet 
discusses the position of the individual worker in different 
perioC.s of American history. It has been an effective pub-
lie relations device accordinc; to Stuart Brock of the 
A.F.L.-G.I.O. education department. 
One of the most controversial bits of promic pro-
pasanda came fr01:1 the Catechetical Guild (St. Paul), a 
c_;roup publishinG reli[3ious teaching aids. "Is This Tomorro1·1 11 
' 
published in 19L~7, '.ms a vmrnins of hou Communists misht 
seize control of the United States. 
~ord about Father Louis A. Sales' promic war on com-
~:;mnisn. c;ot to the DailY ';.Torker. A lenc;hly article screamed 
that "Is This TomorrO'd 11 incites violence and anti-Semitism. 
They said it was Wall Street financed and that it was anti-
cot1w'..mist. 79 Guild headquarters admitted only the last 
allec;ation. It is unfortunate, but the prowic •-ras banned 
L1. Detroit and there uas a demand for a ban in 3oston 'oe-
79"snonsor of 1{1 tleri te Co:1ics Ead Lone; .~.t.YJ.ti-Labor 
Career," Dailv ';Jorker (l:e'il Yorl:: Hovembe11 L~, 191-17), 3. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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cause "the pictures are devoted to scenes of violence and 
crime." In Boston, a mother ~-rho believed her 12 year old 
son had purchased commu..'l.istic-inspired literature Has 
assured by C~ptain Louis DiSessa that in reality it was 
'"'0 strongly anti-comnunistic. 6 
3y mid-1948, 2.5 million conies had been sold, 
c~1iefly to parochial schools. Gl Father Paul Bussard, 
edi top o:' The Catholic Dir;es t, Has a strong supporter of 
the promic T.far on conmunism. He r·an reprints of it in 
three issues of his masazine. 
At least eic;ht other pro:nics T.-rere released by the 
Ga techeti cal Guild 1 lar;;ely deal inc; ·.-ri th religious 
n2 to,., .. cc 0 :._.JJ.. u. Their "Life of Christ" booklet · .. ms translated 
113 
into French, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Portuguese, 
and Ukranian. Father Gales says that nore than half of a 
~illion copies of this promic--which he classifies as ''very 
effective"--has been distributed. 
In 1960 Father Gales again set out on a promic can-
paic;n to expose the Conmunist drive to rule the iWrld. His 
lo.test anti-Communist prow.ic is entitled "The Red Iceberc;." 
80soston rost (April 20, 1943). 
31Eduard A. Harri;~~.:::m 6 "Is This Tomorrovr," The Catholic ~i3est (July, 194o), 94. 
3 2Prof. Harvey Zorbauc;J.1 reports that 2, 000 .Sunda v 
school children have studied "Picture .Stories of the Bible. 11 
I 
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He currently advertises it alone with reprints of the 
12~ ~:orl:er• slurinc; "Is ~his America" c.nd also a quote is 
contained by Premier Kikita Khruschchev. Father Gales 
r:1aintains that Khruschev's dictum ("If the bour:;eoisio 
speak badly about you, you are doinG cood thinss. That is 
a sood barometer~ applies equally well to those who 
~.<'hen, for example, the Communist Dailv ':Torker feels 
called upon to viciously react, then we may be pretty 
sure that the subject of the journal's inve;:;l{ive has 
hit the Communists Hhere it hurts t:1e most. 0 · 
It is this author's opinion that ?ather Gales' books 
are far fro~ an attack upon the serenity of children- they 
are not anti-labor nor anti-Semetic. The promics are an 
effective means to cause the casual reader to thinlr: about 
the menace of Comnunisn:.. 1'~1ey are effective because of the 
povrerful :;:wcsac;e and because the averac:e ci tize:n (~rho sel-
dom roads the eC.i toric.l pac;e) carl readily be reached by 
tl1is neclium. 
07 (_;..J"r:il:i ta Sin:\s Praise To Cuba l~e~.n:o.men," Gt. Paul 
~1.mday Pio~ P~§B~. (October 23, 1960). 
3h ~etter from Father Gales to the author, January 
19, 1961. 
I 
I 
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III. PHILANTEROPY AND ;JELFARE 
Ileal th .And ~·Tel fare 
Procicc are beinc used to inform relatives of mentaly 
deficient patients about mental hospitals. The ~ational 
::ental Health F01.mda tion (Philadelphia) put out about 90,000 
promics which were sold to mental hospitals and state mental 
hygiene departments throuchout the country. The promic 
illustrates the psychiatric "team" in a hospital, includinc 
the psychiatrict, social 1;-rorl':er, and 1:1ard attendant. It 
e:::plains 1rhy hospitals don 1 t encourac;e visi tine at certain 
nhases of treatment and discusses hospital therapies used. 
Alex Sareyan, director of the special services 
section, explained \-rhy promics 1rere used: 
~fe felt that there was no adequate literature that 
the nental hospitals could use to cive to relativec in 
cic::Jle form a bet tel" understancUnc; of the hospi t2.l 1 s 
functions and how t~~y could help the hospital to do a 
J more effective job. 0 ~ 
The American Cancer Society (New York) wanted liter'-
ature to introduce the subject of cancer to adults. In 
1911-9 tl1e:y releaced 500,000 CO!)iec of "Dr. Fraud Confesses. 11 
The theme is an attack on cancer quacks and quackery. The 
reader is vrarned agD.inst the so-called "doctors 11 ·,·rho not 
talr:e his money but delay a visit to a reputo.ble doctor, 
-----------
Or:: If 1 ~ u~Lucy Freeman, ~ental Eospita s 0se I r<oml' c I ""loo1rn II v l ""--' .u .. o, 
~ew York Times (Ausust 24, 1950), 25. 
----- -
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perhaps until it is too late. The basic facts of cancer 
are pointed-up throughout in a series of dramtic illus-
t::."'ations. "Go to a real doctor, go earl;y," is the emphatic 
final 
The promic 1·ras not intendEd: .. for children, nor seneral 
mailinG or handout distribution. The Cancel"' Society's 61 
state and local divisions placed copies where adults could 
take it or leave it as they pleased.87 
Stories about how intoxicating liquor disrupts family 
b.appiness and causes crime vras brouc;ht out in 11 Unl~ept Prom-
ise, 11 a promic aimed to anneal to young people and oldsters. 
Thousands of copies i"rere distributed by the ~:loman's Chris-
tian Temperance Union, the l~a tional Temperance l1ovement, 
the Legion of Truth, and other dry forces groups. 
The readership appeal of comics is phenomenal, advo-
cates of the booklet point out in explaining v.rhy they 
resorted to this comic book format. They hold no brief 
for comic books, they state, but point out that accord-
ing to statistics, 91 out of every
0
100 boys and Girls be-
tween 6 and 17 read them resulary.08 
nr-. 00
"A Cartoon Book For :::lancer Education," American 
Cancer Society (r;e•r Yorl<::: January, 19LJ-9). 
87 Such places included YJ:{ and Tc:J:-CA lobbies and read-
in;::. rooms; labor union recreation and readinc; rooms; men's 
and 1·romen 1 s service club lounges; industrial plant and busi-
ness house recreation and rest rooms; hospital and clinic 
uaitins rooms; and other orsanizations that maintain recre-
, di II II h a tional roor.1s, lount:_;es, rea ng rooms or corners 1r ere 
literature is picked up by casual readers. 
QO 
00Grace 1~iller, "Comic Boolc Hits 1 Appeal 1 of Liquor," 
The Christian Science l:onitor (Boston: February 3, 1950). 
~~ 
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In St. Louis, L~50, 000 promics entitled "The Case of 
Cne 1 :Sad Boy 1 " vrere c ircv.la ted in a Community Chest drive. 
The 3 page leaflet Has circulated by business firms to 
their employees; by public, private, and parochial schools; 
and by motion picture theatres.39 Red Feather Services 
also published a Donald Duel: pror.1ic tellinG hm·r their social 
agencies perform varied services for their communities. 
The United JeviishAppeal used "Your ~Ielfare Fund Gift 11 for 
similar purposes. 
The 1-Tatio::J.al Tuberculosis Aosociation published 3 
prornics ~~1ich were prepared by Pictorial ~edia. A total 
of 6.9 million copies have been distributed to date, accord-
in::: to Ecbmrd Sierl::s, supervisor of educational and public 
relations materials. The booklets, containing facts on 
':'.B. and urc;ing x-Pays 1rel"e distributed throush local T.D. 
associations, meetincs, and readinG racks. The Organiza-
tion for Public nealth have also issued promics. 
Rer_;ular cus tamers of Joh .. l'ls tone and Cushing, pr•omic 
publishinG firm, are the Boy and Girl Scouts of America. 
Tl1e Boy Scouts ha'~te distributed sever:1l prornics such as 
11
"8oy =Jcout Adventure" to oolicit membership. The Girl 
Scouts published "Daisy Lm.r 11 to tell the story of Juliette 
39 11 Comic Bool:: To Aid Cowmuni ty Chest, 11 St. Louis 
Post-Di2natch (November 9, 1950). 
I 
I 
I 
Gordon. Lm·r, founder of the 3-irl Ecouts. 
The ~~ational ::::afety Council and Fm·rcett Publications 
produced "Captain ?:arvel and the Lieutenants of Safety." 
Cantain Marvel teaches accident prevention. The ~ational 
Safety Council has also used Dac;vrood, the Katzenjamer Kids, 
Jic;l:c and :·:ac;::_·,ie, anc~ the Little ran.~~ to teach safety. 
·vlhen J. C. Penny Company issued 11 3top and Co, The Safe-
ty T·.rins," Ned }I. Dearborn, president of the National Safe-
ty Council, re:warl:ed: "Certainly children can be reached 
with safety messaces better throush a pleasant, palatable 
::1edium such ac your book tb.an by ponderous, stuffy pro-
nouncements 0 '1 "'~-Pet'" II 
- o.::..-....l. ~..:~ • 
!i'ir'e PreventiOll 
The Eational ~ire Protection Association (3oston) 
released "Fire" to teach fire prevention. They sell conics 
to fire deuartment and schools. One larce corporation 
ordered 125,000 copies of the promic for reader-rack dis-
tri 1Ju tion to en!plo~{ees and their families.9° It a pro:::-
ic which was their first publication to go over the million 
-·<:J ,..,?,.. '·r r P ~ .Peq tUl"er'l llr:-.<l""O,~er ,<=',t.oue 1" 11 
.u..:.C.....;.. ..i.:... • l'.; • .-· • .1o.. e .ti. e J. ..::.v ..... L }._) .0. J.·~ J - ...., II _. in two other fire 
safety ,romics. Jistribution of the first one exceeded 
700,000 copies in one year. 
oo 
./ tl~'.7 c•r I r<or·1~ "I ·:~oo 1 r C'J..l"e"'qO" I"u'"·"\O"·"ta·nce of' 1~l.l"e- qa,<>et'r 
.... ~._,- . ._; ........... v .u J.:... j..JlJ 1-,.)1._; ...:> l~ ..... ..!. -1...... . ...... ..J... J 
in I~o::1e, Business," :Jas::-1vill e :Sanner (Ihve:wber 3, 19 50); 
~Jnited ~Jtate..;;. 2ovimr. (Philcdelphia: July 17, 195<'!). 
In addition to rcleasinB at least 6 pro~ics, ~.F.P.A. 
alec lJroduced cartoon 1Jrochures throuch the Chc.nninc:; L. 
--~·.,.,.,+.P r'oY·'"""D'" (I'"·"'· eo""' ·"'iel cl r·,·.,. "'"' "'C 11U"'e- tt"') B·e- to 1·1"'"' 'D'llJ-
__, ._. ..... - ...,) ~~·.!.-' (...f...L d .... ; .l. ..... l. .l ~'- . ' - ....... .., "--' ~-· c.:.w .l 0 l....J • • .) ""' '-"" w .:.. ;_. t 
lis:1ed ovel" fourty 11 scriptoc;rc.lJilic 11 'booklets. 11 Scripta-
craphy 11 is a 1rorC. they invented to describe their usc of 
key words and illustrations (cartoons) intesrated into 
vic:ual units. people usually leave the 
ec.ro off their cartoon characters with a philosophy of not 
The Ar..:erican :corectr/ Associ3.tiOJ.1 C ..'ashinston) 1..u:ed 
Sr2ol:ey, the Forest l<'ire Preve21tin£s Dear, in "Forest Fire". 
It tells t:1e stor~t o: ov.r forests, tl1oir importance, ::md 
·.-rere 
c.ist::_-.ibt:.ted to .:::rade scncc .. children in 91+ ViPc;inia counties 
by Virsinia Forests, or; Inc • ./ c 
needed a c o:;mn.mica tion tool to help teac:l fire pl"sven tion. 
"'>.J.P:'7 '~ec'i---lr:;,·-'1 a·n ~ l)l"'O,_.,l· --"' rr- .. :,~nt Do "l'01' Tr1~o·r .~·oo"t 1i'l' ,..,,.,., 11 
- ..,. _ -' "-"... -" ..._ ·~··- ,_. \._._ _. ' -v ..... - U.l v ' . w l.i..c;., -- .-1. .J. ... .L. ~, .L l. 1_.\. ._ ..L v • 
ize\. tion hac; found it to be effocti ve in toacl1itlG fire pre-
vention to c~ildren. 
9lLetter from Alfred Dray to author, Decembel" 1, 1950. 
92 
'"Im:portan t Job for 1 :Smol:::cy 1 , " Ricll."Jonq 1'111.@§. D:h.§J2§..i.9.ll 
(::arc :1 J l , 19 51 ) . 
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'fhe r~o.tional ·Conference of Cllrintian and Jev.rs (:::e~,-r 
Yodd distributed The Public Affairs promic, "The Races of 
::anl::ind." It had a c1istrihutio:1 of lC million copies. The 
United :rations Council of Philadelphia, in another effort 
to shoi:r that ;re are all created equal, circulated "There 
Are ::;o ::aster Ro.ce;:;l 11 It '.;an bae".ed on a pamphlet, "The 
Races of ::::tnldnd" ;)y leariinc. anthropoloc;ists Ruth Bene•iict 
and C-one '.:ellfish. Ar.other atter:.:pt to rod'.lCe prejudice uc"s 
0 About People,,, publirlhod by t1'2-o Anti-:De:f.'cHnation Leac;-ue of 
The :so..st-1,rest Association preparecl "Johnny Zvorym.~1n," 
uho ctl'ivos to prorliote inter-racial undorstanllint._:; and tol-
orcmce. Tho LutLeran ~ .. !ol'"'ld Council has promoted peace and 
helpfulness to other nations throush promics. 
Coed advice on broti:lOr·hood is found. in 11 cor,liC 
11 
bool;:s-
a pace of it o.. month in 10 uillion copies.93 Xational 
Gordc fe\ ?v.blica tionc~ approached the ~Ja tione .. l C\oc ial 'Tel faro 
AsserDbly, a coor;:1ina tine;:, an.c1 planninc; body :·or C9 national 
social acencies, '::i th e .. n offer of c. po..;:~.e a r:~on tl1. 
its 3·0 11 c o:11ic 11 ;-Joolc:::. Sta:'tin:~:. j_n 1953, "co:rlic" reaclerE~ 
became bs.rrac:ed ·.:i th notionr. o.bout safety, interna tio::~::::.l 
a:'Iity, and brotherhood. Headers 1 o..tti tudes and o~;inion~3 
-----·----··------
12C 
have been tested on q~iz paces C~"'-lled 11~ '' I_ II ........ ·::-::.. • i..) ( '""''"ot'1e,..,_ .... ..1.1.. .l . .I.. 
2eadorchip su~voys indicate that 51 per cent remember 
aro effective in persuasion. Tcon-asers at a Yorkville 
yout~ center were quizzed on 0 B""" • ;.ralcor"e· 11 '''l. r:·o 1 "-,,_. ~.:.{ ~=- • . • .._, . .tl ..!i.li! 6 • 
::exican immic;:rant. 
and you'll fin~ you can learn from each other and all be 
were civen four questions and turned up with larcely sy~~-
a t:::1etic a.ncuers: 
"Yoa chould rcake friends- l:no~.r w.atter ul·1at color or 
creo.d. '' 
11 It doesn't matter 1dhat lirle;o you cpeak, so lone you 
~10 h011 to ma};:o friends and l::eep th.em." 
Reprints of the paces, from 20,000 to 200,000 copies 
a ~onth, are distributed widely by social asencies and 
schoolo. Schools have said that they stimulate class dis-
cussion and 'dritten ·.ror1:.95 
0 r-;> JT' • Q ,.- r-. 
-~ •' C·,_;. 
C:LtiPTE~ V 
Promics--narrative sequence in cartoons to build coed 
"dill or unclerstandin2_;---dill be first analyzed on the basis 
of three criteria for desirable vrri tten comrnunica tions. In 
evaluatinG the effectiveness of a ~,rritten communications 
tool, the author feels it is advisable to ask: (1) Is it 
read? (2) Is it understood and reme~~bered? (3) Does it 
influence peoples' opinions and attitudes? 
Secondl;y, the author '•fill briefly examine the techni-
cal production of promics, including the cost factors. 
Finally, the question of further research in this area will 
be discussed. 
I. HO'.I EFFECTIVS ARE PRO:-UCS? 
This tonic will be discussed on the basis of infor-
mation contained in preceedins chapters, analysis of ques-
tionnaires 1vhicl.1 v;ere completed by 36 users of prcmics, and 
the author's ovrn opinions. 
Are Promics Read? 
Companies and organizations who have used promics were 
asked: "Do you believe that readership is hisher Hith comics 
than for any other •,,rri t ten material?" Of the 36 question-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
naires returned to the author, 20 respondents said yes or 
gave a qualified yes;l only 1 said no.2 
There can be no doubt that the "comic" format gets 
high readership. Nearly everybody reads and enjoys the 
"comics." Sex, education, and economic and marital status 
appear to exert very little influence on readership.3 Most 
readership studies indicate that 90 per cent of our children 
are ree;ular readers of "comic" books; 30 per cent of adults 
l• 
read 11 comic" strips. t The University of California's Bureau 
of Public Administration has evidence indicating that 1 bil-
lion "comic 11 books are annualy published in the United States. 
Readers s::>end over .~\100 million for 11 comic 11 bool~s a year-~ 
four times the total spent for books by all United States 
nublic libraries.5 
lTi·rel ve said ''1-ri th certain sroups," "vfi th children," 
"if prepared 1·rell, 11 etc. 
2see Table III (Appendix B). 
3r::ar:va !-iannes, 11 Comics," The Encylopedia Americana 
(:,re1·r York: 1958), VII, 361; Ed1·rard J. Robinson and David H. 
'Jhi te "An Exnloratory Study of the Attitudes of Nore Hic;hly 
' - II ,. Educated People Toward the Comic Strips, CRC Report ~1, 
Communications Research Center, Boston University, School 
of Public Relations and Communications (1960). 
4Josenh ~'l. Husial, "Comic Art: An Occupation, Infor-
:n2. tion and~ Career Guide, 11 National Cartoonists Society (Ne~v 
York: n.d.), 1. 
5Francis K •. Smith, "Comic Books: ;>lhy They Can Be A Key 
Public Relations Medi1..un," Printers' Inlr (Nelv Yorlr: February 
24, 1956), 97. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Gallup and Roper have not studied promic readership 
(as they have "comics") but industrial and research organ-
izations have provided some evidence pointing to high promic 
readership, too. General Electric, :r.::arquette Cement 1-:anu-
facturing Company, and Bemis Bag Company surveys of their 
employee relations promics indicate that employees enjoyed 
r 
them and read them. 0 The Helville Shoe Company has turned 
up similar evidence in a survey of their customers.7 
It should be borne in mind that booklets compete for 
the reader's time and attention with many publications, in-
eluding ne;,rspapers and magazines. Fe1·r people pick up a 
booklet they don't have to read and read it. Promics have 
a connotation of being entertaining and simple, hence, they 
are popular. Professor Albert J. Sullivan, Boston Univer-
sity's School of Public Relations and Communications, says: 
There is one type of booklet, especially, 'ilhere cartoon 
treatment is almost a must:~in employees' booklets, man-
uals, handbooks. The reason? Such booklets, handled 
straight., seldom get the reading they deserve. But clever 
cartoons, backing up easy-to-understand copy, can invite 
readership; employees absorb ;!jhe material almost before 
they realize they've read it.u 
6see section in Chapter II dealing 1:ri th "Employee 
Relations,rr pp. 6-12. 
7see pp. 50-52 
8Albert J. Sullivan, "Company Literature," Handbook of 
Public Relations, Hm-;ard Stephenson, editor (Ne"~/J. York: 
~-~cGrm~r-Hill Book Company, 1960) , 255. 
Do Readers Understand And Remember? 
David Dressler, a social vrorker, penologist, 1and edu-
cator, had a series of five articles published in the Neiv 
York Post on the evils of "Comic Books" in 1952. This l·ras 
before the Comics Magazine Association of America adopted a 
self-regulatory program to clean its house of literature 
which were objectionable for iouth. In the last of the 
articles Dressler concludes: "Comic boolrs >,·wuld' t be so 
bad if they weren't so good. They are a powerful medium 
of communication because everybody understands them."9 
The public relations man should remember that it is 
his responsibility to be understood- not the reader's to 
understand. Promics are the easiest of all forms of liter-
ature to understand. "It is the first type of reading en-
countered b;>r most children and remains popular ,'lith the 
average person throughout life," wrote Philip Lesly.lO 
The respondents to the questionnaire mailed to users 
of promics, overvv-helminc;ly stated that the promic format 
has the potentiality of an effective educational device.ll 
~'·Thile 86 per cent of the total sample expressed this opin-
0 
-'David DI'essler, "Comic Boolr:s," N'e1v York Post {December 
19, 1952). 
10Philip Lesl:;r, Public Relations Handbook (Ne\·r York: 
Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, 1950), 538. 
11see Table ]J (Appendix B). 
I 
ion, scientific studies of pictorial lllustrations inuicate 
that while illusLrations are an effectlve interest getting 
device, they help the reader interpret and remember the 
accompanying text material. Further, colored illustrations 
are more effective than black and 1trhi te . 12 Text material 
and pictures can be coordinated, the main elements high-
lighted, and supporting details emphasized by illustration. 
Rudolph Flesch, perhaps the best knmm proponent of 
clear written communications, says that anything beyond the 
level of the eighth grader is likely to lose more than half 
of 'tf"l~ potential mass audience . 13 Further, according to 
the 1961 \•Torld Almanac, 2.2 per cent of the United States' 
population 14 years old and over is illiterate. That's over 
2.67 millions of us. 14 Although most public relations 
people are not ordinarily very concerned i•ri th this audience, 
in certain communications efforts {e.g. attracting syphilis 
victims and dope a~s) these are the very people v·rho 
should be reached. 
Flesch has found that longer sentences are usually 
12seth Spaulding, "Research on Pictorial Illust-
rations," Audio Visual Communication Reviei•l, Vol. 5 (1:1?b) 
35-45. 
13Rudolph Flesch, The Art of Plain Talk (Nei·T York: 
Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, 1950), 538. 
14Harry Hansen, The \•Jorld Almanac and Book of Facts, 
:-Jevr York \·Torld-Telegram and The Sun ( 196'1),"" 464. 
more difficult to comprehend than short ones. ·~lords of 
several syllables, including prefixes and suffixes, are 
usually harder to understand than are words of c~ two 
sylables without affixes. 15 
Promics can be as complete as prose in getting the 
message across to the reader. Robert Emans compared the 
vocabulary, readability, composition, and style of the 
Classic "comic 11 version of Treasure. Island vri th the orig-
. 16 lnal. Here are his conclusions: 
Vocabulary. There is little difference betv;een the 
132 
grade level of vocabulary in the original version of Treas-
~ Island and the grade level of vocabulary in the Classic 
"comic" edition. 
Readabilitx. Due to the shorter sentences in the 
"comic," the "comic" version Y.TaS at a fifth and sixth 
grade l~vel, 'Vihile the original 1vas at a seventh and 
eighth grade level. 
Comnosition. No crucial concepts in the original se-
lection 'tlere ommi tted in the "comic" version. About 80 per 
cent of the augmentive concepts--sub-plots to the major 
theme--l<rere contained in the Classic "comic." 
15Flesch, loc. cit. 
16Robert Emans, "Treasure Island: The Classic and the 
Classic Comic," The Elementary School Journal (February, 
1955), 253-257. 
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Style. A third of the words in the "comic" version 
were quoted directly from the original selection. Nearly 
all of the remaining two-thirds were paraphrased. Only 
three per cent of the words in the "comic" 1t1ere neither 
quoted directly nor paraphrased. 17 
A University of Minnesota sociology progessor analyzed 
ti t th II • 11 t i "R ·v ~· D 1118 reac ons o e comJ.c s r p, ex .l.'lorgan, .1."1. • The 
syndicated "comic" strip hie;hlights the daily experiences 
of a general physician. A 1955 episode dealt with the on-
set and cure of a mild case of paranoi~ psychosis. The 
episode provided an opportunity to study the attitudes of 
youngsters tovvard mental health and mental disease and to 
ascertain the effect of the literature on them. 
The entire sophomore class of three Minneapolis high 
schools made up the initial sample. Questionnaires v1ere 
filled out a l·reek after the psychotic episode of "Rex £-1or-
"'an ,,r D " b b • , r--· • egan. Four weeks after the episode ended 
another questionnaire was administered. It was found that 
the "comic" strip helped sharpen and clarify perceptions 
and definitions of mental problems. The readers learned 
that mental disease can have a sudden onset and be com-
pletely cured; mental disease can affect physically healthy 
persons; and shock therapy is neither painful nor dangerous. 
l7Arnold Rose, 11!:1ental Health Attitudes of Youth As In-
f__luenced By A Comic Strip, 11 Journalism Quarterly (1958), Vol. 
35, 333-342.. " 
\·lhat Is The Effect On Opinions And Attitudes? 
Promic users '.Nere asked: "Do you believe that comics 
are effective in changing readers 1 attitudes?" Tvro-thirds 
of the replies were affirmative, one reply was negative, 
and the rest gave other (neutral) answers.l8 
The author is inclined to agree with the strong affirm-
ative. It is an elementary principle of education and per-
suasion that before a message can be digested the literature 
must first be read, understood, and remembered. 1·Je have 
seen that almost everybody reads some form of "comics." 
Further, people pick up ideas much faster and retain them a 
great deal longer when they are illustrated with pictures. 
In brief, the reader gets thB message quickly. 
There is an additional possible advantage of promics. 
Promics make the subject matter more believable than 
straight prose. Promic readers "take roles" as they read 
and identify vri th the make-believe characters . 19 This 
principle has been utilized by management in teaching free 
enterprise. If management distributes conventional books 
about job, company, and economic attitudes, it is manage-
ment talking and the credibility and motives of the per-
18see Table VI (AppendixB). 
19charles Stafford, "Readers Identify Vli th Comic 
Strip," Boston Glob.§. (April 9, 1961), 56. 
I 
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suader may be questioned. Promics may be persuasive because 
"somebody else"--friendly cartoon characters--are doing the 
talkinc;. In other 1-rords, by doing the talkinc; through a 
:promic character -v;ho is similar and identifiable to the 
reader, a different light is thro1vn on the communicator.2° 
Conclusion 
Promics, unlike some of their old "comic" book cousins, 
rarely have violence, crime, or bosomy females depicted in 
their contents. Other criticisn hurled at "comics"--poor 
vrri tinc; and artvrork, bad grammar--are not inherent in the 
medium. Promics are \'rhat the artist, I·Jriter, and public 
malce of them. Al thoue:;h promics may not be a panacea to 
managements' communications problems, pictorial narrative, 
idth its action, story, color, and conciseness can still 
be retained. 
Promics naturally lend themselves to five measures of 
effective communications advanced by Professor Albert J. 
Sullivan- readability, flow, crispness, clarity, and color. 
They are simple to understand because of the Pictorial nar-
rati ve. Because the promic v;ri tar must condense his message 
20c.I. Hovland, I.L. Janis, and H.H. Kelley, Communi-
Qgtio;n and ;persuasion (:Nai-r Haven: Yale University Press, 
1953), 39; Herbert I. Abelson, Persuasion: How Opinions ~~g 
Attitudes Qd'&. Changed (Ne1.'l York: Sprinser Publishing Com-
pany, 1959), 72, 75. 
I 
I 
I 
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into "balloons" containing fevr ~vords, there is a greater 
likelihood for crisp copy. The writer must keep his sen-
tences short, and the vrords shorter. ~-~eam,rhile, the prom-
ics' panels guide the reader through the message smoothly 
and definitely, causing better flovr than can be achieved 
by conventional booklets. 
The apparent effectiveness of the 11 comic 11 format is 
evidenced by the fact that the legislators -.:.vho have restric-
ted the use of "comics" have adopted the format in inter-
national relations, training, and even to get themselves 
elected. 21 
Perhaps people like promics for the same reasons that 
they enjoy "comics." They are easy to read and there is 
the desire for humor, enjoyment, excitement, vicarious 
experiences- escape from humdrum routine. The reader of 
this study might be struck by the absence of negative state-
ments toT,,;ard the medium .• The simple reasons are that al-
though the literature is replete with discussion of their 
use and acceptance, comment adverse to promics is almost 
nil. Secondly, havinG searched the literature and noting 
comments from promic users, the author has come to the in-
escapable conclusion that promics are effective. Results 
tabulated from the questionnaires have also been convincing. 
21 
.See "Political Campaigns," pp. 103-109. 
I 
The questionnaire sent to promic users asked the 
respondents: "In accomplishing your purposes, in general, 
comics have been:" and they ',vere requested to check either: 
"Very effective," "Effective," or "Not effective." Fifteen 
respondents said "very effective," fifteen said "effective," 
and the remaining six gave neutral statements.22 
Later in the questionnaire, respondents ~-rere asked: 
"Do you believe that comics can be a useful public rela-
tions tool?" The ans1,rers vlel"'e an overHhelminc; yes. T'venty-
nine respondents said yes, four gave neutral replies (e.g. 
"for certain groups only"), and three gave no anmver. Not 
one of the users expr•essed disapproval to1vards the use of 
the medium for public relations purposes. 
A case for promics was eloquently stated ten years ago 
by Beverly Bowie:23 
;'{hen professors and other outsiders shudder publicly 
at the thought of a generation nursed on such pap, they 
are sternly reminded that this is no time for belles-
lettres- this is the moment for mass communication. If 
most Americans can handle only a six'h-grade vocabulary 
(as studies by Professor Robert Thorndilce indicate), it 
is futile, say the industry's apologists, to address them 
in the language of Balliol. If most of them can follmr a 
line of thought only if it is acted out in pictorial cha-
rades, then by all means give them cartoons and balloons. 
22
see Table I (Appendix B). 
23Beverly Bo1-rie, "The Comic-Book-Industry- hie Can Do 
Anything! Anything!1", 1'he Re:gorter (May 15, 1951), 39. 
A skeptic could argue, and with some justification,: 
"I am convinced that people can digest a message easier 
\·:hen pictures accompany the text. Hov:ever, Hhy not simply 
use conventional dra;'lings or photoc:;raphs- Hhy promic bool~s 
or promic strips?" The question is not easy to ansi-·Ter--
mainly due to the laclr: of research--but there is some evi-
dence pointing to the advisability of promics. 
It is submitted that conventional illustrations ordi-
narily lack the continuity which the promics attain. Prom-
ics arc ideally crisp- 'each panel develops the one that 
went before, sets up the one that follows. Secondly, the 
masses (especially middle and lovrer classes) seem to pre-
fer the format; promics can sain attention and readership. 
~~other point to consider is that promics are differ-
ent. This has ti·ro important implications for the public 
relations man. Promics offer a visual change-of-pace, a 
relief from the multiplication of words. Secondly, due to 
this uniqueness, publicity in the mass media is easier to 
come by. Althouc;h the "comic" format has been used as a 
public relations tool for about a quarter of a century, 
their use in telling this type of story for companies and 
orGanizations is still uncommon. Look through the foot-
notes of this study. HovT many stories about these publi-
cations 1-rould have been printed if the messages 1-rere con-
tained in a conventional format? 
I 
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II. PR01-'IIC PRODUCTION 
A 1wrd remains to be said regarding the actual produc-
tion and cost of promics. There are a number of factors to 
be considered before settling on the advisability of any 
communication tool. First, consider the purpose of the 
project. 1'lha t does the sponsor hope to accomplisl'i? Hol'r 
vrill the booklet be. put to use? ',vho \vill x•ead it? Hm·r 
1·rill it be distributed? Hmv much l'rill it cost? 
Exnert Help Needed 
The first "rule" in producing a promic is don't do it 
yourself- set an expert. Promic knmv-hovl, especially dravr-
ing and fittinr:; biG thoughts in little "balloons," can sen-
rally only be found 1·ri th the experts. 
Although promics have mass appeal, it is a mistake to 
thiru{ that just because a campaign is presented in promic 
form it 1tTill be religiously accepted, regardless of the 
fact that the story strip may be uninteresting ~nd totally 
lacking in appeal. Several companies specialize in doing 
the vrri ting, art1•rork and layouts, and printinc;. The lar-
gest producers have been mentioned Vli thin this study. 
How Promics Are Developed 
After the decision has been made to produce a promic, 
its production can be thought of a divided into six dif-
ferent steps: 
---.------ ----~· --------· ·-·· 
........ ··-··--·-"'·-~---· -· ---"---~-·-
The story line. The editor 1Iri tes a synopsis of the 
plot based upon l·rhat the client 1-rants to say. 
Panel breakd01:m. The editor thinks in terms of a 
well-balanced page layout as well as the plot. 
Final scriut. Descriptions of pictures to guide the 
artist appear at the left; actual copy for captions and 
speech "balloons" at the right. This appears similar to a 
teleVision script, where the visual description of what the 
actors are doing is on the left; dialogue of what they are 
saying appears at the right. 
First art stage. The artist and letterer lay out the 
pa!.!es and organize the panel frames. 
Final bl~.ck and Hhite art. This step represents the 
final plate for the black printinc; run. 
Final page. The page is printed in four colors. In 
some cases, of course, less than four colors are used. The 
author believes that there is no comparison bet1veen the at-
tr•ac ti veness of a blacl::-and-\-rhi te book and a colored one. 
There has been a recent development and use of a heav-
ier, whiter stock for finer printing. It is the use of a 
40 pound bleached groundl:lood instead of ne'\>'lsprint. Adver-
tising Requirements predicts that this stock >·rill increase 
the market for promics. 24 
24Ted Sanchasrin, "Comic Books," Advertisine; Require-
ments (Chicaso: February, 1961), 87-94 et ~· 
141 
Cost Factors 
Costs vary with page length and quality of printing. 
A yardstick, lvhich is not infallible, is three cents per 
copy for a 16 page promic in a half-million printing. 
This price includes preparation of script, art, engravings, 
rotary letter press printing, and paper. In a printing of 
a million the price drops to about t1."1o cents. A quarter-
million order raises the cost to about three-and-a-half 
cents. Promic publishers discourage a press run of under 
200,000. Translating the costs into total dollar-and-cent 
figures, a million-copy run of a 16 page promic costs 
$20,000. The cost is about the same as for three-fourths 
of a page in Life or Look. 
The type of cover used can affect the price of the 
bool:lets. In Smith's article on promics, better quality 
covers are suggested. "Only rarely can you pick up a p.r. 
comic that has a cover of better quality paper than the 
,...,r::: 
cheap ne\vsprint used inside, 11 Smith complains. c::J The prom-
ic printers explain the abscence of much heavy-coated cover 
stock by simple cost factors. They say that slossy cover 
promics can raise the cost per copy by an extra penny and 
sometimes more. 
25Francis IL Smith, 11 Comic Books: ~~lhy They Can Be A 
Key Public Relations r-1edium, II Printers I Ink (Nevi York: 
February 24, 1956), 98. 
III. THE NEED FOR RESEARCH 
Although promics have been used extensively for a wide 
variety of communications efforts, little research exists 
on the communicative pm,rers of the "comic 11 format. Spon-
sors are still gauging results by quantities ordered, types 
f 1 tt i d 'd t d ·t· . 26 H o e ers rec e ve , an commen s an cr1. J..cJ..sms. m·r-
ever, ne1.·rspapers and mac;azines have a considerable amount 
of proof of the effectiveness of "comic" advertisements, 
such as the Starch reports.27 
Dr. Ed1vard J. Robinson, chairman of Boston University's 
Communications Research Center, recently told the Public 
Relations Journal audience: 
In recent years we have seen a tremendous scurry to 
the use of the "comic" format for all kinds of commun-
ications objectives.in public relations ... In spite of 
the extensive use of this particular type of communi-
cation technique, 1ve 1:nov,r next to nothing about its 
effectiveness, in a scientifically measured '.vay. In 
addition, if it is more effective as a communication 
tool (as is energetically claimed by its u~ers) we have 
no experimentation that ivill tell us vlhy. 2u 
Research on promics' effectiveness seems to indicate 
that the masses prefer the "comic" format and they absorb 
the message. But to ·.'fhat degree is learning and persuasion 
26see Table II (Appendix B). 
27 Daniel Starch, 11 Hov; To Use Comic Strip Ads Success-
fully," AdvertisingAgencJ (NevTYork: 1956), Vol, 49,66-
69; "Hm·r ·..tell-read Are Comic Strip Ads?", 72-74 
,-..Q 
c:uEd'i·mrd J. Robinson, "Research in Public Relations, 11 
Public Relations Journal (Nm:r York: January, 1961), 21. 
furthered by use of promics vis-a-vis conventional litera-
ture? For example, research by Dr. Henry C. Link appears 
to have a "built-in" 1·reakness and incompleteness. Link's 
studies for the Bemis Bag Company29 and General Electric30 
test learning the promics' content "vd th no comparison to 
other media. That is, they compared learning by readers to 
non-readers. The same can be said for the Melville Shoe 
"1 Study conducted by Pulse, Inc ...... 1·rhere the communicative 
pm•rers 1·rere tested by exposure to a message via the promic 
in comparison to no~-exposure. Consequently, future re-
search needs to be conducted vrhere-by exposure to a mes-
sage through the promic format is compared to exposure to 
the same message by other communications tools, e.g. prose, 
films, lectures. If scientific research can confirm the 
degree of promics' effectiveness, as indicated in this 
report, the extent of its past use as a co:wmunications tool 
might be minute compared to its potentialities. 
The question of the· desirabili t~r of dialogue in speech 
"balloons" as opposed to cartoons 1·ri th the dialogue at the 
bottom of each panel, is an example of an un-resolved 
research question. I·:Iany promic users say "balloons" are 
29see pp. 6-9 
7-iO 
-- See p. 10. 
~l ~-see pp. 50-52. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
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necessary because readers are accustomed to them, they 
impose conciseness, and they make for easy reading. 5ut 
others, such as Donald L. Hiller, of \lestinghouse sct.ool 
service department, are proponents of the ''Believe-it-or-
not" tech.'1ique of dependent cartoons. ~Iiller said: 
~I e 
frame 
facts 
stor:r 
believe that t:L1e "bc"lloon" dominates the picture 
and detracts from the art; and that scientific 
are interestinc; in themselves and do not need a 
to hold the reader's interest.32 
The power and appeal of conveyinG a message throuch 
visual means in a series of related pictures has long been 
recoc.nized. The popularity of "conics" beinc; vrhat it ~·ms, 
lead to the conclusion that the "comic" format ::::mst satisfy 
the readinG needs of the masses. Therefore, sometime in 
tl:e early fourtien, an enterprisinc; comm'vmice. tor conceived 
the iC.ea of putt ins into "promic" form the Hell knovm 
"comic" strip. Since then pro:nics hav-e mushroomed into a 
ciant industry. Promics have become the public relations 
man~~ colorful salesman. 
"';U) 
.J"-?+n"' ,,r T.rrelle'' "Lool'" r.rho 1 o ·ou~rJ.' nr:· t'omJ.· cs l·ToM' rr ~ u_ cv !_".;, • )!.. 1) ' "J... • '.L ....... iJ J <.,..) V ........ • v~ • ' 
Sales_ ~.·:anar;eoent (Ne'd Yorl:: February 15, 1951), Part I, 
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APPENDIXES 
APPEI'TDIX 'A' 
QUESTIONJ:·JAIP..E AND COVEP..ING LETTEP.. 
SEl·;T TO PHOl1I C USERS 
153 
Boston 'University 
CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS • 640 COMMONWEALTH A VENUE • BOSTON lS, MASSACHUSETTS 
School of Public Relations and Communications 
Communications Research Center 
February 27, 1961 
Dear Sir: 
The Communications Research Center of this School 
assisting in the execution of a survey being done by a 
student, Marvin l·figdol, in connection with his thesis. 
thesis title is, "Comics as a Public Relations Tool in 
Communications". 
is 
graduate 
His 
The objective of Marvin's thesis can be divided into four 
principle areas of inquiry: (1) why are comics used? (2) how 
are comics used? (3) who uses them and for what purposes? and 
(4) how effective is the comic format in attaining these 
purposes? This study is one of many that we are doing here at 
the Center concerning the utilization and the effectiveness of 
the comic format as a communications tool. 
The questionnaire should not take very much of your time to 
complet~, and we have enclosed a stamped, addressed return 
envelope for your convenience. 
I hope that you will make every effort to complete and 
return this questionnaire to us, He will be most willing to 
share our findings with you. You will see a place to check 
in the questionnaire if you are interested in receiving an 
abstract of this study. We believe the results of this study 
will be beneficial to you and other users of comics. 
Thank you for your kind attention to this request. 
Sincerely 
1-JJ. Robinson, Ph.D. 
EJR :mfe Chairman 
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COHviUiaCAT IOJ:TS RESZARCH C:ClfrER 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF PUBLIC RI:LATIOKS AND COicThiUFICATIOFS 
640 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston 15, r=assachusetts 
COi:IICS Q.U:S5TIOKFAIRE 
1. How did you come to use the comic book format? 
(e.s. Were you approached by comic publishing co., 
borrow the ioea from ~nother company, etc.) 
2. For l'iha t purposes have you used comic books'? 
(Kindly checl: as m~ny blanlrs 2.s applicable) 
PUBLIC BEUl.TIOl"'S 
Employee Relations 
Economic and Political Education 
==:rteporting on Company Earnings or Benefits 
__ Health, Vlelfare, aEd Safety Campai5ns 
__ Employee and Dealer 'I'rainil:'l.B 
_Other (please specify) 
Community Relations 
Economic and Political Education 
=Co:mpc.ny Functions and Ei story 
Gramme.r Schoo 1 Education 
==:Hi~h School Education 
___ Collese Education 
__ Other (pleo.se specify) 
i~:CRCB...~,}DISING AND SALES ?ROl~OTION 
OTHER USES (please specify) 
3· In accomplishing your purposes, in seneral, comics 
have been: (check one) 
Very effective 
Effective 
1\ot effective 
4. Would you please state your reasons for the catesory 
you have checked in Question #3? 
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5. Have you tested the effectiveness of the comic format? 
That is, have you measured in any way whether it 
c.ccomplished v'rhat you hoped it 1·rould? 
Yes l~o _ Don't Kno\·l 
If yes, vwuld you lcindly explc::.in by 11hat means? 
'vho.t conclusions '\vere reo..ched at the result of 
testing the effectiveness of the comic format? 
6. Do you believe that readership is hi3her with comics 
than for r::,ny other ,l'lri tten nm teric.l? (Vvould you 
kindly elaborate on your views?) 
7. Do you believe that comics are c.n effective 
educe tional device'? ('.'lould you kindly elaborate?) 
8. Do you believe that comics o..re effective in 
:marketing products? ('Jould you lrindly elaboro.te?) 
9. Do you ooliovo tho.t comics are effective in 
ch~ncins readers' attitudes? (~ould you kindly 
olc.boro..te on your views?) 
10. Do you believe thc..t comics cox~ bo a useful l)Ublic 
relations tool? (~ould you kindly elaborate?) 
11. Fo::."' whc. t communicc.tion puPpo so s do you fool the 
comic formo..t i[ bost suited? (Would you kindly 
olo..borc..te on your views?) 
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PART II 
Ploo..se complete tho follo•:1in3 irformc. tion for tho most 
recent comic bool~s 1·1hich your firm hc.s produced. 
1. Title of co~ic book 
Subject or topic of comic book 
Purpose of comic book 
Do,te of publico,tion ~~uc.rti ty distributed 
Hovl wore tho comic books distributed? 
Did you test the effectiveness of tho c.bovo comic in 
o..ccomplishin3 tho purposo(s) you stated c.bove? 
If yo s, hovr? 
Whc.t is your ovsluo..tion of tho ~bovo comic book's 
offoctivonoss? 
Very effective __ Pc..rtio..lly effective 
Not o..ble to judGe offoctivenoss ___ Ineffective 
2. Title of conic book 
Subject or topic of comic book 
Purpo so of comic bool~ 
Do..to of publico.tion ____ _ Q,uo..ntity distributed ____ _ 
How wore tho comic books distributed? 
Did you test tho effectiveness of tho c..bove comin in 
c.ccomplishing tho purposo(s) you stc..tod c.bove? 
If yos, how? 
\'lho..t is your ovo,luo..tion of tho c..bovo comic boolr' s 
o ffo c ti vono ss? 
Very o ffocti vo __ Pr.rtio..lly offoc ti vo 
Not c..blo to jud3o offoctivonoss___ Ineffective __ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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PART II (continued) 
3. Title of comic book 
Subject or topic of comic book 
Pun)o so of co:aic book 
Dc,to of publicc:.tion. ____ _ QuC'..ntity distributed. _________ _ 
How wore tho comic books distributed? 
Did you test tho effectiveness of tho nbovc comic in 
c:.ccompli shing tho purpo so ( s) you str',tod C'.bovc? 
If yes, hovr? 
Whnt is your ovnlu.:'.tion of the ~bovc comic book's 
G ffocti VGnG ss? 
Very offccti vo __ P2,rtic.lly c ffccti vc 
Not c.blc to jud~c of:toctivcnoss__ Ineffective 
V[G 1.'fOUld O,pprocic.tc c.ny C'.dd.ition.:'-1 CO;::m1onts thc.t you cc,rc 
to nmko roe:;c.rdinc; tho usc or offoctivoncss of "spoci2..l 
purpo so" co::1ic s. 
ro.mc of compo.ny 
Address 
City 
Plo2..so chock hero if you desire 
o.n c.bstrc.ct of our findings. 
Title 
/ 
APPE::TDIX I B I 
SUl.:J-~RY OF QUESTimJNAIRE DATA 
I 
TABLE I 
RESPONSE TO: 11 IN ACCOr.1PLISHING YOUR PURPOSES, 
IN GENERAL, COI-UCS HAVE BEEN: 11 1 
159 
NAME VERY EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE OTHER2 
Amer. Iron & Steel Inst. 
Liberty Mutual 
National Broadcasting Co. 
Edmund Scientific Co. 
General Electric Co. 
Marquette Cement Mfg. Co. 
National TB Association 
American Gas Association 
S'irift & Company 
!rational Cotton Council 
Atlas Po-v;der Company 
Arnold, Schvrinn & Co. 
NeH York Fire Department 
Nat'l. Board Fire Under. 
The Coca-Cola Company 
A.F.L.-C.I.O. 
U.S. Public Health Service 
u.s. Information Agency 
Institute of Life Insurance 
U.S. Air Force (ConAC) 
Assoc. of American Railroads 
Catechetical Guild 
Bozell & Jacobs, Inc. 
American Forestry Assoc. 
General Dynamics 
General :ft~ills 
E.I. DuPont De Nemours 
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. 
Industrial Information Inst. 
Republic Aviation Corp. 
Standard Oil Company (Ohio) 
Assoc. Hosp. Serv. of Phila 
Metropolitan Life Insur. Co. 
Chrysler Corporation 
\•iyoming Travel Commission 
Amer. Tel. and Telegraph Co. 
TOTALS 
PERCENTAGES 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
15 
I 1 6qf 4 • ;u 
X 
X 
X 
X 
v 
.. l\.. 
X 
v 
.A 
X 
X 
X 
y 
....... 
X 
X 
X 
y 
.ilo. 
15 
41 6'11 . /() 
lRespondents ·v1ere given choice of: "very effective, 11 
"effective," "not effective." 2~t~e6~1v~;nelff[e~a~i£~ £}5t jJa~f?;ll :g~B~lar," "slightly 
X 
X 
X 
v 
.,(\.. 
y 
..1>.. 
X 
6 
16. g;; 
,, 
,, 
<. 
il 
I' 
II 
li 
li 
I' 
II 
II II II I! I! p 
~ p 
II 
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TABLE II 
REASONS GIVEN FOR ANSTI'lERS 
IN TABLE I 
-·- ,j, ,SELLING LETTERS 
POINTS OF AND QUANTITY 
DI.STRIBUTED PRONICS CQI.1J:;IEr.JTS OTHER 
Amer. Iron & Steel Inst. 
Liberty I,:utual 
National Broadcasting Co. 
Edmund Scientific Co. 
General Electric Co. 
Uarquette Cement Mfg. Co. 
National TB Association 
American Gas Association 
.Svlift & Comnanv 
National Cotton Council 
Atlas Po1·rder Company 
Arnold, SchHinn & Co. 
He1:r York Fire Department 
Nat'l. Board Fire Under. 
The Coca-Cola Company 
A.F.L.-c.I.o. 
U.S. Public Health Service 
U.S. Information Agency 
Institute of Life Insurance 
U.S. Air Force (ConAC) 
Assoc. of American Railroads 
Catechetical Guild 
Bozell & Jacobs, Inc. 
American Forestry Assoc. 
General Dynamics 
General ~Iills 
E.I. DuPont De Nemours 
Allis-Chalmers I·:fg. Co. 
Industrial Information Inst. 
Renublic Aviation Corn. 
Standard Oil Company "(Ohio) 
Assoc. Hosp. Serv. of Phila. 
Netropolitan Life Insura Co. 
Chrysler Corporation 
·:;yoming Travel Cor1mis sion 
Amer. Tel. and Telegraph Co. 
J( 
J{ 
X 
X 
~· 
.. l~ 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
) T ... 
)C 
X 
X 
JC 
J{ 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
v2 
.1>.. 
X 
v3 
.II. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
TOTALS 18 10 8 13 
PERCENTAGES 36.7~:; 20.1-1-~b 16.3% 26.55'b · 
l''Easy to read," "readers like," "lov,r cost," etc. 2iU~~t j'U~~; e ~lll~s i¥~~g ~ ~~d,~HlltJtiR~~lle~ ~ernP~rsikfii ~g l,. , 
:11 I 
' j; 
i! 
T
:: 
~ 
II 
!I 
II ll 
" !I II II ,, 
li !; 
TABLE III 
RESPONSE TO: 11 DO YOU BELIEVE TH.AT READERSHIP IS 
HIGHER 1iliTH COlHCS THAI\~ FOR AllY OTHER 
iJRITTE::tJ ~,\:ATERIAL?" 
QUALIFfED DON"T KNmr 
Arner. Iron & Steel Inst. 
Liberty 1-~utual 
National Broadcasting Co. 
Edmund Scientific Co. 
General Electric Co. 
Marquette Cement Mfg. Co. 
National TB Association 
American Gas Association 
S1·rift & Company 
National Cotton Council 
Atlas PoHder Company 
Arnold, Schi'rinn & Co. 
Nm~r York Fire Department 
ND.t '1. Board Fire Under. 
The Coca-Cola Company 
A.F.L.-C.I.O. 
U.S. Public Health Service 
U.S. Information Agency 
Institute of Life Insurance 
u.s. Air Force (ConAC) 
Assoc. of American Railroads 
Catechetical Guild 
Bozell & Jacobs, Inc. 
American Forestry Assoc. 
General D:vnarnic 
General !-!ills 
E.I. DuPont De Nemours 
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. 
Industrial Information Inst. 
Republic Aviation Corp. 
Standard Oil Co1:1pany (Ohio) 
Assoc. Hosp. Serv. of Phila. 
Chrysler Corporation 
Metropolitan Life Insur. Co. 
1:lyoming Travel COinmission 
Amer. Tel. and Telegraph Co. 
TOTALS 
YES YES NO NO ANS\VER 
x2 
v "'~ 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
'r .J'~ 
x2 
X 
x3 
~ . .:· 
..i\.. y 
~~ y3 
·~ 
X y2 
~~ 
X 
v 
.i\.. 
x2 
x2 
x2 
x2 
X 
x3 
}{3 
x3 
X 
X 
X 
x2 
x3 
7 
x..J 
X 
;{ 
.:( 
. . 
8 12 1 15 
OR 
PERCENTAG·.ES 
1
','vvt:th 11 certain 
2
uiLI, 
22.2% 33.j% 2.8% 41.7% 
groups," 111-ri th children," "if prepared 
Don 11 t kno·.-r. 
7, 
-'Ho ansv'ler r;i ven 
II 
II 
II 
j 
i· 
!: 
li 
ii 
1: p 
\; 
,. 
li 
1
·.· ~ 
' li il 
II p 
l I! 
I! 
TABLE IV 
RESPOJ:JSE TO: "DO YOU BELIEVE THAT COMICS 
ARE &.'\J· EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL DEVICE?" 
Amer. Iron & Steel Inst. 
Liberty lll:utual 
National Broadcastin~ Co. 
Edmund Scientific co: 
General Electric Co. 
Marquette Cement Mfg. Co. 
National T3 Association 
American Gas Association 
S"'-vift & Company 
r~ational Cotton Council 
Atlas Pm·rder Company 
Arnold, Sch~;'linn & Co. 
New York Fire Department 
Nat'l. Board Fire Under. 
The Coca-Cola Company 
A.F.L.-C.I.O. 
U.S. Public Health Service 
u.s. Information Agency 
Institute of Life Insurance 
U.S. Air Force (Con~C) 
Assoc. of American Railroads 
Catechetical Guild 
Bozell & Jacobs, Inc. 
American Forestry Assoc. 
General Dynamics 
General !-rills 
E.I. Du Pont De Nemours 
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. 
Industrial Information Inst . 
Republic Aviation Corp. 
Standard Oil Company (Ohio) 
Assoc. Hosp. Serv. of Phila. 
11:etropoli tan Life Insur. Co. 
Chrysler Corporation 
T,vyoming Travel Commission 
Amer. Tel. and Telegraph Co. 
TOTALS 
PERCENTAGES 
YES QUALIFIED YES1 
X 
X 
v 
·"'-
~· 
./\. 
J{ 
X 
~r 
.i\ .. 
X 
y 
.ll.. 
X 
X 
v A 
v 
~ .. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
.... ;r 
~-~.. 
X 
J: 
~{ 
X 
X 
'r 
. A 
X 
X 
J{ 
v 
.II.. 
X 
24 7 
66 T" • ;-o 19.4% 
162 
Dm;" T KNm·r 
OR OTHER 
X 
v2 
.II.. 
X 
X 
v 
"" 
5 
13.9% 
111~"lith car1fail; subjects or groups," "could be, 11 11 if properly 
2l?§~JEat~r'us~ In the classroom." 
-------------------------------~ li 
JJ 
TABLE V 
RESPONSE TO: 11 DO YOU 3ELIEVE THAT CQr.UCS 
ARE EFFECTIVE IN I,•IARKETING PRODUCTS?" 
QUALIFIED DON"T KN01J 
II Amer. Iron & Steel Ins t. 
il Libel"ty Hutual X 
II Fationa.l Broadcasting Co. 
1
11 Edmund Scientific Co. 
General Electric Co. 
Karquette Cement Mfg. Co. 
National TB Association 
American Gas Association 
' 1: j: 
II 
ll li 
'I I. 
il 
I! il I ~
ii 
ji 
11 
II 
I! 
I' 
S';rift & Company 
National Cotton Council 
Atlas Povrder Company 
Arnold, Schv·rinn & Co. 
Ne1·r York Fire Department 
Nat'l Board Fire Under. 
The Coca-Cola Company 
A.F.L.-C.I.O. 
U.S. Public Health Service 
u.s. Information Agency 
Institute of Life Insurance 
U.S. Air Force (ConAC) 
Assoc. of American Railroads 
Catechetical Guild 
Bozell & Jacobs, Inc. 
American Forestry Assoc. 
General Dynamics 
General ralls 
E.I. Du Pont De Nemours 
li. ! · Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. 
li ~~~~i!~~ah~~E~~:~~~ro:::: · 
~ Assoc. Hosp. Serv. of Phila. 
l
''i.. Chrysler Corporation 
Wyoming Travel Commission 
li Amer. Tel. and Tel graph Co. I 
TOTALS 
PERCENTAGES 
v 
.t\.. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
9 
25. 07& 
YESl NO OR 
v 
"'' 
y 
-'' 
X 
X 
X 
2 
t:: 6<:rf 
_, • ;o 
NO ANST.'lER 
y 
~ .... 
x2 
X 
X 
v 
./\.. 
v 
.A 
X 
X 
v2 
_...!it. 
x2 
X 
X 
v 
"'' X 
x2 
v2 
"'' x2 
X 
x2 
22 
6l.l~s 
l"Depending on product," 
etc. 
"depending on audience," "probably," 
2~.fo Ansv·;er given. 
TA3LE VI 
RESPONSE TO: "DO YOU BELIE\TE TH..4.1' cmucs ARE 
EFFECTIVE IN CHANGING READERS" ATTITUDES?" 
DON I T KN0',1T 
YES QUALIFIED YESl OR OTHER 
Amer. Iron & Steel Inst. 
Libel~ty 1-Iutual 
National Broadcasting Co. 
Edmund Scientific Co. 
General Electric Co. 
~arquette Cement Mfg. Co. 
National TB Association 
American Gas Association 
S't·rift & Company 
National Cotton Council 
Atlas Powder Company 
Arnold, Schtvinn & Co. 
New York Fire Department 
Nat 1 l. Board Fire Under. 
The Coca-Cola Company 
A.F.L.-C.I.O. 
U.S. Public Health Service 
U.S. Information Agency 
Institute of Life Insurance 
U.S. Air Force (ConAC) 
Assoc. of American Railroads 
Catechetical Guild 
Bozell & Jacobs, Inc. 
American Forestry Assoc. 
General Dynamics 
General 1:lills 
E.I. DuPont De Nemours 
Allis-Chalmers Nfg. Co. 
Industrial Information Inst. 
Republic .Aviation Corp. 
Standard Oil Company (Ohio) 
Assoc. Hosp. Serv. of Phila. 
Metropolitan Life Insur. Co. 
Chrysler Corporation 
'."lyoming Travel Commission 
Amer. Tel. and Telegraph Co. 
TOTALS 
PERCENTAGES 
X 
JC 
... ,.."'.r 
~-.-~\. .. 
:x 
X 
. ....... r 
. '.~ ... {) ... 
X 
J( 
X 
X 
13 
36.1~1b 
X 
X 
y 
-'-
X 
X 
X 
;{ 
11 
30 t::d 
• :.J/0 
v2 
.i\. 
x2 
X .t 
X 
X 
X 
x2 
X 
}~ 
12 
33.3% 
~"Probably," 11 depends on reader," "on some subjects," etc. 
Don 1 t knO'Il. 
3"Ho II ~· . 
TABLE VII 
RESPONSE TO: "DO YOU BELIEVE 'I'HAT COHICS CAN 
BE A USEFUL PUBLIC RELATIONS TOOL?" 
lJA!-1E YES NEUTRAL1 NO ANS~iER 
Amer. Iron & Steel Inst. 
Liberty £ .. futual 
National Broadcastinc Go. 
E~~und Scientific Co. 
General Electric Co. 
Marquette Cement Mfg. Co. 
National TB Association 
American Gas Association 
8r,'lift & Company 
National Cotton Council 
Atlas Poi'rder Company 
Arnold, Sch~vinn & Co. 
N e1·r York Fire Department 
Nat'l Board Fire Under. 
The Coca-Cola Company 
A.F.L.-c.I.o. 
U.S. Public Health Service 
u.s. Information Agency 
Institute of Life Insurance 
u.s. Air Force (ConAC) 
Assoc. of American Railroads 
Catechetical Guild 
Bozell & Jacobs, Inc. 
American Forestry Assoc. 
General Dynamics 
General Hills 
E.I. Du Pont De Nemours 
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. 
Industrial Information Inst. 
Republic Aviation Corp. 
Standard Oil Company (Ohio) 
Assoc. Hosp. Serv. of Phila. 
:Metropolitan Life In sur·. Co. 
Chrysler Corporation 
Wyoming Travel Commission 
Amer. Tel. and Telegraph Co. 
TOTALS 
PERCEIJTAGES 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
29 
80 6d • ,..a 
X 
X 
X 
1.~ 
11 l< . -/"' 
111For certain groups only," "limited in scope, 11 etc. 
X 
X 
X 
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'i 
i 
I! 
II 
II 
' II II 
II 
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I! 
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APPENDIX 'C' 
A GENER}\.L lCILLS PRONIC 
ON A LONELY ISlAND .• . IN A FAMILY ••• IN AMERICA TODAY ••• 
AND WHY ITS IMPORTANT TO YOU. 
_...._ PREPARED IN COOPERATION Wlnl ELEMENTARY 
TEACHERS FOR GRADES 4, 5 AND 6 . 
~iL,.___..~.API....... _ _ _,.__ GENERAL MIL~ MINNEAPOLIS. 
is the. year 1651. Robinson Crusoe as a lad, drea~s of 
sailing title seven seas ... of adventure ar~d 
excitement. His father has other plans for him .•. 
No, lad, I cannot consent to your 
going to sea. A sailor's life nolds 
notViing butda11gerand hardship! 
YoiA shall be a lawyer: Then )?U will 
have security ana 
comfort! 
Robinson Cr1..1soe~ dreams of seeivtg f~e 
world came +o a swift evtd, nowever. After 
a few days at sea; his vessel ran ivrh::> a 
terrible storm and was wrecked. .--
He and a ~avtdfLAI of ot~er crew 
members managed -to reach 
shore safely ... 
YolA sholA ld not go to 
sea again, lad. RehArn 
to yolArfathers ho!Ase! 
Since that 
terrible. wreck, 
I feel less like 
becoming a sailor; 
but I cannot 
re+um home-k:> be 
laughed at! 
As a trader in +rin kets, +ne lad worked 
hard and efficiently. He liked his work. 
and soon do~Abled h1s money. Not many 
months lateli his fear of the sea fade'l; 
and he setoiAtagain totrade With the 
Canary Islands. 
I+'s afairwrnd Aye! Weshouldsoonsee 
we have, the coast of Africa. 
Crusoe! 
The pi,tes quickly overcame fne ship~ crew. 
Those who were not ki lied were +a ken ashore 
-tv be slaves, Robinson Crusoe among them. 
I nave prospered well on 
my planfation +nese past 
fOur years just as yoiA 
have. BLAt now +1-rere is 
a great need -for more 
labor here. We need 
more slaves. I should 
go after some in Africa. 
~---.. Aye, lad, I wo!Aid 
have landed you in 
England but we were 
boUnd here. However, 
I wi II help you get a 
little land. You can 
become a planter. 
is the way 
+o success 
here! 
Alone on a desert island! Excepf-
fodhe ship's dog, Robinson Cr!Asoe 
was the on!Y survivor of-the 
-- -shipwreck. 
Now, I must find 
a suitable place w 
btAi ld a shelter. It 
must besafe in "'~~~ ...... 
case of attack ~ 
savages or wild 
beasts and muGt 
protect me 
fro"! storms. 
His need fat- food and shelter soon overcame his sadness, however. The next 
day was dear and calm. Heswamtotheship wsee what he could salvage. 
Once he made a raft and loaded it with 
I wonder ifall-tnis nard Wot"kon a 
not.Ase is worth while. I could build 
a si mP-Ier ~ more ct,uickly and have 
more free time w rela)( or do other 
t+Jings. But I need securitv. .. my 
t.rl+ter lASed il:dalkofrt. This 
sfrekade will pro-red I'!1Y. home 
and goods while I huntfvr 
gsme and food. 
.· ... ~ .. · .. 
I 
I 
Terribly frightened by his discovery, he 
sTrength~ned I:Ji? stockade and placed 
his guns 1n position 1o prvied himself. 
With +wer:r+Y guns 
placed along my 
SWckade, I can 
hold off anY, 
sav~esthat 
attack me. 
Get up, man. 
~r"II"T- We cantt understand 
each other; but I'm 
glad to have saved 
Y,OIA. Corne, before 
1hose cannibals 
return! 
Your pe~le sail these 
waters in canoes like 
this, FridaY.. Do yotA 
+hinkwe'll be able-tv 
reachthemainland? _..,._ 
But before they could attempt their 
dans.erous joume11 an event happerJed 
whiCh changed the whole cotArse of 
Their lives. 
If r!f'{ people knew how to grow and sfvre 
grairy as you have taught me, +ney would 
not be savages ... ~~ .. 
alwa~ moving in 
search of food. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
English 
speaking 
natives! 
It is hard 
to believe! 
I am the captain otthat-
ship. My crew mutinied. 
They planned to leave 
the mate and me here 
in die. Who are yoLA and 
how can I t-epay yolA ? 
They have done 
well, Friday ! 
'Tis a r~tAiar 
towntney 
have built! 
For more +nan 25 
yearB I have I ived 
on this lonely island. 
Take me back to 
England and I 
will feel repaid 
wrsaving 
your life! 
I go where yotA go, 
Mast-er. Maybe 
some day we return. 
Friday haP.PY when 
yoLA are happy! 
PLAY GAMES 
cramble sentences of-ten words or less +hat fell 
ings )t'LA learned from Robinson Crusoe. Have 
your classmates unscramble them. For example; 
~n mvch a has makes who he have 
doesnl.f evezyfhing becomes A person who 
1118Kes everyT-hing ne has doesn'f have mt~ch. 
FIND CHOICES 
md a II the choices in the Robinson Crusoe 
story. Tell which were good and which were bad. 
and e><plain why. When and where and why 
did Crusoe have the greatest variety of 
. ble cnoices? 
MAkE OBJECTS OR MODElS 
ke some of the things Robinson Crusoe 
used. It will be easieriO make a model and 
you will have prepared materials. But if you 
work bot nand alone; )'0-4 V:Jill find it long, hard 
work. Try these: a clay bowl; a Crusoe 
calender; a canoeorraftthatfloais; a model 
of Cr~Asoe's home; a woven mat-to sleep on; 
bowls and dishes made from so~Ards. Try some 
of -these -things af home. 
LIFE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT 
Freedom to make choices is a right of all men. 
Each man must use his freedom if he is to do his 
best. 
Freedom allows each person to choose the way 
he will earn a living, spend his money and adjust 
to problems he may meet. 
Wise choices bring happiness and success. Your 
life will be largely the result of your free choices. 
MAI<E A SCRAP·BOOI<. 
ollec+ ~tories and ~~about choice-making. 
Include nddles and l1mencks. Make drawings 
to show choice-making situations. 
MAKE AMAP 
ake a map or a relief map of Robinson Crusoe$ 
island. Locate his various homes and other 
places where he had e><eiting experiences. 
DRAW CARTOONS 
IW cartoons showing choices you have made 
~':'' .ng the past 24- bour·e. How are they 
d1fferen+ from Robinson Crusoe's choices? 
MAIC& A MOVIE 
as+~n pictures and titles you have made to 
wrapp1ng paper rolled on broom sticks and 
mounted ina cardboard box siage. Tell the 
story: of Robinc;;on Crusoe's choices before 
and after Friday came1 fJ?infing up differences 
and showing his greater freedom. 
WRITE STORIES 
ell about good and bad choices you. have 
made. Tell of a time you were nat allowed to 
make your own choice. Tell how you felt about 
the decision. 
'THE.·~·· ,.-~~ 
SWISS 
FAMILY 
OBINSON 
Adapted from the story by Johann Wyss 
The storm has passed. 
Have courage ... we will 
try 1r> reacfi the shore. 
We are indeed fortunate) This is 
a ~remarkable land. We saw 
no sign of humtln habitation, bl.ff-
the courr+ty aboonds in game1 
wild rice, fruit and fresn water. 
We even found some 
sugar cane! 
They soon found -their camp on -the shore was not suita 
-for a permanent home. Why flo yot~ fhink. fhey chose 1b 
huil(/ a huf in the hranches of a large free? 
Yes, and from 
the bones we 
can make 
gpoonsand 
ofher handy 
things. 
You nave foond 
a gourd-tree, 
Fritz ... and Franz., 
yotA have found 
wild berries ? 
~fine! 
I'm going to start 
a berry~ near 
o~r wheat field. 
Then we can have jam fur our 
bread l 
rme passed 
q~ickly rnthis ne~ 
Strange land for 
-the Swiss Family 
Robinson. They 
were happy an<J 
I if ':..:L:. sti e was" nc::re ng 
and exciting. 
How rA> '{OIIfhink. 
fhet~ sfent:_-fheir 
ftme? 
/low ~It/ '{.()(1 
s~rl lfO{/I"fime 
ifqouw~ 
There? 
They felt they were safe unti I one day ... 
6R-R-R·R/ 
After their terrifying experience with the 
fierce beafi the family stayed close to their 
tree-house. Soon1 however: .. 
Got in-tv shallow 
wa+eti I guess1 
and +tie tiae lett 
it s+r.anded . 
Yes ... its oil will burn 
nicely in lamps. We'll 
get caskS and 
drain it off! . 
en years passed in this land theynf5W 
calleq ''New Switzerland:' It was a land 
of P.ler.rtY. Their farm produced many crops ... 
+heir livesh,ck increased. Wild 9_!me, fruits< 
fish and -fowl were ab1.mdant. They did nor 
want for food or clothing. They were content, 
all except- Fritz, now '25 years Of age, who 
was restless and advenfuresome •.. 
I 
I saw yo_tArfire 
on the beach ... 
tHank Heaven 
yotA are not 
a savage! 
One day Franz came running from -the beach. 
A SHIP/ A SHIP// 
Ifjusfdropped anchor 
infhebay! --
I am Captain Morris. 
We saw yotAr flag 
and came ashore 
+o investigate. 
~hree passengers from the 9hip decided fo~ in 
"New Switzerland~ Fritz and J"ennv promised fo re+um 
some day. The captain assured those staying that 
regulartrad1ng calls woiAid be made. 
Whaf JKJti/d yov have d!osen to do? 
DRAW A CARTOON 
uppose your -fami lx: has $zs.oo to spend 
verybody has ideas for spending it. Show how 
yotA would decide whattodo. 
COLLECT THINGS 
ollec+ the kmds of things the Swiss Family 
Robinson salvaged -from tneir shipwreck. Draw 
l?icfures or make models of the things you can't 
find. Exhibit+hese 'rtems in your school. On 
each item or picttAre place a card explaining 
how the item was used and why it was 
import(:lnt. 
MAI<E A FRIEZE 
raw a 3-parf- picture on a long roll of Wrapping 
paper. In 1-he fwst ~at+ show all the kinds 
of homes Robinson CrtAsoe might have b~Ai 1+. 
C~n+er the one he chose arnong fYJe others he 
d1d notchoose. Do the same thing for Swiss 
Farni ly Robinson homes on the second pat+ of 
-the paper. On the third part draw pictures of 
the homes ~your dass _members. Note the 
greater vanety ~:md -the Improvement shown in 
these pictures. Make a frieze a+ home showi'19 
the same -things about clothes/ ivols or food. 
Get variety bY, pasting pict1:4res on the frieze 
wtth your drawtngs. 
WITH FREEDOM EVERYONE CHOOSES 
The things a man produces and consumes are 
daily choices. 
If a person fails to make his own choices, some-
one -else must make them for him. If someone else 
makes our choices we must obey his orders, whether 
we like them or not. People who make their own 
choices are happier and better satisfied. 
Freedom of choice has permitted people to vote 
for the products giving greatest value and service. 
As a result, the American living standard is the 
envy of the world. 
MAI<E MODELS 
Make some of the same models suggested 
on page 9. This time getoH1ere to Help yoV\. 
See now much difference 
cooperation makes. 
DOMAPWORK 
'frace on a Wl(:IP, the route Swiss Family 
Robinson fam1ly took -From their origina I 
home -tv their island home. Then showthe 
route Fritz. and Jennie took on their return 
to England. 
WRITE STORIES 
xplain the uses and value of an allowance.. 
Displa~ the best sivries on +he bulletin board. 
Wr1te about choices yoLA wuld make 
on island if you were *Jere with your family for 
a long fJt'tle. 
PLAY GAMES 
Scramble sentences often words or less that 
-tell things you learned from Swiss Family 
Robinson. Have your classmates unscrami:Ae 
-them. For e.xamP-Ie: people in are work t!OOp-
erafe who ltaff.Jier and Play becomes Peo~e 
who t:oOperilfe i'n work and play a~ happier. 
Freedom of Choiae 
works in Ameriaa! 
The storekeeper; expecting boys like Jim 
to come in; btAys yo-yos from a wholesaler; 
who1 in turn ... 
:------: 
Buys yo-yos from the. manufacturer: At the. 
factory many s~ial ized employees use a 
vari of produc-ts from many places ... 
I never realized 
how rl!any people 
earnea Bart or 
-the 2.5 ¢ that 
I paid for 
this yo-yol 
You see, the needs and wants 
of people change throtAgh the 
years. lhey're still changin9t 
and, of course, those wno 
make and sell things must 
keep up with the changes or 
go out of business. 
Yes< ,+he changing needs and wants 
of me ~op/e here have forced 
many Changes during 
the pasf 50 years. 
'There are a lot of youn~ fellows 
like you who plan to be p1lots. 
When you grow lA~ some of 'yOIA 
may have to do oTher things 
instead. You will nave to work 
8t the things y<?IA and other people 
with free choice are willing 
to S!Apport. 
In America everyone, including boYS and girls has 
a lor of-freedom to choose where he wantS to Work. 
and what he wants to do. Because everyone 1 
has a.part in planning what goes on, 
Amer1ca has done a better job in 
meeting more of the needs of the 
people f!'lan any other- country 1n the world. ,__ __ 
They changed their work fu meet 
+he changing demands just as 
Robinson Crusoe changed his 
work tofit his needs. How we 
as cons~Amers say what we wartf-
when we spend our money tells 
us as producers how we 
sho~.tlcl work . ._-"'~"""" 
In America 
we wan+ to 
keep ittnat 
way! 
STUDY PICTURES 
old and recent pictures of your home 
town or ftte place your father works. Notice 
chang~s. Find outfrvm older folks when and 
whyfhings hap~ed -that way_. How does 
freedom Of choice fit in? 
MAKE CHARTS 
race simple objects back to other natural 
sources. USe the y:;-'{9 sfvt;Y as a model. 
You can do yov.r work ei+ner in chart form 
or as a series of pictLAres. 
ake a chart comparing fhe time it took 
Crusoe and the Swiss Family Robinson 
to secure their food, clothing and she Iter. 
Compare that with +ne +ime it fakes today. 
Chart-the differences between the hours 
required for-ftle average U.S. worker and 
for the average worker in other countries 
w procure various things. 
At pictures from old magazines, catalogs 
ar•d newspapers into a cla~;;s scrapbook. 
Have one or more pages wr as manY. different 
Y.ears as you can. Keep adding to it. Leave 
iT-fvrthe boys and girls whdll oe -there ne_x+ 
year: They will add to the collec+ron. Wrr+e 
aown what you have observed and your 
ideas of why the ,_ ___ _.;... ___ """-'_~---~---, .--------
cha~ges were made. FREEDOM DEPENDS ON YOU See if your paren+s 
witn you. 
History shows that when people take freedom 
for granted, they often lose it. It may be taken 
from them by an individual or a group. It may be 
taken by force or by deceit. People may carelessly 
vote away their freedom. 
This booklet shows how important the right of 
free choice is to you. Our national life, as well as 
your personal life, depends upon the choices you 
will freely make in the years to come. 
ke a mural showing changes in U.S. 
us+ry over the pasf 50 years. Try 
millin3, alA-bmobile1 oi~ transportation, or 
other local industries. Businessmen in 
yoor area will be glad to help. They have 
picttAr~ modelg, and information to give 
or loan1V you. 'If not write leading 
companies everywhere for help. 
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Carpets and Upholstery, 59 
Casner the Friendlv Ghost Ri~es the School §us, 38 
Classics Illustrated, 46 
Crop Rider 45, 60 
Da.gvrood Splits the Atom, 96 
Daisy Comics, 53 
Daisy Lmv, 122 
Deadline- the Story Behind 
the Headline, 81 
Dealer Information Visuals, 
17 
Dick Tracy, 47, 53 
Doc Carter, 96 
Dr. Fraud Confesses, 120 
Driving the Torture Track, 
32 
Duck and Cover, 101 
Dusty, 100 
Eat Right to Win, 37 
Eight Great Americans, 83 
ElectrDnics, 23 
Elmer's Glue-All Fix-It 
Book, 60 
Engineering In your Fu:ure, 
23 
Farm .Bureau's Carnival of 
Fun, 71 
Farm Visits, 16 
Fence Rider 45, 60 
Fight for Freedom, 114 
Fire, 123 
Fire Pmrer, 65 
Flash Comics, 46 
Forest Fire, 124 
............. ----------------------------
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' 
Form, 109 
Foxhole Cn Your Lavm, 88 
Free !·1en vs. the Union 
~nosed 5hop, 10 
Freedom of bhoice, 40 
From Yalta to Korea, 108 
Frontiers of Freedom, 69 
Funny Stuff, L~6 
George Washington's Rail-
road, 78 
George ~estinghouse, 26 
Giant For A Day, 105 
Great Moments in Rodeo, 52 
Greatest Show On Earth, 59 
Grit Wins Out, 13 
Half the Fun of Having 
Feet, 52 
Handyman, 10 
Having A Ttlonderful Time 
This Vacation, 45 
Baving Fun With Kites, 76 
History of Gas, 77 
Home Cleaning Made Easy, 58 
Hm.-r Does It ~~Tork, 26 
How Flame The Fire Preven-
tion Cat Got His Name, 71 
How Jim Got His Big Break, 
16 
How Joe Smith Made a Steady 
Customer by Knm'ling I;Tha t 
Mai'es a Gasoline Good, 18 
Ho"d 1-~oney Goes Up In Smoke, 
36 
Hm·r r·1oney Grm'ls On Trees, 
33 
How Stalin HoPes We Will 
Destroy America, 6 
Hmv To Be .!ill Expert Driver, 
31 
Hovr To Clock Up Extra 
Sales, 16 
How To Live Better, 9 
Hm·r To Paint Right, 56 
How to Pick a Used Car, 10 
How to Shoot, 54 
I Am The Guard, 90 
Inflation Is Your Fie_;ht 1, 
113 
Inside the Atom, 23 
Is This Tomorrow, 117 
It's A Fact, 85 
It's A Great Life, 122 
It's Fun to Stay Alive, 113 
It's The ·work That Counts, 
65 
Jet Pm·rer, 23 
Jimmy and Burrhead, 9 
Joe Becomes A Stockholder, 
13 
Joe Palooka- It's All In 
The Family, 92 
Joe ·.·Torker and the Story of 
Labor, 117 
Jolm F. Kennedy, 86 
Jolmny Everyman, 125 
Johnson Hakes the Team, 28 
Jo-Joy, 54 
Jolly Jumping Beans, 52 
Judy Joins the rifaves, 90 
Keith and Ellen 11in A Nmv 
Look On Life, 40 
Keep Your Home Safe From 
Fire, 100 
Keep inc; Up ·rri th The Joneses, 
74 
Kerry Drake- Case of the 
Sleepin~ City, 92 
Korea, My Home, 88 
Land of the Pioneers, 65 
Life of Christ, 118 
Li'l Abner, 60, 68, 87 
Li'l Abner Joins The l';avy, 
90 
Lincoln, 86 
Line Riders 45, 60 
Listen To Mr. Tee Vee, 76 
Little Willie, 96 
Look T,•Tho' s Driving, 72 
Los Peligros De ... ! Fuego! 
100 
Louisiana Department of 
Revenue Reports, 101 
Maintenace Guide for 
Track-type Tractors, 62 
Man In Outer Space, 86 
~an-N~de Miracle, 111 
Maret 1f Comics- Oswald 
the h::::.".Jbi t, 52 
Karle Trail, 100 
Military Courtesy, 92 
Er. Bigs Drops A Hint, 13 
i::oppy, 100 
New Adventures of Snow 
~·Thi te, 59 
On The Air, 80 
On to the Goal, 84 
101 ~·rays You Can Earn A 
NeH Bicycle, 55 
Operator's Handbook, 62 
Our Future- Free Ken or 
Slaves?, 87 
Our Place In Snace, 23 
Out Of The Past, A Clue 
To The Future, 116 
Peanuts} 65 
Pege;y and IJlado, 79 
Penny, 74 
Pete and Pierre, 79 
Peter and the Whiffle-
Hound, 72 
Peter Pan, 59 
Peter Penny and His :-~ae;ic 
Dollar, 73 
Picture Stories of the 
Bible, 118 
Play It Safe Comic Book, 39 
Playing It Safe, 39 
Pop Go The Fuses, 57 
Prevent Brush Fires Protect 
Your Home, 100 
Private Li'l Abner, 90 
Quincy, 102 
Railroads Deliver The Goods, 
78 
Reformation, 89 
Refreshment Through The 
A5es, 45 
Ricky and Debbie in Sardine-
land, 110 
Room For One More, 57 
Salute To The Boy Scouts, 
79 
Sam Shrevrd, 70 
Santa Claus Funnies, 54 
Savin~ to ~in, 73 
School Bus Safety Tips, 39 
Schvrinn Bicycle Book, 54 
Schi·rinn Bilce Thrills, 54 
Science In Your Future, 23 
Science Today, 30 
Seagram's Merrymaker, 15 
Seagram's Selling Secrets, 
15 
Second Annual Report of the 
Louisiana State Hospital 
Board, 101 
Selling America, 115 
Shelter Through the Ages, 29 
Skipper and His Pal, 71 
Smokey Bear, 124 
Smokey Stover, 123 
Sports- U.S.A., 85 
Startling Facts About 
Dictatorship, 114 
Startling Facts About Pro-
duction and Progress, 114 
Startling Facts About Re-
search and Invention, 114 
Steel, 112 
Steve Canyon, 93-94 
Steve Canyon's Secret Kis-
sion, 92 
Ston and Go, The Safety 
Tvlins, 123 
Stories of Discovery, 89 
Story of Time, 53 
Strictly for the Smart 
Birds, 90 
Strong for the People, 92 
.............. ________________________ __ 
Superman ::rorl': Book, 93 
Seeepy, 100 
Tank Talk, 18 
Tape It Easy, 60 
Teamed For Progress, 47 
T.V. Is My Business, 59 
Ten Men and the Tele-
phone, 75 
Tennessee Jed, 47 
Terry and the Pirates, 
1-J.4' 94 
The Adventures of Peter 
'tlhea t, 47 
The Atomic Revolution, 29 
The Bible and the Vlorking 
r-ian, 117 
The Birds Eye Kids Give A 
Party, 47 
The Birds Eve Kids Go 
Fishing, 47 
The Birds Eye Kids Go 
Shopping, 47 
The Birds Eye Kids In The 
Kitchen, 47 
The Case of One'Bad Boy', 
122 
The Case of the Accused 
Driver, 72 
The Case of the BlOi•m Out 
Fuses, 57 
The Cas~ of the Skeptical 
Home Ovmer, 57 
The Child You Save May Be 
Your 0Hn, 113 
The Distribution of Elec-
tricity, 23 
The Dollar Dilemma, 116 
The Generation of Elec-
tricity, 22 
The Ghost Tovm That Came 
To Life, 57 
The Giant Returns, 105 
The Hillery Story, 107 
The Inside Story, 52 
The Iron Horse Goes To 
~·Tar, 79 
The Korea Story, 88 
The Last Drop of Blood, 
89 -
The Leader Comics, 31 
The Light That Failed, 59 
The Little Despot, 89 
The Little Trees That ';lent 
To School, 36 
The Magic of Vitamins, 61 
'rhe Man Who Runs Interfer-
ence, 69 
The Han ':Tho 1·louldn' t Quit, 
92 
The Narch to Market, 37 
The Miracle In Your Gas 
Tanl\:, 65 
The 1959 Cars of the For-
1vard Look, 32 
The Pioneers, 90 
The Plot To Steal The 
v'lorld' 116 
The Races of I-:J:anl\:ind, 125 
The Red Iceberg, 118 
The Robert Alph.onso Taft 
Story, 105 
The Story of Checks, 73 
The Story of Cotton, 111 
The Story of Grain from 
Farm to You, 110 
The Story of Harry S. Tru-
'1an, 101.~ 
The Story of James Kichael 
Curley, 107 
The Story of Light, 23· 
The Story of rc:ass Assembly, 
31 
The Story of I··lass Produc-
tion, 31 
The Story of Nid City- and 
Its Sanitary Landfill, 62 
The Story of Robin Hood, 47 
The Story of Salt, 29 
The Story of Steel, 31 
The Story of the United 
States, 83 
The Story of Vla ter Supply, 
77 
The Ta;)rlor Tw$ns In Double 
Deal, 14 
The Tender Family, 46 
The ~·larrior and the .Slave 
Girl, 81 
195 . 
The Wonderful World of 28 
Flavors, LJ-8 
The Wonders of Wire Rope, 
63 
There Are No Master Races, 
125 
Thin9s That Even Dads 
Don t Knmv About, 32 
Three ~rTho Came Back, 101 
Time of Decision, 91 
Tom, Dick and Harry, the 
Marquette Team, 11 
Tommy Gets the Keys, 27 
Trapped, 97 
True Tales, 85 
Under the Hood Cartoons, 
64 
Unkept Promise, 121 
Visit to America, 84 
Voyage to Freedom, 83 
Watch Out for 5ig Talk, 
114 
Water, Giver of Life, 
1-laster and Servant of 
I'Ianldnd, 76 
vraxey, 100 
We Hit The Jackpot, 9 
~~re 've Been '/'forking on the 
Railroad, 79 
1d1m t A H.enublican Congress 
Will Do ~or You, 108 
\'That About Lever Adver-
tising?, 5 
\'That Do You Kno1v About 
Fire?, 71, 124 
~~vha t One Farm Family 
Found Out, 62· 
What To Do When Atom 
Bombs Fall, 101 
What's In It For Me?, 13 
v'fhen the Communists Came! , 
88 
11\rho' s Zoo on the Highvmy, 
72 
\·lhy Don't Trains Fly? , 80 
Wisconsin's Forests, 100 
)Vi thout 1.:,!arning, 122 
~vender Book of Rubber, 27 
i'londel" i·n1.at A Television 
Set Thinks About, 76 
\•lyoming, 101 
Vlyoming Joe, 101 
You Hit The Jackpot, 115 
Your Hair Can Be Lovelier, 
37 
Your Presidents, 52 
Your Social Security, 10 
Your Welfare Fu~d Gift, 
122 
You've Got to Have Grit~ 13 
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J 
Advertising 
justifying, 4-6 
merchandising and sales 
promotion, 43-68 
Allis-Chalmers, 57-58 
American Cancer Society, 
120-21 
American Telephone and 
Telegraph Co~,-75-76 
Apparel, 49-53 
Association of American 
Railroads, 78-79 
Atomic Energy Commission, 
29' 96 
Automobiles, 51-32, 113 
Banlcing, 73-7 4 
Bemis Brothers Bag 
Company, 6-8, 129, 143 
B.F. Goodrich, 27-29 
Bicycle, 54-55 
Boston University, 21, 
66, 106, 142 
Boy Scouts and 3-irl 
Scouts, 79, 122-23 
Brotherhood, 125-26 
Business Research 
Corporation, 12 
Capp, Al, 45, 60, 68, 87, 
90, 113 
Catechetical Guild, 117-
19 
Caterpillar Tractor 
company, 61-62 
Chrysler, 31-32 
Cities Service, 17-18 
Clothing, 49-53 
Commerce, 69-72 
Banking, 73-74 
insurance, 69-72 
mass communications, 
80-81 
stocks, 7 l.J--75 
transportation, 78-80 
utilities, 75-77 
Community r~lations (see 
school use J 
i 
,:.; 
nmEx 
Communism, 89-90 
against, 4-10, 40-42, 113-
119 
Conservation (see fire 
safety) 
Cost factors, 141 
Du Pont, 18, 56 
Economic and political edu-
197 
cation, 4-10, 40-42, 113-19 
Education Relations, 19-42 
Effectiveness, 127-38 
Employee Relations, 4-le 
company earnings and 
benefits, 10-13 
company earnings, 10-12 
employee benefits, 13 
economic and political 
education, 4-10, 113-19 
justifying advertisine, 
4-6 
teaching free enterprise, 
6-10 
employee and dealer 
training, 15-18 
product information, 17-18 
salesmanship, 15-16 
recruiting, 13 
Food, 44-L:s 
Ford Motor, 31, 62 
Free enterprise, 6-10, 40-42, 
113-119 
General Electric, 
advertising, 66 
employee relations, 13, 129, 
143 
school use, 22-26 
Gerieral Mills, 40-42, 46 
Government, 82-109 
Atomic Energy Commission, 96 
health, vrelfare, and 
safety, 96-101 
international relations, 82-
~6!ll~~~1 6~;~~igns, 103-09 
reports and publicity, 
101-03 
Grit, 13-14 
I 
Health, welfare and safety 
(see also philanthropy 
and T.-relfare), 
employee, 14 
fire, 32-36, 71, 99-100 
123-32~ 
mental health, 97-99 
120, 125-26 
syphilis, 96 
traffic, 32, 38-39, 721 113, 123 . 
Home improvement and 
household goods, 56-60 
Huffman Hanufacturing 
Company, 55 
Industrial uses, 4-68 
tedUe&UQll. relations, 19-
42 
employee relations, 4-18 
merchandising and sales 
promotion, 43-68 
Institute of Life Insur-
ance, 69-70 
Insurance, 69-72 
insurance information, 
69-71 
teaching safety, 71-72 
fire, 71 
traffic, 72 
International Paper 
Company, 32-36 
International relations 
82-90 
State Department, 82-84, 
88 -
United States Information 
.\gency, 84-87 
\var use, 87-89 
Lever Brothers, 4-6 
Li'l Abner (see Al Capp) 
Link, Henry C., 7-8, 10" 
143 
Machinery and industrial 
supplies, 61-65 
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Marquette Cement r-J:anufactur-
ing Company, 11-12, 129 
Hass communications, 80-81 
broadcasting, 80 
motion pictures, 81 
nevmpapers, 81 
McKesson and Robbins, 61 
Helville Shce Company, 50-52 
l:Ierchandising and sales 
promotion, 43-68 
advertising, 65-68 
clothing, 49-53 
shoes, 49-52 
food promotion, 44-49 
food stores, 47 
frankfurters, 45-46 
fr•ozen foods, 47 
grain products, 46-47 
milk products, 47 
restaurants, 48 
soft drinks, 44-45 
home improvement and 
household goods, 56-60 
machinery and industrial 
supplies, 61-65 
toys, 53-55 
bicycles, 54-55 
!·Uli tary, 90-95 
indoctrination, 92-99 
recruitment, 90-92 
National Association of 
Manufacturers, 113-15 
National Fire Protection 
Association, 123-24 
Philanthropy and 1tfelfare 
(see also health, welfare 
and safety), 120-126 
brotherhood, 125-26 
fire prevention, 123-24 
health and 11elfare, 120-23 
Political campaigns, 103-09 
Premiums (see merchandising 
and sales promotion) 
Production of promics, 139-
41 -
I 
I 
I 
Professional associations 
(see trade and profes-
sional associations) 
Promics, 
commercial uses, 69-81 
defined, 2 
effectiveness, 127-38 
industrial uses, 4-68 
production, 139-41 
public enterprise used, 
82-126 
research in, 142-44 
Public Relations Society 
of America, 28, 41 
Public enterprise, 82-126 
Pulse, Inc., 50-52, 143 
Quincy, ~-iassachusetts, 
102-03 
Railroads, 78-80 
Reports, 
employee, 10-13 
F 
Research, need for, 142-44 
Robinson, Edvrard J., 22, 
66, 142 
Safety (see health, wel-
fare, and safety) 
Sales promotion (see mer-
chandising and sales 
promotion) 
School of Public Relations 
and Communications, 21, 
66, 142 
School use, 19-42 
teaching about: 
automobiles, 31-32 
banking, 73-71~ 
economics, 28, 40-42 
health and safety, 32-40, 
71-72, 97-100, 123-26 
insurance, 69-72 
mass communications, 
80-81 
science, 22-30, 75-77, 96 
transportation, 78-80 
Stocks: 7 4-75 
Superior Coach Corporation 
38-39 -
S11ift and Company, 37 
Syphillis, 96 
Taft-Hartley Law (see eco-
nomic and political edu-
cation) 
Temperance, 121 
Thorn ~.::cAn, 50-52 
Toys, 53-55 
'rrade and professional 
associations, 110-119 
commercial, 69-80 
economic and political 
education, 113-119 
health, welfare, and 
safety, 112 
product information, 110-
12 
Transportation, 78-80 
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United States (see government) 
Utilities, 75-77 
Van Avery, D111ight, 2L~, 26 
Welfare (see philanthropy 
and welfare) 
••
1Testinghouse Electric, 26 
·~,vhi te, David M. , 22, 66 
Young Catholic Messenger, 
24-25 
Zorbaugh, Harvey \IT. , 21, 
31, 112 
